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Abstract 

Locomotor recovery from anoxia is complicated and little is known about the molecular 

and cellular mechanisms regulating anoxic recovery in Drosophila. For this thesis I established a 

protocol for large-scale analysis of locomotor activity in adult flies with exposure to a transient 

anoxia. Using this protocol I observed that wild-type Canton-S flies recovered faster and more 

consistently from anoxia than the white-eyed mutant w1118, which carries a null allele of w1118 in 

an isogenic genetic background. Both Canton-S and w1118 are commonly used controls in the 

Drosophila community. Genetic analysis including serial backcrossing, RNAi knockdown, w+ 

duplication to Y chromosome as well as gene mutation revealed a strong association between the 

white gene and the timing of locomotor recovery. I also found that the locomotor recovery 

phenotype is independent of white-associated eye pigmentation, that heterozygous w+ allele was 

haplo-insufficient to induce fast and consistent locomotor recovery from anoxia in female flies, 

and that mini-white is insufficient to promote fast and consistent locomotor recovery. Moreover, 

locomotor recovery was delayed in flies with RNAi knockdown of white in subsets of serotonin 

neurons in the central nervous system. I further demonstrated that mutations of 

phosphodiesterase genes (PDE) displayed wild-type-like fast and consistent locomotor recovery, 

and that locomotor recovery was light-sensitive in the night in w1118. The delayed locomotor 

recovery and the light sensitivity were eliminated in PDE mutants that were dual-specific or 

cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP)-specific. Up-regulation of cGMP using multiple 

approaches including PDE mutation, sildenafil feeding or specific expression of an atypical 
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soluble guanylyl cyclase (Gyc88E) was sufficient to suppress w-RNAi induced delay of 

locomotor recovery. Taken together, these data strongly support the hypothesis that White 

transports cGMP and promotes fast and consistent locomotor recovery from anoxia.  
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Chapter 1 

General introduction 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 Anoxia tolerance 

We live in an atmosphere with an oxygen volume around 21%. When the oxygen level 

drops, brain functions are disturbed and hypoxic-anoxic injuries occur (MCQUILLEN 1949; 

MADISON and NIEDERMEYER 1970; BRONSHVAG 1978). 

In humans, anoxia, the complete lack of oxygen, occurs in extreme conditions such as 

carbon monoxide inhalation, drowning, strangulation, suffocation, respiratory arrest and 

anaesthetic accident (MCQUILLEN 1949; JOHNSON 2006). Anoxic brain injury is severe, because 

the human brain stores little energy and has a high metabolic rate that requires a continuous 

supply of oxygen and glucose (BRONSHVAG 1978). A few minutes anoxic exposure causes 

unconsciousness and even death (GOLDBERG and ELLIS 1997). Behavioral responses to anoxic 

exposure are well-documented in mammals. Exposure of the guinea pig to pure nitrogen causes 

immediate increase of respiratory rate and activity within first 15 s, followed by neck arching 

and slumping to the floor during the next 20 s (THORNER and LEWY 1940). Spasmodic 

movements such as twitching and generalized convulsions are observed within 1 min. Artificial 

respiration is required for recovery after more than 1 min exposure. A cat with 8 min 45 s 

circulation arrest will die within a few hours, and dogs with circulation arrest for 8 min, or 
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exposed to atmosphere with oxygen deficiency, die in less than 30 min (WEINBERGER et al. 1940; 

GRENELL 1946; MCQUILLEN 1949). 

Recovery of mammals and humans from anoxia is poor. With temporal hypoxic brain 

injury, the histopathological changes vary from acute neuronal injury within days to permanent 

astrogliosis for tens of years (MĂRGĂRITESCU et al. 2009). 

Unlike mammals, insects have evolved strong anoxic or hypoxic tolerance. More than 

90% survival during the first day is observed after prolonged periods of pure nitrogen exposure 

for these insects: 1 h for yellow-fever mosquito; 2 h for house fly; 4 h for Madeira cockroach; 8 

h for red-legged grasshopper and 48 h for Japanese beetle (KNIPLING et al. 1961). Locusts can 

survive an atmosphere of pure nitrogen for up to 6 h at room temperature (WU et al. 2002), and 

hawk moths recover from 24 h anoxia (WEGENER and MORATZKY 1995). In addition, termites 

are able to resist to pure nitrogen for up to 6-7 h at room temperature (GILMOUR 1940).  

Like many insects, Drosophila melanogaster can survive several hours of anoxia without 

apparent adverse effects (HADDAD and MA 2001; CALLIER et al. 2015). Drosophila has evolved 

an efficient respiratory system (MANNING and KRASNOW 1993), and possesses the ability to 

greatly reduce metabolic rate in anoxia (VAN VOORHIES 2009). Once returned to normoxia, there 

is no apparent payment of hypoxia-induced oxygen debt, which is common in vertebrates after 

prolonged hypoxia and is repaid by increasing oxygen consumption during recovery (VAN DEN 

THILLART and VERBEEK 1991; JOHANSSON et al. 1995). Although the extreme tolerance and 

extraordinary recovery performance from anoxia have encouraged extensive studies pursuing the 

underlying physiological, genetic and molecular mechanisms, little of the genetic and molecular 
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basis of anoxic recovery is understood.  

Due to the ease of culture, short life cycle, completion of genome sequencing and the 

availability of a variety of transgenic lines and well-established genetic techniques, Drosophila 

has been an ideal model organism for dissecting the genetic and molecular bases for many 

human disease-related phenotypes. This project is aimed at investigating the molecular basis 

underlying locomotor recovery from anoxia in adult Drosophila.  

 

1.1.2 Behavioral and neural responses to anoxia in Drosophila adult 

Adult Drosophila enters a state of coma upon anoxic exposure (ARMSTRONG et al. 2011). 

When observed in a circular arena, the visible behavioral actions before entering the immobile 

state include: (1) a sudden pause of locomotion followed by the rapid increase of searching 

activity, (2) a slow-down of activity within seconds, (3) a strong convulsion lasting for less than 

a second, and (4) motionless state. Depending on the speed of the drop in oxygen, adult flies 

enter a coma after different exposure durations. When oxygen level in the atmosphere reduces to 

0.03% within 2-3 min, flies take an average of 8.4 min to be completely knocked down 

(KRISHNAN et al. 1997). However, flies enter a coma within seconds during rapid exposure to 

100 % nitrogen (ARMSTRONG et al. 2011). 

Accompanying the behavioral responses to anoxia, the major change of neural activity in 

the central nervous system (CNS) is anoxic depolarization in mammals (HANSEN 1985; SOMJEN 

2001; TAKANO et al. 2007). Initially neurons are hyperpolarized with a reduction of membrane 

resistance due to selective increase of potassium conductance (HANSEN et al. 1982; HANSEN 
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1985; SOMJEN 2001). The neurons eventually undergo a rapid depolarization that coincides with 

extracellular anoxic depolarization. Many other altered electrophysiological characteristics can 

be observed in the CNS. The extracellular field potential displays a large amplitude negative 

potential change, referred to as Direct-Current (DC) potential shift. The DC potential shift 

remains negative during anoxic exposure and lasts until the return to normoxia. The 

transmembrane ion gradients of Na+, K+, Ca2+ and Cl- are lost, together with excessive release of 

neurotransmitter and cell swelling (HANSEN 1985; SOMJEN 2001).  

DC potential shift occurs within seconds after the onset of anoxia, which approximately 

coincides with behavioral convulsion observed in the circular arena (unpublished observation). 

Following rapid negative potential deflection, no action potentials can be generated until the DC 

potential shifts back to normal (KRISHNAN et al. 1997; LINDQUIST and SHUTTLEWORTH 2012). 

Similarly, after behavioral convulsion, flies are completely motionless. After behavioral recovery, 

repetitive induction of anoxic coma and ion disorders is possible (ARMSTRONG et al. 2011). 

 

1.1.3 Recovery from anoxia 

Upon the return to normoxia, the disordered ion gradients, DC potential shift, lost 

neuronal excitability and excess of transmitter as well as the lost locomotor ability start to 

recover.  

Behavioural recovery takes place in the following sequence: rhythmic leg twitching, wing 

closure, rolling over, standing upright, grooming and walking. Most time is taken from the return 

to normoxia to rhythmic leg twitching, and from standing upright to walking. In wild-type 
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Canton-S (CS) the process for behavioral recovery after a short anoxia (30 s) takes 8 - 10 min 

before the flies start to walk continuously. More time is required for locomotor recovery if adult 

flies are exposed to longer periods of anoxia (KRISHNAN et al. 1997). 

Many biological processes must be restored before the recovery of coordinated 

locomotion. A surge of extracellular potassium concentration accompanies the DC potential shift 

during anoxia and this starts to recover immediately once the fly is returned to normoxia. 

Recovery of the potassium transmembrane gradient and the DC potential shift takes seconds or 

tens of seconds (ARMSTRONG et al. 2011). The generation and propagation of action potentials in 

adult flies takes about 1 min to be restored (KRISHNAN et al. 1997). This timing is consistent with 

the recovery of action potentials from a spreading depolarization in the murine brain slice 

(LINDQUIST and SHUTTLEWORTH 2012). In contrast to the fast recovery of disordered potassium 

ion levels and action potentials, recovery of post-synaptic potentials take 5 - 10 min from the 

onset of spreading depolarization (LINDQUIST and SHUTTLEWORTH 2012). This time scale is 

similar to the time required for the recovery of episodic motor activities seen in adult flies (QIU 

et al. 2016). 

 

1.1.4 Locomotor recovery from anoxia 

The start of continuous walking in a circular arena indicates an early locomotor recovery 

that may not reflect a complete locomotor recovery. Flies might initially walk slowly and full 

recovery to normal speeds could require extended time. Preliminary observations showed that 

the locomotion ability of wild-type Canton-S (CS), was able to recover rapidly after a 30 s 
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anoxia to a level near or even above the baseline of controls before gradually returning to the 

normal level (Figure 1.1A). The locomotion ability of w1118, a strain carrying mutant white 

allele, was not able to fully recover to the control baseline within 1 h (Figure 1.1B). Initial return 

of locomotion ability to a level above or below the control baseline indicates incomplete 

locomotor recovery. Therefore, a 30 s anoxia in adult Drosophila could cause profound 

behavioral and neural disorders that require hours to be fully recovered. 

 

1.1.5 Potential role for glial cells during locomotor recovery  

Glial cells provide energy and remove excessive transmitter and metabolites from 

extracellular spaces. Several types of glial cells in the CNS have been categorized in adult 

Drosophila (FREEMAN and DOHERTY 2006; STORK et al. 2008; DOHERTY et al. 2009; EDWARDS 

and MEINERTZHAGEN 2010; AWASAKI and LEE 2011; STORK et al. 2012). In live mouse cortex 

severe hypoxia is linked with cortical spreading depression, during which the predominant glial 

cells, the astrocytes, remain morphologically unaffected by cortical spreading depression while 

marked neuronal swelling is evident and lasts for minutes (TAKANO et al. 2007). These findings 

suggest that anoxic depolarization in Drosophila could induce structural changes mainly in 

neurons but not glia.  

Glial cells clear elevated extracellular potassium through multiple approaches including 

glial transporting, siphoning and spatial buffering (CHEN and NICHOLSON 2000; FREEMAN and 

DOHERTY 2006; WALLRAFF et al. 2006; FREEMAN 2015). Almost all cortical astrocytes are 

physically connected through gap junctions and integrated into glial syncytium (THEIS et al. 
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Figure 1.1. Locomotor recovery from anoxia in CS and w1118 adult flies. 

(A) Locomotor activity in CS flies subjected to a 30s anoxia. CS male flies (n = 16) were loaded 

individually into the circular arenas (1.27 cm diameter) and the travel distance per minute was 

analyzed. After 5 min regular locomotion, flies were exposed to a 30s anoxia by pumping in pure 

nitrogen (10L/min). Flies were then allowed 60 min to recover under normoxia (2L/min room air 

flow). The recovery dynamic of flies with anoxia (red solid circles) was fitted with a sigmoidal 

function, yielding a time to half recovery of 7.2 min, and the percent locomotor recovery (% 

Recovery) of 95.4%. Control flies (white open circles, n = 16) did not receive anoxic exposure, 

and remained locomotion with gradual reduction over time (P < 0.0001, linear regression). (B) 

Locomotor activity in w1118 flies (n = 16) subjected to a 30 s anoxia. Flies were treated under 

the same conditions as in CS. The sigmoidal curve fitting revealed the time to half recovery of 

16.6 min and the % recovery of 57.5%. Control flies (n = 16) displayed locomotion with gradual 

reduction over time (P < 0.0001, linear regression). Note: % Recovery was calculated as: 

maximal locomotion (sigmoidal best-fit top value) / average locomotion within 5 min before 

anoxia × 100%. 
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2005; GIAUME and LIU 2012). Physical connection between glia enhances clearing and buffering 

ability for disordered homeostasis of extracellular ion distributions. It has been shown that glial 

calcium oscillations are globally synchronized between any two random sites of glial cells in 

blood-brain barrier in the Drosophila larval brain (SPÉDER and BRAND 2014). Therefore, glial 

cells might play an essential role in the restoration of disordered ion gradients and excessive 

accumulation of metabolites as well as providing sufficient ATP during recovery from anoxia. 

 

1.1.6 Possible molecular targets modulating anoxic recovery 

CngA 

Cyclic nucleotide-gated non-selective cation channels (CngA) conduct Ca2+, Na+ and K+ 

(KAUPP and SEIFERT 2002). CngA is expressed in the antennae and visual system in Drosophila 

(BAUMANN et al. 1994). It has been shown that CngA mediates the behavioral response to 

hypoxia in Drosophila larvae (VERMEHREN-SCHMAEDICK et al. 2010). However, it is unknown 

whether CngA regulates anoxic recovery in adult fly. Drosophila CgnA is more sensitive to 

cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) than cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) 

(BAUMANN et al. 1994). Many factors including oxygen reduction and light stimulation regulate 

cGMP levels in photoreceptors and neurons in the CNS (HAYNES and YAU 1985; YAU and 

BAYLOR 1989; HAYNES and YAU 1990; EBREY and KOUTALOS 2001; MORTON 2004), which 

could activate CngA channels, allowing rapid transmembrane flux of cations. Activation of a 

sustained inward current is linked to the anoxic depolarization (WEILINGER et al. 2013). The 

sustained inward current is not mediated by glutamate receptors, voltage-gated calcium channels 
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or Na+-Ca2+ exchange and it has been proposed that a non-selective cation current mediates the 

sustained inward current (MACDONALD and JACKSON 2007). Persistent up- or down-regulation 

of cGMP could maintain the open state of CngA channels, which might be consistent with the 

sustained negative potential deflection during the DC shift. It is hypothesized that CngA channels 

modulate recovery speed from anoxia by facilitating fast restoration of disordered ion 

distribution. 

 

Adenosine receptor 

Adenosine has inhibitory and excitatory neurotransmitter functions through activation of 

different adenosine receptor subtypes (LATINI and PEDATA 2001). During spreading depression, 

post-synaptic responses are subjected to prolonged inhibition, which is partly due to the 

accumulation of extracellular adenosine (LINDQUIST and SHUTTLEWORTH 2012). Activation of 

adenosine receptor A1 by accumulated adenosine is responsible for the prolonged depression of 

synaptic transmission (DE MENDONÇA et al. 1995; DUNWIDDIE and MASINO 2001; BUCK 2004; 

LINDQUIST and SHUTTLEWORTH 2012; CHEN et al. 2014). Inhibition of adenosine receptors by 

the selective antagonist 8-cyclopentyl-1,3-dipropylxanthine (DPCPX) or 8-cyclopentyl-1, 

3-dimethylxanthine (8-CPT) accelerates the recovery of post-synaptic potentials (LINDQUIST and 

SHUTTLEWORTH 2012). Transcripts of adenosine receptor genes are detected in the optic lobes, 

the ring gland, all imaginal discs and salivary glands in the third-instar larvae (DOLEZELOVA et al. 

2007). Together, these findings suggest that adenosine receptors could be a potential molecular 

target to regulate the recovery of synaptic transmission after anoxia. 
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Transient receptor potential (TRP) and transient receptor potential-like (TRPL) 

channels  

The genes for transient receptor potential (TRP) and transient receptor potential-like 

(TRPL) channels have been identified in Drosophila (MONTELL and RUBIN 1989; WONG et al. 

1989; PHILLIPS et al. 1992). Anoxia activates TRP and TRPL channels and induces Ca2+ influx 

and K+ efflux in Drosophila photoreceptors (AGAM et al. 2000; MINKE and AGAM 2003). In the 

dark, anoxia induces a two-phase negative voltage change in the cornea that mimicks the DC 

potential shift observed in the fly brain (ARMSTRONG et al. 2011). The rapid voltage drop is 

proposed to arise from the activation of TRP and TRPL channels (AGAM et al. 2000). These 

findings support the notion that TRP and TRPL channels are potential targets mediating abrupt 

ion distribution during anoxia. However, a major question is whether TRP and TRPL are 

light-activated channels. In contrast to the dark, under bright light illumination an extracellular 

potassium surge occurs during anoxic exposure (ARMSTRONG et al. 2011). Moreover, TRP and 

TRPL-mediated two-phase negative voltage shifts are observed in the visual system, whereas 

single phase DC potential shifts are seen in the CNS. Therefore, additional non-selective cation 

channels might be activated to mediate rapid ion flux during anoxic depolarization. 

 

Pyrexia 

The gene pyrexia (pyx) encodes a relatively new type of transient receptor potential 

channel in Drosophila (LEE et al. 2005). Pyx is a non-selective cation channel with higher 
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permeability to K+ than Na+. 60 % of pyx null flies enter a heat-induced paralysis within 3 min of 

exposure to 40 ºC, whereas only 9 % of w1118 flies are paralyzed under these conditions (LEE et 

al. 2005). Pyx is expressed in peripheral sensory neurons, which are widely distributed 

throughout fly body. Pyx channel opening by high temperature might counteract the abrupt ion 

disorders and prevent flies from entering into heat-induced coma, allowing heat-resistant 

avoidance locomotion. There is a possibility that pyx is involved in the modulation of ion 

distributions during anoxia.  

  

1.2 Research questions 

It is intriguing that wild-type flies displayed faster locomotor recovery than the 

white-eyed mutant (Figure 1.1). The mutant fly carries the w1118 allele, a null form of the white 

gene. White protein transports and deposits pigments in cells of the compound eye. Although 

several studies have indicated extra-retinal functions of White (ZHANG and ODENWALD 1995; 

HING and CARLSON 1996; CAMPBELL and NASH 2001; BORYCZ et al. 2008; SITARAMAN et al. 

2008), there is little evidence that White regulates locomotor recovery from anoxia. Therefore, 

addressing the potential role for White in locomotor recovery phenotype could be fruitful.    

Cng channels mediate immediate visual transduction in vertebrates (COBBS et al. 1985; 

HURWITZ et al. 1985; STRYER 1986) and fast behavioral performance in C. elegans (GAO et al. 

2015). Cng channels are operated by cGMP, which is up-regulated by an oxygen sensor, the 

atypical soluble guanylyl cyclases Gyc88E, Gyc89Da and Gyc89Db in Drosophila and GCY-31 

and GCY-33 in C. elegans under hypoxia (MORTON 2004; ZIMMER et al. 2009; 
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VERMEHREN-SCHMAEDICK et al. 2010). During recovery from anoxia, disordered ion 

distributions must be restored to permit the recovery of locomotor coordination. The Cng 

channel would be an ideal candidate to mediate ionic restoration. Thus, further understanding the 

contribution of Cng channel to locomotor recovery is another research direction.  

 

1.3 Project overview 

Recovery from anoxia in Drosophila adult is complicated and many biological processes 

might be involved. In the current project I focus on a specific aspect - the timing of locomotor 

recovery from anoxia and the possible underlying cellular or molecular basis. The rationale is 

largely based on preliminary observations that two commonly used fly strains, wild-type CS and 

mutant w1118, display substantially different recovery speeds after a transient anoxia.  

To examine the locomotor behavior in adult Drosophila, I developed a protocol for 

analyzing behavioral parameters of flies restrained in circular arenas. The large scale 

computation and quantification of locomotor parameters from multiple individuals is performed 

using customized fly tracking software, developed with Open Computer Vision 2.0 (OpenCV2.0) 

and Microsoft visual C++ (2008 Express edition). The established protocol has been proven to be 

efficient in computing many behavioral parameters including path length over a period of time, 

time to locomotor recovery, percentage of time on perimeter and locomotion orientation. In 

addition, the newly established protocol has revealed several novel phenotypes (i.e. one-way 

locomotion) that have not been previously reported. This protocol provides a powerful approach 

for exploring the molecular and genetic mechanisms underlying locomotor recovery from anoxia 
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in adult Drosophila (see Chapter 2). 

Through application of this established locomotor assay, I demonstrate in Chapter 3 that 

the white gene in Drosophila is tightly associated with the timing of locomotor recovery. This is 

supported by multiple approaches including serial backcrossing, w+ duplication and RNAi 

knockdown. I also show that the locomotor recovery phenotype is independent of the 

white-related eye color phenotype, and that mini-white is insufficient to rescue the delayed 

locomotor recovery in the null mutant w1118. Finally, RNAi knockdown of white in highly 

restricted neuronal subsets, the subsets of the serotonin family with fewer than 100 neurons in 

the CNS, is sufficient to delay locomotor recovery. 

In Chapter 4 I provide evidence how white could modulate the timing of locomotor 

recovery. It is hypothesized that White protein transports cGMP, thus improving cGMP signaling 

in the CNS. The major findings are: (1) PDE mutants display fast locomotor recovery from 

anoxia; (2) locomotor recovery is light-sensitive in the night but not in the daytime in w1118; (3) 

light sensitivity of locomotor recovery is abolished in PDE mutants; and (4) up-regulation of 

cGMP through mutation or tissue-specific expression of Gyc88E in the white-RNAi targeted 

neurons in w+-carrying flies is sufficient to prevent the delayed locomotor recovery. A summary 

and discussion on the major findings together with future directions are provided in Chapter 5.   
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Chapter 2  

An assay for locomotor behavior in adult Drosophila* 

 

 

* Part of this chapter is adopted from the publication: 

Xiao C and Robertson RM. Locomotion induced by spatial restriction in adult Drosophila. PLoS 

One (2015) 10: e0135825. doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0135825. 
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2.1 Abstract 

The adult Drosophila displays a rich repertoire of locomotor behavior including exploration, 

feeding and mating. Quantification of locomotion in adult flies has been challenging due to the 

requirements of software to track flies and perform a high-throughput behavioral analysis. Here I 

report a protocol for locomotor assays in adult flies loaded in circular arenas (with 1.27cm or 

3.81cm diameter). The software for fly tracking was developed with Open Computer Vision 2.0 

(OpenCV2.0). An apparatus was built to house up to 128 flies for simultaneous locomotor 

analysis. Using this newly developed protocol, I described a series of locomotor characteristics 

in two commonly used fly strains: wild-type Canton-S (CS) and mutant w1118. The locomotor 

characteristics covered several aspects of behavior including exploratory activity in restricted 

spaces and sexual dimorphism that were common in CS and w1118 strains. In addition, the assay 

was sufficiently versatile and powerful to analyze many strain-specific quantifiable parameters 

including travel distance over time, apparent step size, boundary preference, locomotion 

orientation and mating success. Therefore, this protocol will be invaluable for unraveling the 

molecular and genetic bases for locomotor behavior in adult Drosophila. 
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2.2 Introduction 

Individual Drosophila adults display a rich repertoire of locomotor behavior including 

walking, stopping, sharp turning, crab walking, backing-up and jumping in a relatively large 

arena (BRANSON et al. 2009). In an open field the locomotor characteristics of freely-walking 

flies can be modeled as two main components: directional persistence and wall attraction 

(SOIBAM et al. 2012a). When restrained in circular arenas with 9.1 cm diameters, adult flies 

initially increase locomotor activity, which is followed by spontaneous activity at a steady state 

(CONNOLLY 1967; BURNET et al. 1988; LIU et al. 2007). When restrained in extremely small 

rectangular arenas (1.0 cm × 0.6 cm), locomotion is characterized by relentless or unabated 

activity for several hours interspersed with a few short stops (COLE 1995). In addition to 

space-related locomotion, freely-walking flies respond actively to visual stimuli by moving 

towards visual targets in a Buridan’s paradigm (COLOMB et al. 2012), and actively orient towards 

salient objects in their environment (ROBIE et al. 2010). Therefore, adult flies perform responsive 

locomotion to their environmental conditions including spatial restriction and visual stimulation.  

To observe the locomotor behavior of adult Drosophila, the animals are usually restrained 

in circular or rectangular arenas of varying dimensions (EWING 1963; COLE 1995; MARTIN 2004; 

LIU et al. 2007; VALENTE et al. 2007; SOIBAM et al. 2012b). On some occasions the wings are 

clipped to prevent the animals from flying away (BRANSON et al. 2009; COLOMB et al. 2012; 

COLOMB and BREMBS 2014), and only the walking abilities are evaluated. Extreme conditions 

could alter the characteristics of innate locomotor behavior, and it is possible that experimental 

conditions stress the flies such that minor contributions from single genes could be masked. 
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Several strategies can be considered to maximize the power of behavioral analysis of innate 

locomotion rather than responsive or reactive locomotion. Consistency in the laboratory 

conditions (i.e. temperature, illumination) as well as using uniform chamber shape, size and 

materials will minimize behavioral variations from experiment to experiment. Another approach 

is to choose or develop protocols that are most appropriate for the range of behaviours under 

investigation. For example, rigidly tethering flies using a metal wire is suitable for observing 

behaviours such as proboscis extension or motor maneuver of a styrofoam ball (VAN SWINDEREN 

2006; MAIMON et al. 2008; SEELIG et al. 2010; PAULK et al. 2015) but is not suitable for 

investigations of exploratory ability.  

My goal is to establish a protocol allowing multiple individual flies to be observed at the 

same time while each individual is able to perform most, if not all, of the locomotion similar to 

the freely-moving behavior. The protocol should be applicable for observing the walking ability 

from the motionless state to continuous moving during locomotor recovery from anoxia. 

Examination of jumping or flight is not necessary and thus they could be suppressed by limiting 

the chamber depth rather than removing the wings from many animals at a time.  

Another major consideration is the feasibility of efficiently completing the computation 

necessary for a high resolution analysis of locomotion. It is challenging is to track fly positions 

from frame to frame for multiple flies during a reasonably extended period (e.g. 1 h). Several 

protocols (BRANSON et al. 2009; DANKERT et al. 2009; STRAW and DICKINSON 2009; COLOMB et 

al. 2012; DONELSON et al. 2012; KABRA et al. 2013) are available. However, they either have 

been developed for professional operating platforms (e.g. MATLAB), or have been designed 
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with experimental settings that would not be optimal for the current project. One possible 

solution for fly tracking is to write the code using the open source language, Open Computer 

Vision 2.0 (OpenCV2.0). It is freely available and can be installed in commonly available 

operating systems (e.g. Windows 7), allowing its application for fly tracking in most fly 

laboratories. Together with a Webcam (e.g. Logitech Webcam c905) at high resolution (1600 × 

1200 pixels) for video capture, development of a protocol for fly tracking is possible.  

In this study I successfully established a protocol for locomotor assays with the ability to 

track the positions of up to 128 flies at the same time. Using this protocol, I also described 

several behavioral characteristics in two common fly strains: wild-type Canton-S and white-eyed 

mutant w1118. Both are commonly used controls for fly research. In addition, w1118 carries a 

null allele of white gene and isogenic X, II and III chromosomes, and has been extensively used 

as genetic background for producing transgenic lines. I chose these two fly strains as a starting 

point for characterizing locomotion using the newly developed protocol.  

 

2.3 Materials and Methods 

Fly strains 

Canton S (#1, Bloomington stock center) and w1118 (L. Seroude laboratory) were 

maintained with standard cornmeal medium at room temperature (21-23ºC) with 60-70% 

humidity. The 12h/12h light/dark illumination was provided with three light bulbs (Philips 13W 

compact fluorescent energy saver) with lights on and off at 7 am and 7 pm. All experiments were 

carried out in the daytime between 10am and 4pm. Adult flies were collected with nitrogen 
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anesthesia within 2 days after emergence and raised in fresh food vials for at least 3 days before 

locomotor assay. A minimal period of 3 days without anesthesia was guaranteed before 

experiments which used flies no more than 9 days old. 

 

Fly crosses 

Three different crosses were performed between CS and w1118 flies. Simple crosses were 

between male w1118 and female CS, and reciprocally, between male CS and female w1118. 

These crosses generated F1 male flies with the same genetic content on chromosome II and III 

but different chromosome X and cytoplasmic background. Introgression (KAIN et al. 2012) was 

performed by initially crossing female w1118 with CS male flies. The F1 female flies were 

backcrossed with CS males again. Backcrossing between female progeny and CS males was 

carried out three times. F2 to F4 males were separated as w+ and w1118-carrying groups and tested. 

The introgression was intended to generate fly lines carrying gradually increased chromosomal 

content of CS in w1118 cytoplasmic background. The tested fly groups (w+ and w1118-carrying 

males in the same generation) were from the same mothers and thus had synchronized genetic 

and cytoplasmic content excluding w alleles. Serial backcrossing was performed by initially 

crossing male CS or w1118 ancestor into female w1118 or CS to produce w+/ w1118 heterozygous 

female progeny. These progenies were then backcrossed with w1118 or CS strain. Backcrosses 

between w+-carrying flies and w1118 strain and between w1118-carrying flies and CS strain were 

carried out for a total of nine generations. The resulting w+- and w1118-carrying flies (F10) had w 

alleles in different genetic and cytoplasmic backgrounds from the original.  
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Locomotor assay 

An apparatus was constructed for high-throughput analysis of locomotion of multiple 

individual flies at the same time (Figure 2.1). An array of circular arenas (with 1.27 cm or 3.81 

cm diameter) was machined in a 0.3 cm-thick Plexiglas sheet. The 0.3 cm thickness allowed flies 

to turn around and suppressed vertical movement. The bottom of the arenas was covered with 

chromatography paper (Cat# 05-714-4, Fisher Scientific) for air circulation. The top was covered 

with another slightly larger and sliding Plexiglas sheet with loading holes (0.3 cm diameter) 

close to one end. Flies were gently aspirated into arenas through the loading holes. Only one fly 

was loaded into each arena. Loading was performed column by column from left to right by 

sliding the cover. The assembled plate was then positioned in a larger air chamber. A slow air 

flow (2 L/min) was provided throughout the experiment to avoid the accumulation of aerobic or 

volatile metabolites such as CO2 (Figure 2.1A). The plate was illuminated with a white light box 

(Logan portaview slide/transparency viewer). Reflecting white cardboard sheets were used to 

improve lateral illumination, and for shielding the arenas from the experimenter and other 

activity in the room.  

Locomotor behavior of flies was video-captured with a digital camera (Logitech Webcam 

c905) and its associated software. The Logitech Webcam c905 had several advantages: (1) frame 

resolution could reach 1600 × 1200 pixels; (2) frame rate could reach 15 frames per second (fps), 

which is fast enough for the locomotor assays; (3) the camera could capture images for several 

hours with stable performance; (4) the camera distortion rate measured from the center to the 
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Figure 2.1. An apparatus for the locomotor assay. 

(A) A schematic drawing showing the experimental settings for the analysis of locomotor 

activities of Drosophila adults. A digital camera was linked to a computer and operated by 

associated software for video capture. A Plexiglas sheet with circular arenas was placed between 

a sliding Plexiglas cover and thick filter paper. Individual flies were loaded through holes (0.3cm 

diameter) on the side of plastic cover. Plexiglas sheets with different sized arenas were used for 

the analysis of locomotion with different spatial constraints. See supplementary information for 

more details. (B) The first video frame showing arenas (1.27cm diameter) loaded with flies and 

the experimental labels. Only one fly was loaded into each arena. The resolution of this image is 

1600 × 1200 pixels. A total of 128 flies were loaded and analyzed in this video. A metric ruler 

with dimensions (cm) was placed along the sides for pixel-cm conversion. 
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corner in an image was 0.7 %. The distortion is negligible with respect to the image resolution of 

1600×1200 pixels, and the fly size of 90-110 square pixels; (5) the color and sound backgrounds 

could be suppressed to reduce video size. A typical 1h video of 1600 × 1200 pixels at 15fps was 

around 300 Megabytes, which was reasonably small in file size yet contained sufficient 

information for a large scale analysis of locomotion. The grey-scale videos (~71 min), formatted 

as Windows Media Video (.WMV) at a frame rate of 15 fps were taken and stored for later 

analysis on a frame-by-frame basis (Figure 2.1B). Experimental settings including illumination, 

light reflection, and camera configuration were maintained constant in different experiments.  

 

Fly tracking 

There are a few fly tracking software packages either commercially or freely available 

(BRANSON et al. 2009; DANKERT et al. 2009; COLOMB et al. 2012; DONELSON et al. 2012; 

KABRA et al. 2013). However, using developed software for a specialized behavioral project may 

be unsatisfactory because of factors such as customized experimental settings, specialized video 

format, preferred parameters for analysis, and the necessity of special computer platforms or 

running environments. Thus I used custom-written code in open source scripting language to 

compute the desired parameters. With the help of Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 Express (free 

version) and Open Source Computer Vision 2.0 (OpenCV2.0) (http://opencv.org/), coding for fly 

tracking becomes a routine procedure suitable for desired experimental settings. For this study, I 

developed a series of codes each of which can implement a single task such as calculating center 

of mass and estimating fly size. These codes are small (less than 40K) yet powerful and 
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sufficient to calculate the desired parameters (i.e. position information of individual flies). The 

goal was to detect the center of mass of each object in each frame after which a number of 

parameters (such as path length, off-center distance and walking speed) could be calculated. The 

main procedures included, (1) learning a specific background from multiple frames of a video, (2) 

comparing the difference between each frame and background, (3) computing the center of mass 

of each object, and (4) calculating locomotor parameters (e.g. distance travelled during a specific 

period). The arena depth was 0.3 cm, which was high enough for the fly to turn around but 

prevents the fly from moving vertically, thus the two-dimensional calculated path length 

maximally reflects the distance travelled. Calibration was performed by placing a ruler in the 

viewing frame for pixel-mm conversion. To avoid the wobble effect of camera, the positional 

information was evaluated five times per second. The time interval of 0.2 s was equivalent to the 

duration of one step of a single leg at walking speeds of 40-50 cm/min (MENDES et al. 2013) and 

has been used successfully (VALENTE et al. 2007). The codes for background computing 

(Appendix 2.1) and fly tracking (Appendix 2.2) are provided. 

 

Estimation of percent time on the perimeter  

In the analysis of fly position either on or off the perimeter, the size of individual fly was 

evaluated by the software. The rationale was that, considering the substantial size difference 

between male and female, and probably between mutant and wildtype, a criterion using a 

uniform dimension may be unsuitable for determining whether a fly was on or off the perimeter. 

Therefore, the unique size of each fly was estimated.  
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Fly size was estimated by calculating the area of fly body. A total of 100 frames from the 

first 20s locomotion were extracted with 0.2s interval. After subtracting the background the blob 

area of each object was smoothed by a Gaussian 3 × 3 filter and the square pixels for the area 

were calculated. The middle 50% of the 100 estimations was used as representation of fly area. I 

chose the middle 50% because of the following considerations: (1) the maximum value could 

overestimate the fly size by having both fly body and shadow involved, and (2) the lower 25% 

might contain the values estimated from front views of a fly. The evaluated fly area was oval and 

I calculated the ratio of major/minor axis of 5-day old w1118 flies and obtained a ratio of 2.1 for 

both male and female flies. Thus a ratio of 2.1 was applied for calculating the major axis of a fly 

using the ellipse equation: area = πab, where a and b are the lengths of semi-major and 

semi-minor axis. The calibration was performed by comparing the estimations to the 

measurements of major axis in the image. The percent error was less than 10%. The codes for fly 

size estimation are provided in the appendix (Appendix 2.3). 

Once the fly size was obtained, a circular border surrounding the perimeter zone with the 

distance of a half fly size from the edge was set as a criterion to differentiate the fly locations. If 

the center of a fly was on the standard border or within the area between edge and the standard, it 

was judged that the fly was on the perimeter. This criterion was highly conservative because the 

positions of flies that were able to physically contact the side wall were included to be on the 

perimeter in the following two typical situations: (1) when a fly was on the side wall, and (2) 

when a fly was on the boundary of top or bottom walls with its major body axis forming an acute 

angle to the side wall during locomotion. The percentage of time on the perimeter over a period 
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(e.g. 60 s) was evaluated as, % TOP = (numbers of position on the perimeter / total numbers of 

locations evaluated) × 100 %. Positional information was calculated every 0.2 s. 

 

Analysis of one-way locomotion 

Angular coordination of fly relative to the center of arena was calculated using position 

information. Locomotor directions (clockwise and counter-clockwise) were judged from top 

view of area and the changes of angles. To take into account of (a) instant backwards, and (b) 

intermittent stops without changing the directions, we considered a typical directional change as 

the movement along opposite direction for at least two seconds (equivalent to five counts at a 

step of 0.4 s). 

 

Analysis of mating success 

Virgin males and females (0 - 5 h post emergence) were collected and aged to 4 - 6 days for the 

analysis of mating success. In general, fly pairs (one male and one female per arena) were loaded 

into freshly prepared arenas. The sexual behaviors were video-captured and post-analyzed.  

Mating success was visually recognized as physical attachment of flies for minutes. At least eight 

pairs per group were examined. 

 

Statistics 

Sample sizes for each test were: n = 9 for large arenas, and n = 8 for small arenas, unless 

otherwise stated. A minimum of three replications for each experiment were conducted. Linear 
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regression was performed to examine whether the velocity increased or decreased over 60 min. 

Specifically, linear regression was used to determine whether the slopes of velocity over time in 

multiple flies were non-zero. A repeated measures ANOVA was used to compare the velocity 

during 60 min of locomotion between different flies or arenas. A histogram analysis (with bins of 

0.02 cm/0.2 s) was performed to examine the relative frequency (%) of path length per 0.2 s (the 

minimal interval for position computing) during 60s of locomotion. Normality tests were 

performed to examine whether the data follow Gaussian distributions. Nonparametric tests 

(Mann-Whitney test) were used to examine the difference of median path length per 0.2 s. 

Specific statistics are indicated in the text or figure legend. P < 0.05 was considered as 

significant difference between groups. 

 

2.4 Results 

Spatial restriction induced intense and persistent locomotion in male flies 

Following a 5 min acclimation period, most CS male flies became inactive in the large 

circular arenas (3.81 cm diameter). During the 4th minute of recording, visually analyzed by 

overlapping 60 video frames, seven out of nine CS males did not substantially change their 

positions in the arenas, and only two flies continued to move (Figure 2.2A upper left). Similarly, 

four w1118 flies did not change their positions within a minute and several others showed 

minimal movement (Figure 2.2A lower left). In small circular arenas (1.27 cm diameter), 

however, all the CS or w1118 males showed continuous movement with frequent changes in 

position (Figure 2.2A right panel).  
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Figure 2.2. Locomotion of CS and w1118 flies in large and small arenas.

Locomotion is represented as the distribution of fly positions within a minute. Composite 

images of 60 overlapped frames of (A) male CS and w1118 flies, and (B) female CS and 

w1118 flies, extracted from 4th min of the videos. Each arena holds only a single fly so the 

different locations in the arenas indicate the activity of individuals during one minute.
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CS female flies changed locations continuously in large arenas after 5 min of acclimation. 

All the flies were active in locomotion and no flies remained motionless for a minute (Figure 

2.2B upper left). Similarly, w1118 females walked continuously in large arenas. No individual 

was motionless during the 1 min of video recording (Figure 2.2B lower left). In small arenas, 

CS and w1118 female flies changed locations continuously and remained active in locomotion 

similar to male flies in small arena (Figure 2.2B right). 

In large arenas CS males (n = 9) traveled initially with an average velocity of 11.0 

cm/min, maintained for 1 h without apparent change, whereas in small arenas CS males (n = 8) 

moved with a velocity >30 cm/min initially and maintained similarly high velocity for the 

duration of the experiment, though there was a small but significant decline during the hour (P < 

0.05, linear regression). The velocities during 60 min locomotion in small arenas were greatly 

increased compared with those in large arenas (P = 0.0057, repeated measures ANOVA) (Figure 

2.3A). In large arenas w1118 male flies (n = 9) traveled with an average velocity of 6.5 cm/min 

at the beginning and the flies maintained similar velocity for 1 h with small increase (P < 0.05, 

linear regression), whereas in small arenas w1118 males (n = 8) traveled at >40 cm/min initially 

and maintained a high velocity for 1 h with a slight and significant decline over time (P <0.05, 

linear regression). The velocities of w1118 during 60 min activity in small arenas were higher 

than those in large arenas (P = 0.0003, repeated measures ANOVA) (Figure 2.3B). Thus the 

reduction of arena size induced intense and persistent locomotion in both CS and w1118 male 

flies. 
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Figure 2.3. Locomotor activities of CS and w1118 in different sized arenas. 

Plots of velocity (cm/min) versus time (min) for 60 min activities in large (open circles) and 

small arenas (solid circles) for: (A) CS male; (B) w1118 male; (C) CS female; and (D) w1118 

female. Symbols and lines indicate means ± SE (n = 9 for large arenas; n = 8 for small arenas). 

Linear regression lines have been superimposed on the data to show the trend of locomotor 

velocity over time. P values indicate statistical comparison between large and small arenas. Only 

P values <0.05 are shown. 
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Sexual dimorphism of locomotion with spatial restriction 

Sexually dimorphic behaviors in mating, aggression and locomotion are common in flies 

(MARTIN et al. 1999; GATTI et al. 2000; MANOLI et al. 2013). In large arenas, CS females (n = 9) 

traveled initially at an average velocity around 45.9 cm/min and continued locomotion for 1h 

with a small increase over time (P <0.05, linear regression). Compared with mostly inactive CS 

males in large arenas, female flies were highly active. In small arenas, CS females moved at 

around 35 cm/min and maintained locomotion for 1h with a gradual and significant decline (P 

<0.05, linear regression). The velocities in small arenas was less than that in large arenas (P = 

0.0009, repeated measures ANOVA) (Figure 2.3C). Thus, CS males and females displayed 

different levels of locomotion in large arenas and opposite changes of locomotion as arena sizes 

reduced.  

In large arenas w1118 females traveled at around 20 cm/min and maintained similar 

velocity for 1h with no change. Compared with the inactive state of males in large arenas, 

females were highly active. In small arenas w1118 females moved initially at 25.8 cm/min and 

maintained locomotion with a slow decrease in velocity over time (P <0.05, linear regression). 

There was no difference of median velocity of w1118 females in large and small arenas (Figure 

2.3D). Therefore, w1118 female flies displayed different levels of locomotion from males in 

large arenas. Specifically, w1118 female flies maintained the same level of locomotion, whereas 

w1118 male flies greatly increased locomotion as arena size reduced. 

Taken together, in response to spatial restriction CS and w1118 male flies greatly 

increased locomotion, whereas CS female flies reduced and w1118 females maintained the same 
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level of locomotion. These data indicate the sexually dimorphic nature of locomotion in CS and 

w1118 flies with the reduction of arena size.  

 

High sensitivity to spatial restriction in male flies 

In a chamber with similar size to the small arenas used in our study, and with the presence 

of one or two virgin females, a male fly performs active courtship behavior to female fly (HOTTA 

and BENZER 1976; SIEGEL and HALL 1979) rather than persistent locomotion. This suggests that 

locomotion with spatial restriction could be modified if the arenas are pre-conditioned by factors 

such as the presence of females or pre-occupancy by other individuals. We pre-conditioned the 

arenas and examined the sensitivity of male flies to spatial restriction.  

The pre-conditioning was performed by loading the arenas with individual virgin male or 

virgin female flies for a period of 75-90 min. Pre-conditioned arenas were emptied and reloaded 

with male flies of same strain within 1h for locomotor assays. In large arenas, CS males traveled 

at a velocity of 7.7 cm/min and maintained a relatively steady locomotion for 60 min in fresh 

arenas. However, flies traveled at a much higher velocity of 20-40 cm/min for the duration of the 

assay in male pre-conditioned arenas. The velocities of CS males during 60 min locomotion in 

male pre-conditioned arenas were markedly higher than those in fresh arenas (P = 0.0006, 

repeated measures ANOVA) (Figure 2.4A). In female pre-conditioned arenas, CS male flies 

traveled at velocities similar to those in fresh arenas throughout the experimental time (Figure 

2.4B). In small arenas, the velocities of CS males over 60 min were unaffected by 

pre-conditioning the arenas with male (Figure 2.4C) or female fly (Figure 2.4D).  
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Figure 2.4 Locomotor activity in fresh and pre-conditioned arenas. 

Plots show the velocity (cm/min, means ± SE) of flies during 60 min activity. (A, B) Locomotion 

of male CS flies (n = 9) in large and fresh (blank circles) and pre-conditioned arenas (filled 

circles) which had been previously occupied by individual CS male (m) or female (f) fly. (C, D) 

Locomotion of male CS flies (n = 8) in the same conditions as A, B but in small arenas. (E, F) 

Locomotion of male w1118 flies (n = 9) in large and fresh and pre-conditioned arenas by w1118 

male (m) or female (f). (G, H) Locomotion of male w1118 flies (n = 8) in the same conditions as 

E, F but in small arenas. Note: Pre-conditioning duration was 75–90 min by virgin flies of the 

same strain. 
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The locomotion of mutant w1118 in fresh and pre-conditioned arenas was also examined. 

In large arenas, w1118 males traveled slowly at around 5.0 cm/min for 1h. However, w1118 

males traveled initially at 35.0 cm/min in male pre-conditioned arenas and maintained velocities 

at 20-35 cm/min for 1 h. The velocities in pre-conditioned arenas greatly increased compared 

with those in fresh arenas (P = 0.017, repeated measures ANOVA) (Figure 2.4E). In female 

pre-conditioned arenas, w1118 males remained largely inactive. The velocities were the same as 

those in fresh arenas (Figure 2.4F). In small arenas, there was no effect of male (Figure 2.4G) 

or female pre-conditioning (Figure 2.4H) on the fast locomotion of w1118 males.  

In summary, in large arenas both CS and w1118 male flies increased locomotion in 

response to pre-conditioning by male but not female counterparts, indicating that male flies 

selectively increased locomotion in response to male pre-conditioning. In small arenas, CS and 

w1118 male flies maintained intense and persistent locomotion in fresh and pre-conditioned 

arenas at the same levels. There was no additional increase of locomotion with male 

pre-conditioning. Thus, both CS and w1118 males were highly sensitive to spatial restriction. 

 

Step size in small arena  

In large arenas, CS and w1118 males moved slowly at around 5-10 cm/min for 1h. Many 

males displayed motionless periods of at least 60s. In small arenas, however, CS and w1118 

males traveled fast at around 40-50 cm/min and continued to walk almost non-stop (Figure 2.5A 

and B). In addition, CS males remained on the perimeter and traveled with a steady apparent 

step size (Figure 2.5A) while w1118 males traveled along the perimeter but also entered or 
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Figure 2.5 Step size with spatial restriction in CS and w1118 flies. 

(A, B) Diagrams illustrating relative locomotion of single CS or w1118 male flies in large or 

small arenas. The positions of individual fly were measured every 0.2s. In large arenas positional 

information is shown for 60s. For simplicity, only 10s of locomotion is shown in small arenas. (C) 

Nominal step distance (cm/0.2s) of 60s activity in CS male flies (n = 8). The histogram shows 

the relative frequency (%) of nominal step distance with bin width of 0.02 cm/0.2s. (D) Same as 

C for w1118 males (n = 8). (E) The 60s path length traveled in small arenas by CS (n = 8) and 

w1118 male flies (n = 8). (F) Median nominal step distance in small arenas in CS (n = 8) and 

w1118 male flies (n = 8). (G) Variance of nominal step distance within 60s for CS (n = 8) and 

w1118 flies (n = 8) in small arenas. The variance from each fly was calculated based on 300 data 

points of nominal step distance within 60s. The box plots were applied in E-G to indicate the 

median, interquartile range and whiskers (min and max). * denotes P < 0.05. 
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crossed the open area with large variation in apparent step size (Figure 2.5B).  

To evaluate the step size between CS and w1118 flies, we analyzed 60s of locomotion by 

measuring the distance travelled per 0.2 s, which is equivalent to the average step period of a 

single leg at a body speed around 40-50 cm/min (MENDES et al. 2013). The distances per 0.2 s 

(the nominal step distance) in CS males were predominantly < 0.25 cm. The histogram plots 

(with bin width of 0.02 cm / 0.2 s) showed the most frequent nominal step distances in 60s were 

less than 0.20 cm in most individuals (Figure 2.5C). In w1118 males, the nominal step distances 

were in a broad range of 0 - 0.5 cm. The histogram analysis showed that the most frequent 

nominal step distances were around or higher than 0.2 cm (Figure 2.5D). The 60s path length in 

CS flies was shorter than that of w1118 flies (P < 0.05, Mann-Whitney test) (Figure 2.5E). The 

median nominal step distance in CS was shorter than that of w1118 (P < 0.05, Mann-Whitney 

test) (Figure 2.5F), and the median variance of nominal step distance in CS was smaller than 

that of w1118 (P < 0.05, Mann-Whitney test) (Figure 2.5G). Thus, although both CS and w1118 

males walked continuously in small arenas, CS males walked with shorter 60 s path length, 

shorter nominal step distance and smaller variance than w1118 males. 

Boundary preference in small arena 

High boundary preference in circular arenas has been observed in wild-type CS flies (LIU 

et al. 2007; VALENTE et al. 2007; COLOMB et al. 2012; SOIBAM et al. 2012b). By overlapping 60 

frames during a min of locomotion, we found that CS flies spent a high proportion of time on the 

perimeter of small arenas (see Figure 2.2). We quantified and compared the percentage of time 
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on the perimeter (% TOP) within a minute between CS and w1118 flies. A circular line within the 

arena with a distance from the edge equivalent to half the size of the fly was used as a standard 

(Figure 2.6A. Also see Materials and Methods). A fly with its center of mass located on the 

standard or between the standard and the edge was judged as being on the perimeter. This 

criterion was highly conservative because the positions of flies that were able to physically 

contact the side wall were included to be on the perimeter in the following two typical situations: 

(1) when a fly was on the side wall, and (2) when a fly was on the boundary of top or bottom 

walls with its major body axis forming an acute angle to the side wall during locomotion. The 

criterion was also specific to each fly (see Materials and Methods) and thus should precisely 

determine the parameter %TOP. 

The center of mass of a fly was calculated every 0.2 s. Positional information of 

individual flies within a time period was re-constructed as the distribution of the centers 

(represented as dots) in the circular arena (Figure 2.6B). We evaluated the positions of CS and 

w1118 flies within each of 5 consecutive minutes. CS male appeared in the perimeter zone for 

almost every moment within a minute, and retained a high preference for the perimeter from the 

first to the fifth minute. In contrast, w1118 male individuals traveled throughout the area of the 

arena within a minute, although the flies displayed a trend for boundary preference. There were 

many instances when w1118 flies were out of the perimeter zone (Figure 2.6C). The %TOP per 

minute in CS males was 88.5 ± 4.7 % (n = 8, values here and following are present as Mean ± SE 

unless otherwise indicated) in the first minute and maintained at steady levels without decline for 

five consecutive minutes (repeated measures ANOVA). The %TOP per minute in w1118 males 
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Figure 2.6 Boundary preference in small arenas in CS and w1118 flies. 

(A) Composite image of eight superimposed frames indicating the locations of single fly with 

0.2s interval. The black outer circle indicates the edge of the arena. The red inner circle indicates 

a standard border delineating the perimeter zone. Black and red circles are spaced apart by half 

the length of the fly. White lines show the fly trajectory. Red cross (×) indicates the center of 

arena. If the center of the fly is on the red circle or within the area between two circles, the fly is 

deemed to be on the perimeter. See Materials and Methods for further description. (B) 

Illustration of fly centers (black dots) for 300 locations within 1min activity in a small arena. The 

standard border (red circle) and the center of arena (red cross) are indicated for reference. (C) 

Positions of a single CS and w1118 fly for 5 consecutive minutes in small arena. (D, E) %TOP 

during first five consecutive minutes for CS (n = 8) and w1118 (n = 8) male (D) or female (E) 

flies. The P values are the statistical results of repeated measures ANOVA comparing genotypes. 
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was 60.6 ± 4.2 % (n = 8) in the first minute and remained comparable without decline for five 

consecutive minutes (repeated measures ANOVA). The %TOPs in CS males were clearly higher 

than those in w1118 males (P < 0.0001, repeated measures ANOVA) (Figure 2.6D). In female 

flies, %TOP per minute was 85.0 ± 3.5 % in CS (n = 8) and 62.4 ± 5.0 % in w1118 (n = 8) in the 

first minute. The %TOPs remained consistent within strain for five consecutive minutes 

(repeated measures ANOVA). The %TOPs in CS females were higher than those in w1118 

females (P < 0.0001, repeated measures ANOVA) (Figure 2.6E). Therefore, CS flies displayed 

higher boundary preference than w1118 in small arenas, and the difference was observed in both 

male and female flies.  

 

Independence between the w gene and boundary preference in wildtype 

The w1118 strain contains isogenic X, second and third chromosomes and a null mutant 

allele w1118 on the X chromosome (PIRROTTA and BRÖCKL 1984; LEVIS et al. 1985). We 

addressed whether the boundary preference in small arenas can be attributed to: (1) the w gene, 

(2) the genetic background excluding w locus, or (3) the cytoplasmic background in wild-type 

fly. 

Three types of crosses were performed between CS and w1118 to exchange the w alleles 

or the genetic or cytoplasmic background. First, a simple cross between male w1118 and female 

CS, and the reciprocal cross between male CS and female w1118 were conducted. The simple 

crosses yielded two different F1 male progenies: (1) w+/y (F1), which carried wildtype w allele 

(w+) on the X chromosome from CS flies, a half genetic background of second and third 
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chromosomes from CS and a half from w1118, and CS cytoplasmic background; (2) w1118/y (F1), 

which carried mutant w allele (w1118) on the X chromosome from w1118 flies, a half genetic 

background of second and third chromosomes from CS and a half from w1118, and w1118 

cytoplasmic background (Figure 2.7A). Second, introgression was conducted to gradually 

replace the genetic content of w1118 with the counterpart of CS flies (KAIN et al. 2012). Male 

CS was initially crossed with female w1118, and the heterozygous F1 female progeny was 

backcrossed with CS male again. From F2 to F3, the female progeny were continuously 

backcrossed with male CS. The F2 - F4 male progenies were separated into two groups of flies 

carrying either w+ or w1118 allele in each group. These two groups of males in the same 

generation contained different w alleles and synchronized genetic background and identical 

cytoplasmic background from the same parents. Through introgression, the genetic contents from 

F2 to F4 males were gradually shifted towards wildtype (Figure 2.7B). Third, serial 

backcrossing was performed to exchange w alleles between CS and w1118 flies. The male 

ancestor of CS or w1118 was crossed into female w1118 or CS to produce w+/w1118 heterozygous 

female progeny. These progenies were then backcrossed with w1118 or CS stock. By selecting 

w+ or w1118-carrying progeny and backcrossing with w1118 or CS stock for nine generations, the 

w locus remained while the genetic background from the male ancestor was gradually diluted. w+ 

or w1118-carrying male flies in F2, F4, F6, F8 and F10 were collected and tested. Theoretically, 

from F2 to F10, w+-carrying males contained w1118 genetic content with increasing probability 

from 75% to 99.9% for the second or third chromosome, whereas w1118-carrying males contained 

CS genetic content with increasing probability from 75% to 99.9% for the second or third 
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Figure 2.7. The analysis of genetic factors associated with boundary preference in 

wild-type. 

(A, B, C) The scheme of fly crosses to generate flies with desired genetic contents and 

cytoplasmic background. The simple crosses, introgression and serial backcrossing are illustrated. 

The progeny used for testing are indicated in the red dashed rectangles. (D) Quantification of 

%TOP for male flies generated from the simple cross A. Flies carrying w+ (n = 8, grey boxes) 

and w1118 (n = 8, open boxes) were tested. (E) Quantification of %TOP for male flies generated 

from introgression B. Flies carrying w+ (n = 8, grey boxes) and w1118 (n = 8, open boxes) in the 

same generation were tested. (F) Quantification of %TOP for male flies generated by serial 

backcrossing C. Flies carrying w+ allele in w1118 genetic background (n = 8, grey boxes) and 

w1118 allele in CS genetic background (n = 8, open boxes) in the same generation were tested. 

The P values are from repeated measures ANOVA comparing genotypes. 
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chromosome. In addition, the genetic content on the X chromosome, excluding the w locus, had 

a high probability of being exchanged in the w+/w1118 heterozygous females through cross-over 

(Figure 2.7C). 

We found that in male flies from the simple crosses, the %TOP per minute was 67.9 ± 

3.7 % in w+/y flies (n = 8), and 66.7 ± 3.8 % in w1118/y flies (n = 8) in the first minute. 

The %TOP remained the same over time within the strain in five consecutive minutes. There was 

no difference of %TOP between w+/y and w1118/y flies from the simple crosses (P = 0.9640, 

repeated measures ANOVA) (Figure 2.7D). Thus, the w+ allele, the cytoplasmic background 

from CS, or the combination of w+ allele and the CS cytoplasmic background did not confer 

higher boundary preference in w+/y flies. These findings were supported by the tests in F2-F4 

males from the introgression. There was no difference of %TOP between w+/y and w1118/y flies in 

F2 (P = 0.8934, repeated measures ANOVA), F3 (P = 0.0892, repeated measures ANOVA), or F4 

(P = 0.2520, repeated measures ANOVA) (Figure 2.7E). Therefore, again, the w+ allele did not 

confer a higher boundary preference in w+/y flies compared with w1118/y flies. Results confirmed 

that the genetic background, excluding the w+ allele, contributed to higher boundary preference 

in wildtype. These conclusions were further confirmed by the tests in male flies from serial 

backcrossing. From F2 to F10, the %TOP in w+/y flies was lower than that in w1118/y flies in F2 

(P < 0.0001, repeated measures ANOVA), F4 (P < 0.0001, repeated measures ANOVA), F6 (P < 

0.0001, repeated measures ANOVA), F8 (P < 0.0001, repeated measures ANOVA), and F10 (P < 

0.0001, repeated measures ANOVA) (Figure 2.7F). Thus, the genetic background other than w+ 

allele in wild-type was associated with high boundary preference. The w+ allele was clearly not 
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associated with higher boundary preference in wild-type fly. 

To examine the correlation between the content of wild-type genetic background and 

boundary preference in small arenas, the %TOP was evaluated in three different males: (1) w+/y 

(F10), which carried the least amount of wild-type genetic content; (2) w1118/y (F1), which 

carried half the wild-type genetic content; and (3) w1118/y (F10), which carried the most 

wild-type genetic content. w+/y (F10) flies displayed a high probability of being located in the 

open area of arenas; w1118/y (F10) flies had a high probability of moving on the perimeter; and 

w1118/y (F1) flies were intermediate between w+/y (F10) and w1118/y (F10) flies (Figure 2.8A). 

There was a significant difference of %TOP between w+/y (F10) and w1118/y (F1) flies (P < 0.05, 

repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-test), between w1118/y (F1) and w1118/y (F10) 

flies (P < 0.05, repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-test), and between w+/y (F10) 

and w1118/y (F10) flies (P < 0.05, repeated measures ANOVA with Bonferroni post-test) (Figure 

2.8B). Thus, the %TOP was highest in w1118/y (F10) flies, lowest in w+/y (F10) flies and in the 

middle levels in w1118/y (F1) flies. Additionally, there was a significant linear trend of %TOP 

among w+/y (F10), w1118/y (F1) and w1118/y (F10) flies (P < 0.0001, R2 = 0.9886, repeated 

measures ANOVA with post-hoc for linear trend). Therefore, the %TOP was tightly correlated 

with the content of genetic background in wild-type and not the w gene.  

 

One-way locomotion of wild-type flies in small arena 

CS flies displayed high preference on the perimeter with low probability of crossing the 

central area in the small arena. These observations indicate that CS flies rarely change 
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Figure 2.8. Correlation between wildtype genetic background and boundary preference. 

(A) Composite images of 60 superimposed frames from video of 1min activity. Each arena 

contains one fly. Flies carrying varying amount of wild-type genetic background (n = 8 for each 

genotype) were tested. See text for further description. (B) The box plots of %TOP for flies with 

different amount of wild-type genetic background during five consecutive minutes. * denotes P 

<0.05 with repeated measures ANOVA and Bonferroni's multiple comparison. 
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locomotion direction that would otherwise substantially reduce the boundary preference. I 

examined the locomotor directions in CS and w1118 flies in small arenas.  

The angular information was calculated once every 0.4 s based on the fly position relative 

to the center of arena (Figure 2.9A). Typically, during locomotion a CS male maintained the 

same direction, either clockwise or counter-clockwise, for minutes without a change (Figure 

2.9B). This was evident in all wild-type flies, among which some of the individuals traveled 

without changing direction for the entire 5 min while others changed direction only 1-3 times 

within the same period. In contrast, w1118 flies frequently changed the locomotion directions 

within 5 min (Figure 2.9C). This surprising phenomenon of locomotion orientation in CS flies 

was termed “one-way locomotion” in current study. It was defined as locomotion in a circular 

arena without directional change for minutes. CS males turned twice (median value) with an 

interquartile range (IQR) 0.3 - 4.8 times during 5 min locomotion, which was markedly lower 

than the turning times in w1118 males (median 44.0, IQR 35.5 - 47.3) (P <0.0001, 

Mann-Whitney test) (Figure 2.9D).  

The turning times in w+/y (F1) (median 23.5, IQR 17.3 - 26.0) were lower than those in 

w1118/y (F1) (median 31.5, IQR 25.0 - 38.0) (P <0.05, Mann-Whitney test), although both flies 

often turned within 5 min compared with CS (Figure 2.9C and D). In addition, the turning times 

in w+/y (F10) (median 28.5, IQR 25.3 - 34.8) were markedly higher than those in w1118/y (F10) 

(median 3.5, IQR 2.3 - 5.8) (P <0.0001, Mann-Whitney test). Thus, one-way locomotion 

appeared in w1118/y (F10) files. These data indicate that one-way locomotion is strongly 

associated with genetic background of wild-type. The w+ allele might also modify one-way 
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Figure 2.9. One-way locomotion of CS flies in a circular arena. 

(A) Schematic illustration of angular coordination of a fly in a circular arena (1.27 cm diameter). 

(B) Plots of angle (Q) vs time during 5 min locomotion. The angle information is calculated once 

every 0.4s. The clockwise direction (grey bar) is represented as continuous decrease of angle 

over time, whereas the counter-clockwise direction (red bar) is represented as continuous 

increase of angle over time. The large solid black dots indicate the turning. The time scale is 

embedded. (C) Locomotion directions during 5 min activity in CS, w1118, w+/y (F1), w1118/y 

(F1), w+/y (F10) and w1118/y (F10) flies. CS and w1118/y (F10) flies remain one-way locomotion 

for minutes without changing the directions. (D) Quantification of turns within 5 min between 

fly lines. The quantification is corresponded to the illustration in C. * P <0.05, *** P <0.001. (E) 

Analysis of percent direction (% Direction) for clockwise (white bar) or counter-clockwise (red 

bar) for each fly line. There is no difference of % Direction between clockwise and 

counter-clockwise in any tested fly line. 
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locomotion. 

The percent time in one direction (% Direction) for clockwise or counter-clockwise 

movement was also examined. There was no significant difference of % Direction between 

clockwise and counter-clockwise orientations in CS flies, suggesting that there is no preference 

of orientation during one-way locomotion. The % Direction for clockwise and counter-clockwise 

were also the same in all the other tested flies including w1118, w+/y (F1), w1118/y (F1), w+/y 

(F10) and w1118/y (F10) (Figure 2.9E). 

 

Mating success of wild-type flies in small arena 

The presence of a female fly in a small arena greatly shifts the behavior of a male from 

exploratory locomotion to sexual interaction in wild-type flies (HOTTA and BENZER 1976; SIEGEL 

and HALL 1979). Such a sexual interaction could be strain-specific, and could be substantially 

different between CS and w1118.  

When a virgin male and a virgin female of wild-type were loaded into the small arena, 

they copulated within 5-10 min. The visually observed mating duration was 20 - 35 min (Figure 

2.10 upper panel). The mating success was recognized by the physical attachment of genitalia 

with a duration of 15 - 20 min (SPIETH 1952; GRANT 1983; PITNICK et al. 1991). In w1118, 

however, mating was apparently unsuccessful for at least 1 h (Figure 2.10 lower panel). The 

mating success was 81% (13/16) for pairs of CS flies (Figure 2.11A), and 0% (0/16) for pairs of 

w1118 (P <0.05, Fisher’s exact test) (Figure 2.11B). In CS flies, the average mating duration, if 

successful, was 26.7 ± 4.3 min (mean ± SD). Therefore, high mating success in the small arena 
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Figure 2.10. Mating behavior of CS and w1118 in a circular arena. 

A pair of virgin male and virgin female were loaded in a circular arena (1.27 cm diameter), and 

their sexual behavior was examined. Top panel: CS pairs were loaded into individual arenas. The 

sexual activities during a period of 1h were video-captured. The dynamics of sexual activity were 

roughly evaluated by the frame illustrations once every 5 min. The values on top denote the time 

during 1h. The color-shaded area indicate the mating duration, during which two flies are 

physically attached to each other. Bottom panel: w1118 pairs were loaded and the behavioral 

dynamics were illustrated. 4-6 days old virgin flies were used for the analysis. 
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Figure 2.11. Mating success in CS and w1118 strains in a circular arena 

(A) The mating success in CS flies. Red bars represent the mating duration and grey bars 

represent the durations without copulation during 1h activity. A total of 16 pairs of CS flies were 

examined in this test. The mating success was 81% (13/16). The average mating duration was 

26.7 ± 4.3 min (mean ± SD). (B) The mating performance in w1118 flies. During 1h activity, 

there was no mating success at all in any pair. * P < 0.05 by Fisher's exact test.
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was observed in wild-type but not w1118 flies. 

 

2.5 Discussion 

Adult Drosophila have considerable and varied locomotor behaviors but, perhaps due to 

the behavioral complexity or the lack of effective means for high-throughput analysis, many 

characteristics of locomotor behavior in adult flies remain unknown. In this study I developed a 

protocol for locomotor assay in adult Drosophila. The application of the newly established 

protocol revealed several locomotor features including locomotion with spatial restriction, 

locomotion orientation and mating success that have not been previously described. The protocol 

showed its power in dissecting the genetic basis underlying specific locomotor phenotype such 

as boundary preference. In addition to the capability for large-scale analysis, the protocol will be 

essential in unraveling the molecular and genetic mechanisms for many locomotor behaviors in 

adult Drosophila. 

 

Locomotion with spatial restriction in adult Drosophila 

The locomotion of Drosophila adults display features related to the size of the arena 

(EWING 1963; CONNOLLY 1967; COLE 1995; MARTIN 2004; VALENTE et al. 2007; SOIBAM et al. 

2012b), however, the effect of spatial restriction on locomotion has not previously been 

investigated in detail. In this study we established a protocol and examined the characteristics of 

locomotion with spatial restriction in adult flies.  

Our major finding is that male flies increase locomotion under spatial restriction. The 
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space increase did not result in longer path lengths per unit time. Instead, flies were motionless 

for long periods, during which behaviors associated with resting, such as grooming of antennae 

and wings, were common. With spatial restriction the motionless periods were not obvious or 

greatly shortened, and flies walked continuously throughout the duration of the experiment with 

a steady velocity. Spatial restriction thus initiates selective locomotor activity related to arena 

size. The transition from mostly inactive to highly active states was observed in different genetic 

strains, suggesting that it is a common feature related to arena size. These findings are consistent 

with a previous report that relentless activity is observed in a small rectangular arena (COLE 

1995).  

Selective locomotion was also observed in response to arena pre-conditioning. 

Specifically, male but not female pre-conditioning increased locomotion of male flies, suggesting 

male-male competition for resources such as territory or female mates. The pre-conditioning 

effect by male flies is common to wildtype and the mutant w1118. A broad odorant receptor gene 

Or83b is proposed to mediate behavioral and electrophysiological responses to many odorants 

(LARSSON et al. 2004). Both wildtype and w1118 mutant carry normal Or83b allele, consistent 

with their similar responses to arena pre-conditioning assuming this is mediated by olfactory 

information. Future experiments using this anosmic mutant will help to determine the sensory 

basis for the preconditioning effect. Spatial restriction, however, abolished or overwhelmed the 

pre-conditioning effects. This finding suggests that spatial restriction is the predominant 

environmental stimulus triggering increased locomotion. The intensity of locomotion may have 

been maximal in the restricted situation, without the ability to increase velocity in response to the 
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combination of spatial restriction and arena pre-conditioning.  

Male and female flies displayed dimorphism in their locomotor responses to spatial 

restriction. Wildtype female flies moved faster in larger arenas. Unlike wildtype male flies, 

female flies walked continuously with few stops in large arenas. On a flat horizontal surface 

without an adjacent barrier the average speed of a free-walking female fly is 148 cm/min (28 

mm/s) (MENDES et al. 2013), which is even higher than the velocity we measured in large 

circular arenas. Thus, female flies possess the ability to walk fast if the arena space is permissive. 

Our findings indicate that wildtype male and female flies use different locomotor strategies in 

large arenas. Males tended to rest in the open area or on the edge, whereas females tended to 

walk continuously in large arenas. Female w1118 flies in large and small arenas had similar 

locomotion, which was different from male w1118 flies for which walking speed markedly 

increased in small arenas compared with large arenas. Therefore, both wildtype and mutant flies 

display dimorphic characteristics of locomotion in response to spatial restriction.  

Male flies display strain-specific features in locomotion with spatial restriction. Wildtype 

males walked slower and steadier than mutant flies in small arenas. Individual flies of the same 

strain are highly consistent in the step size, suggesting that locomotion is intrinsically different 

between strains. In addition, wildtype flies showed a strong preference for walking on the 

periphery, constrained into circular paths, and this is different from mutant flies whose 

trajectories were irregularly shaped. The head of mutant w1118 contains reduced quantities of 

serotonin and dopamine (BORYCZ et al. 2008; SITARAMAN et al. 2008), which are 

neurotransmitters closely associated with locomotor performance and memory (PENDLETON et al. 
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2002; SITARAMAN et al. 2008; LEBESTKY et al. 2009; CHEN et al. 2013; RIEMENSPERGER et al. 

2013). Alterations of biogenic amines could thus be related to the irregular shapes of locomotor 

trajectory in the mutant fly. 

Males tended to continue walking without stopping. Even in w1118, males tended to 

move quickly to cross the open area to reach another location of the edge, although there was a 

higher probability of being away from the perimeter zone and stopping. During locomotion 

males walked on the side wall, or in the perimeter zone of the bottom or top walls. In either 

situation the males faced towards the arena edge but not the central open region. These findings 

suggest that male flies perform active exploration in the small arenas. This exploratory behavior 

could represent an innate response to environmental stimulus such as confinement. With spatial 

restriction, flies might initiate exploration to search for an exit. Slow walking in the rim zone of 

an arena has been suggested as being associated with exploratory behavior (VALENTE et al. 

2007). 

Wildtype flies display a boundary preference in circular or square arenas (EWING 1963; 

MARTIN 2004; LIU et al. 2007; VALENTE et al. 2007; COLOMB et al. 2012; SOIBAM et al. 2012b). 

We show here a consistent preference for the perimeter during intense and persistent locomotion 

in small arenas. Boundary preference was observed in both wildtype and mutant flies though it 

was more obvious in wildtype. The mutant strain carries the w1118 allele on the X chromosome 

(PIRROTTA and BRÖCKL 1984; LEVIS et al. 1985). Genetic analysis including simple crosses, 

introgression and serial backcrossing together revealed that the w gene was not associated with 

boundary preference in wildtype flies. Rather, the genetic background on the X, second or third 
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chromosomes in wildtype was tightly associated with a high degree of boundary preference in 

small arenas. The boundary preference in wildtype flies requires intact visual function (LIU et al. 

2007; SOIBAM et al. 2012b). However, we show that the w1118 allele, and presumably any related 

visual impairment, is independent of the phenotype of boundary preference, because by 

generating a fly line containing wildtype genetic background, with the presence of w1118 allele, 

the high boundary preference was retained. It is possible that some of these behaviours, or the 

difference between CS and w1118, were mediated visually. We believe this is unlikely because 

the results were not different in experiments performed under dim red illumination (unpublished 

observations). Furthermore, the level of wildtype genetic background determined the extent of 

boundary preference. Therefore, our findings refine the association between boundary preference 

and visual function, and highlight that the w gene and its associated visual function is 

independent of boundary preference in wildtype fly. 

In conclusion, Drosophila adults had sexually dimorphic locomotor strategies in our 

experiments but it was clear that, independently of sex, confinement in a small arena promoted 

continuous rapid locomotion largely around the perimeter that lasted for the duration of the assay 

(>1 h). This had the appearance of a stereotypic behavioral response to claustrophobic conditions, 

suggesting exploration in search of an exit. The strain-specific features in locomotion with 

confinement indicated a role for genetic determination. The independence of the w gene from 

high boundary preference in wildtype fly demonstrated that any w- related visual impairment 

was not responsible for the altered phenotype of boundary preference in the mutant fly. We also 

found that, in a large arena where they would normally be inactive, males could be stimulated to 
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similar continuous rapid locomotion if the arena had been pre-conditioned by prior occupation 

with a male. The fact that this was sex-specific, and female preconditioning did not have the 

same effect, suggests that this locomotor strategy was associated with competitive behavior 

between males. Thus it may be possible to separately assay locomotor activity dependent on 

distinct motivational states and our protocol will facilitate the genetic dissection of the 

underlying neural control pathways. 

 

One-way locomotion of wild-type fly in a circular arena 

Many locomotor characteristics can be identified using the newly developed assay. A 

surprising finding was the one-way locomotion of wild-type flies in the small circular arenas. 

That CS flies maintain their orientation, either clockwise or counter-clockwise, for minutes 

without changing direction is intriguing and has not been previously documented. Directional 

change is different from backward walking, which requires the co-activation of two sets of 

neurons in the central nervous system: moonwalker descending neuron (MDN) and moonwalker 

ascending neuron (MAN) (BIDAYE et al. 2014). In addition, flies rarely perform backward 

walking during the locomotor assay. The molecular or genetic basis for one-way locomotion 

remains unclear. The one-way locomotion phenotype is strongly associated with the genetic 

background in wild-type flies, because flies carrying w1118 allele and mostly wild-type genetic 

background still predominantly display one-way locomotion. The w+ allele might have a 

modulatory effect because w+-carrying flies turn less frequently than w1118-carrying flies, when 

they contain the same amount of genetic background.  
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High mating success in wild-type flies in the circular arena 

Another intriguing finding was the high mating success of wild-type flies relative to 

w1118 in the circular arenas. Mating success might be attributable to w+ allele, genetic 

background or cytoplasmic background from wild-type. It is plausible that w+ allele is associated 

with the high mating success, because a modified form of this allele, the mini-white (mw+), is 

associated with an abnormal sexual behavior, male-male courtship (ZHANG and ODENWALD 1995; 

HING and CARLSON 1996). It should be noted that the mating success is not evident in the 

male-male courtship, indicating that it could be the wild-type allele but not the mw+ that 

determines the mating success in the circular arenas. Further work is required to pinpoint the 

genetic mechanisms for mating success. 
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Chapter 3 

Timing of locomotor recovery from anoxia modulated by the 

white gene in Drosophila* 

 

* This chapter contains minor modifications made from the publication:  

Chengfeng Xiao, R. Meldrum Robertson. Timing of locomotor recovery from anoxia modulated 

by the white gene in Drosophila. GENETICS June 1, 2016 vol. 203 no. 2 787-797; DOI: 

10.1534/genetics.115.185066
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3.1 Abstract 

Locomotor recovery from anoxia follows the restoration of disordered ion distributions 

and neuronal excitability. The time taken for locomotor recovery after 30 s anoxia (around 10 

min) is longer than the time for the propagation of action potentials to be restored (less than 1 

min) in Drosophila wild-type. I report here that the white (w) gene modulates the timing of 

locomotor recovery. Wild-type flies displayed fast and consistent recovery of locomotion from 

anoxia, whereas mutants of w showed significantly delayed and more variable recovery. Genetic 

analysis including serial backcrossing revealed a strong association between the w locus and the 

timing of locomotor recovery, and haplo-insufficient function of w+ in promoting fast recovery. 

The locomotor recovery phenotype was independent of classic eye pigmentation, although both 

are associated with the w gene. Introducing up to four copies of mini-white (mw+) into w1118 

was insufficient to promote fast and consistent locomotor recovery. However, flies carrying w+ 

duplicated to Y chromosome showed wild-type-like fast locomotor recovery. Furthermore, RNAi 

knockdown of w in neurons but not glia delayed locomotor recovery, and specifically, 

knockdown of w in subsets of serotonin neurons was sufficient to delay the locomotor recovery. 

These data reveal an additional role for w in modulating the timing of locomotor recovery from 

anoxia. 
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3.2 Introduction 

Adult Drosophila enter a coma-like state during exposure to anoxia. The changes due to 

anoxia in Drosophila photoreceptors and the mammalian central nervous system (CNS) include 

the occurrence of anoxic depolarization, disordered ion distributions and the loss of neuronal 

excitability (HANSEN 1985; AGAM et al. 2000; TAKANO et al. 2007). On returning to normoxia 

the timing of recovery varies depending on specific processes. Recovery of neural K+ 

distribution after a < 30s anoxia starts immediately and extracellular K+ concentration is almost 

back to normal within 30s (ARMSTRONG et al. 2011). Propagation of action potentials recovers 

within 1 min whereas complex motor activity, such as continuous walking, takes longer (around 

10 min) to recover (KRISHNAN et al. 1997). Thus the recovery of locomotor coordination 

involves not only the re-establishment of intercellular communication between neurons, and 

from neuron to muscle, but also the return of appropriate synaptic strength and coordination. 

Factors influencing ion channels, membrane fluidity, and vesicle recycling, together with the 

coordination of a variety of modulatory signaling cascades, could therefore have considerable 

impact on locomotor recovery. The recovery process is complicated and so far little of the 

cellular or molecular basis regulating the timing of locomotor recovery from anoxia is 

understood.  

The white (w) gene, discovered by Thomas Hunt Morgan in 1910 (MORGAN 1910), 

encodes a subunit of a heterodimer transmembrane protein that functions as an ATP-binding 

cassette transporter (O'HARE et al. 1984; HAZELRIGG 1987). The White protein is involved in the 
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uptake of precursors into granules for the synthesis of pteridine (red) and ommochrome (brown) 

pigments (O'HARE et al. 1984; DREESEN et al. 1988; TEARLE et al. 1989). In the Malpighian 

tubule, the w+ transport system is associated with the accumulation of intracellular 

3-hydroxykynurenine and cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) in the granules/vesicles 

(SULLIVAN and SULLIVAN 1975; EVANS et al. 2008). The w+ transport system also transports the 

pigment precursors, guanine and tryptophan, crossing cytoplasmic membranes to contribute to 

pigment synthesis (GREEN 1949; SULLIVAN et al. 1979; SULLIVAN et al. 1980; FERRÉ et al. 1986). 

Many other substrates, including biogenic amines (dopamine, serotonin and histamine), 

metabolic intermediates and small molecules are transported by this system (ANAKA et al. 2008). 

Levels of dopamine and serotonin, important modulators of synaptic transmission, are reduced in 

the heads of w mutants relative to the wild-type according to some but not all reports (BORYCZ et 

al. 2008; SITARAMAN et al. 2008; SIMON et al. 2009). Mutations at the w locus, including 

complete lack of transcription in null mutants, altered amounts of transcript, and mis-location to 

neighboring heterochromatin, are associated with impaired pigment transport and deposition in 

the compound eyes (NOLTE 1950; PIRROTTA and BRÖCKL 1984). In addition to eye pigmentation, 

extra-retinal functions of w have been observed (ZHANG and ODENWALD 1995; CAMPBELL and 

NASH 2001). In the context of locomotor recovery from anoxia, such a w+ transport system could 

have critical housekeeping functions in building up vesicle stores, promoting synchronous 

release and recycling of small molecules, and facilitating fast recovery of ion disorders and 

neural transmission. 
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By characterizing the dynamics of locomotion before, during and after a transient anoxia, 

I found that white-eyed mutant w1118 flies took longer to recover locomotion and were more 

variable compared with wild-type Canton-S (CS). The w1118 strain carries a null mutant allele 

of w in the X chromosome, and is heavily used as genetic background for generating transgenic 

lines. Both w1118 and CS flies are common controls for genetic study in Drosophila. In this 

report I provide evidence of an association between the w allele and locomotor recovery. Our 

data, collected using multiple approaches including serial backcrossing, RNAi knockdown and 

w+ duplication to Y chromosome, strongly support a conclusion that w+ modulates the timing of 

locomotor recovery from anoxia. 

 

3.3 Materials and Methods 

Fly strains 

Fly strains used for the experiments were wild-type CS (#1, Bloomington stock center), 

w1118 (L. Seroude laboratory), additional wild-types including Hikone-AS (#3), Amherst-3 

(#4265), Florida-9 (#2374), and mutants including w1 (#145), wa (#148) and wcf (#4450). The 

w1118 was re-isogenized using a balancer stock w1118; T(2;3)ssaD/CyO; TM3,Sb (L. Seroude 

laboratory) by following a reported protocol (GARFINKEL et al. 2004). The other fly strains and 

their sources were: duplication line Raf11/FM6, l(1)FMa1/Dp(1;Y)BSw+y+ (#5733), elav-Gal4 

(#8765). repo-Gal4 (#7415), UAS-w-RNAi (1) (#31088) and UAS-w-RNAi (2) (#35573), 

yw∆∆1;cn,bw (L. Seroude laboratory), Janelia UAS lines pJFRC2 (#32189), pJFRC5 (#32192) 
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and pJFRC7 (#32194) (PFEIFFER et al. 2010), UAS-hsp70 (XIAO et al. 2007), 

UAS-Httex1-Qn-eGFP (n = 47 or 103) (ZHANG et al. 2010); UAS-hsp26 and UAS-hsp27 (WANG 

et al. 2004), UAS-w-eYFP (EVANS et al. 2008), R50E07-, R50H05- and R50E11-Gal4 (PFEIFFER 

et al. 2008). w+; cn,bw were generated according to standard genetic methods in Drosophila 

(GREENSPAN 2004). The pJFRC2-7 flies were backcrossed into newly isogenized w1118 

according to previous protocol (GARFINKEL et al. 2004). UAS-w-RNAi flies were backcrossed to 

CS background by a two-step procedure. Male RNAi flies were first crossed into w+;;TM3/TM6, 

and male progeny (w+/y;;UAS-w-RNAi/TM3) were backcrossed into w+;;TM3/TM6 for 

establishing w+;;UAS-w-RNAi stock.  

Flies were maintained on standard cornmeal medium at room temperature (21-23ºC) in 

12h/12h of light/dark illumination with light on at 7 am and off at 7 pm. Adult flies were 

collected within two days after emergence, transferred into fresh food vials and subjected to 

locomotor assay at least three days after collection. A period of three days free of anoxic 

exposure was guaranteed before the test. Experiments were performed during the daytime 

between 10 am and 4 pm to avoid the morning and evening locomotor peaks (STOLERU et al. 

2004).  

 

An apparatus for locomotor assay 

An apparatus was used for the locomotor assay of multiple flies at the same time (XIAO 

and ROBERTSON 2015). Briefly, circular arenas (1.27cm diameter) were drilled in a 0.3 cm-thick 
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Plexiglas plate. The 0.3 cm thickness allowed flies to turn around but prevented vertical 

movement, thus the 2D videos represented locomotion constrained to the horizontal plane. The 

bottom surface of the arenas was covered with chromatography paper (Cat# 05-714-4, Fisher 

Scientific) for air circulation. The top was covered with another sliding and slightly larger 

Plexiglas sheet with holes (0.3 cm diameter) close to one end for fly loading. The plate was then 

positioned in a larger container designed for nitrogen exposure. The plate was illuminated with a 

white light box (Logan portaview slide/transparency viewer). White cardboard screens were used 

for light reflection to improve illumination from the sides, and to shield the arenas from light in 

the room. Locomotor activities of flies were recorded with a video camera (Logitech Webcam 

C905) and its associated software. Grey-scale videos, formatted as Windows Media Video 

(WMV) at a frame rate of 15fps and a resolution of 1600×1200 pixels, were taken and stored for 

post analysis. Experimental settings, including illumination, light reflection, and camera 

configuration remained consistent from experiment to experiment.  

 

Analysis of locomotor recovery from anoxia 

Locomotor activities before, during and after a short period of anoxia (pure nitrogen 

exposure at a speed of 10L/min) were analyzed. Flies no older than 9 days were exposed to a 

30 s anoxia after 5 min of pre-anoxia locomotion and then observed for 1 h during recovery 

under normoxia. A slow air flow (2 L/min) was provided throughout the experiment, except for 

the period of 30 s nitrogen exposure, to remove the effect of dead space. A prior acclimatization 
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period (5 min) was allotted before the experiment to avoid initial elevated activities (LIU et al. 

2007). I chose a 30s nitrogen pulse because male flies usually entered anoxic coma around 10-15 

s from the onset of anoxia in our experimental settings, and 30 s exposure was sufficient to 

knockdown all flies without exception. During recovery most of the mutants started to walk 

continuously within 30 min whereas a few mutants required a longer time to walk. I therefore 

recorded 1 h of recovery after anoxia. Preliminary experiments showed that, although the flies 

started to walk within an hour, normal locomotor activities were not completely recovered to the 

non-exposed control level in w1118 flies. After one day, recovery from the 30s anoxia is likely 

complete (unpublished observations). Thus a period of 3 days free of anoxic exposure was 

guaranteed before experiments to avoid effects of anesthetization during fly collection.  

 

Fly tracking 

Fly tracking was performed according to the protocol reported previously (XIAO and 

ROBERTSON 2015). Briefly, a script was developed to track fly position using free software Open 

Computer Vision 2.0 (OpenCV2.0) operating in the environment of Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 

Express. The path length per second was calculated every 0.2s. The main scripting procedures 

included, (1) learning a specific background from multiple frames of a video, (2) comparing the 

difference between each frame and the background, (3) computing the center of mass of each fly, 

and (4) calculating path length per second. A metric ruler was placed in the camera view 

alongside the arenas for pixel-mm conversion.    
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Evaluation of time to locomotor recovery 

Wild-type flies were not ready to walk continuously until around 10 min after 30s anoxic 

exposure. There were variations for the time to start locomotion from fly to fly and from strain to 

strain. A threshold criterion was established to evaluate the time required to walk continuously, 

which I termed as “locomotor recovery”. Definition of a threshold was based on 5 min 

locomotion before anoxia. In a pre-test with w1118 flies, the 25th percentile of 300 values of 

path length per second (equivalent to 5 min locomotion) was around 0.3 cm. I thus used 0.3 cm 

of path length per second as the threshold for determining locomotor recovery. Additionally, to 

avoid taking into account early sporadic events (e.g. wing closure or body roll-over) that could 

result occasionally in above-threshold path lengths, a criterion of at least 10 instances of path 

length per second at or above threshold (0.3 cm/s) within 60 consecutive seconds was set as the 

standard for recovered locomotion. The time to locomotor recovery was measured as the earliest 

time to meet this criterion.  

 

Immunohistochemistry 

Experimental procedures were based on two protocols (WU and LUO 2006; JENETT et al. 

2012) with minor modification. Briefly, dissected brain tissues were fixed in freshly prepared 4% 

paraformaldehyde for 1h. After three washes with PAT (PBS with 0.5 % BSA and 0.5 % Triton 

X-100), tissues were incubated with blocking buffer (10 % goat serum in PAT) at room 
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temperature for 1 h. Brain tissues were then incubated with primary antibodies: mouse anti-GFP 

supernatant (12A6, DSHB) at 1:20, rat anti-serotonin (YC5/45, Accurate Chemical & Scientific 

Corp.) at 1:20, in blocking buffer for 1-2 days. Following three washes, tissues were incubated 

with Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (115-545-003, Jackson ImmunoResearch) 

at 1:500 and Cy3-conjugated goat anti-rat IgG (112-165-003, Jackson ImmunoResearch). 

Secondary incubation was performed in the dark for 1-2 days. After three washes tissues were 

suspended in 200 µl SlowFade Gold antifade reagent (S36938, Life Technologies) and mounted 

on slides for microscopy. Image stacks were taken using a Carl Zeiss LSM 710NLO laser 

scanning confocal/multiphoton microscope and processed with associated software Zen 2009 

(Carl Zeiss).  

 

Statistics 

Because part of the data showed non-Gaussian distribution, non-parametric tests 

(Mann-Whitney test or Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison) were performed to 

compare the difference of medians between two or multiple groups. TR was evaluated from eight 

flies (n = 8) for each test. More than three duplications of locomotor assays were conducted. 

Specific statistical methods are provided in the text or figure legends where applicable.  

 

3.4 Results 

Delayed locomotor recovery from anoxia in w1118 strain 
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During recovery from anoxia flies performed sequential actions in the following order: 

rhythmic leg twitching, wing closure, rolling over, standing upright, antennal grooming and 

walking. Most of the recovery time occurs during the return to normoxia to rhythmical twitching 

of legs, and from standing upright to walking. Wild-type flies do not walk continuously until 

around 10 min after a 30 s anoxic exposure. I examined locomotor activity in adult flies by 

computing path length per second before and after an anoxia using an assay described previously 

(XIAO and ROBERTSON 2015). CS and w1118 male flies walked continuously in small circular 

arenas (1.27 cm diameter) under normoxia. A 30 s anoxia was sufficient to induce coma in all 

flies after which locomotor activity gradually recovered (Figure 3.1A and B). CS male flies 

recovered with a median of 530.0 s (interquartile range (IQR) 461.8 - 553.0 s, n = 8), whereas 

locomotor activity of w1118 males recovered at a median of 1037.0 s (IQR 755.3 - 1797.0 s, n = 

8). The w1118 males displayed longer TR than CS males (P < 0.05, t test with Welch's 

correction), and larger variance of TR than CS males (P < 0.0001, F test) (Figure 3.1C). 

 

Mutants of w showed delayed locomotor recovery from anoxia  

To determine whether the w mutation could be involved in the delayed locomotor 

recovery from anoxia, several additional wild-type strains including Hikone-AS, Amherst-3 and 

Florida-9 captured in different locations and dates, as well as the w mutants including w1 

(O'HARE et al. 1984), wa (GEHRING and PARO 1980; BINGHAM and JUDD 1981; PIRROTTA and 

BRÖCKL 1984) and wcf (MACKENZIE et al. 1999) were examined. The TRs in Hikone-AS (median 
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Figure 3.1. The w mutants display delayed locomotor recovery from anoxia.  

(A) Locomotor activity of CS flies in the circular arenas (1.27 cm diameter and 0.3 cm depth). 

Each trace represents 1h locomotion of a single fly. The path length per second vs time are 

plotted. A 30s anoxia (arrow) is applied during 300 - 330 seconds. Flies are otherwise 

provided with normal air flow (at 2 L/min). (B) Locomotor activity of w1118 flies in the same 

arenas and subjected to the same treatment as CS. (C) Analysis of time to recovery (TR) in CS 

and w1118 flies. * P <0.05 (t test), *** P <0.001 (F test). (D) TR analysis in wild-types 

(Hikone-AS, Amherst-3 and Florida-9) and mutants (w1, wa and wcf). * P <0.05 by 

Kruskal-Wallis test. 
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485.0 s, IQR 429.8 - 593.8 s, n = 8), Amherst-3 (median 538.5 s, IQR 466.5 - 621.0 s, n = 8) and 

Florida-9 (median 562.5 s, IQR 483.0 - 646.5 s, n = 8) were comparable with no significant 

difference. The TRs in w1 (median 1162.0 s, IQR 772.5 - 1338.0 s, n = 12), wa (median 1173.0 s, 

IQR 795.0 - 1822.0 s, n = 15) and wcf (median 1166.0 s, IQR 797.0 - 1617.0 s, n = 8) were 

similar with no statistically significant difference. The w mutants displayed prolonged TRs 

compared with Hikone-AS (P <0.05 for all three comparisons, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn's 

Multiple Comparison), Amherst-3 (P <0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn's Multiple 

Comparison), or Florida-9 (P <0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn's Multiple Comparison) 

(Figure 3.1D). Thus, the w mutants showed delayed locomotor recovery from anoxia compared 

with wild-types.  

 

w+ allele was associated with fast locomotor recovery from anoxia 

The w1118 strain carries isogenic X, second and third chromosomes and a null allele 

w1118 on the X chromosome (PIRROTTA and BRÖCKL 1984; LEVIS et al. 1985a). w1118 differs 

from CS in two main genetic components: the w allele and genetic background. Fast locomotor 

recovery from anoxia in wild-type might be associated with the w+ allele or the genetic 

background excluding the w locus. I next explored the genetic contribution of the w+ allele or 

genetic background to the timing of locomotor recovery.  

By crossing male w1118 to female CS, and reciprocally, male CS to female w1118, two 

F1 male progenies were generated: w+/y (F1) and w1118/y (F1), which carried different X 
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chromosomes and the same heterozygous genetic background on the second and third 

chromosomes. The median TR in w+/y (F1) flies was 424.0 s (IQR 411.5 - 428.0 s, n = 8), 

whereas the median TR in w1118/y (F1) flies was 662.5 s (IQR 613.0 - 786.5s, n = 8). Locomotor 

recovery in w+/y (F1) flies was faster compared with w1118/y (F1) flies (P <0.05, Mann-Whitney 

test) (Figure 3.2A). 

To examine the contribution of wild-type genetic background, introgression (KAIN et al. 

2012) was performed to gradually replace isogenic second and third chromosomes in w1118 with 

wild-type counterparts. Briefly, by crossing male CS to female w1118, the heterozygous female 

progeny (F1) were collected and backcrossed to CS males. The backcross was conducted for 

three consecutive generations. The resulting w+/y (F4) and w1118/y (F4) flies contained 

synchronized and mostly wild-type genetic background. The median TRs were 525.5 s (IQR 

509.0 - 554.5 s, n = 8) in w+/y (F4) flies, and 797.5 s (IQR 512.3 - 1032.0 s, n = 8) in w1118/y (F4) 

flies. The TR was shorter in w+/y (F4) flies than w1118/y (F4) flies (P <0.05, t test with Welch’s 

correction) (Figure 3.2B). Hence, fast locomotor recovery was tightly associated with 

w+-carrying flies. 

To further examine the association between w+ allele and fast locomotor recovery, serial 

backcrossing was conducted to exchange w alleles between CS and w1118. Initially, male CS 

was crossed to female w1118, and reciprocally male w1118 was crossed to female CS. 

Heterozygous female progeny (F1) was backcrossed with w1118 or CS respectively. The 

backcrossing was performed for nine more generations. The w+/y (F10) and w1118/y (F10) flies 
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Figure 3.2. w1118 allele is associated with delayed locomotor recovery from anoxia.  

(A) TR analysis in the progeny flies from the cross between CS and w1118. The specific crossed 

are indicated. * P <0.05 by Mann-Whitney test. (B) TR analysis in flies generated by 

introgression (see Materials and Methods). * P <0.05 by Mann-Whitney test. (C) TR analysis in 

flies generated by serial backcrossing. * P <0.05 by Mann-Whitney test. (D) TR analysis in CS 

and flies carrying a w+ duplicated to Y chromosome. (E) TR analysis in these female flies: CS, 

w1118, w+/w1118 (progeny of male CS and female w1118) and w+/w1118 (progeny of male w1118 

and female CS). * P <0.05 by Kruskal-Wallis test; n.s, non-significant difference. 
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were collected and examined. The median TRs were 556.0 s (IQR 499.8 - 645.3 s, n = 8) in w+/y 

(F10), and 793.5 s (IQR 673.3 - 1439.0 s, n = 8) in w1118/y (F10). The TR was longer in w1118/y 

(F10) flies than w+/y (F10) flies (P <0.05, t test with Welch’s correction) (Figure 3.2C). Thus the 

w+ allele was strongly associated with fast locomotor recovery from anoxia.  

 

Flies with w+ duplicated to Y chromosome displayed fast locomotor recovery 

To further support the association between w allele and the phenotype of locomotor 

recovery, I examined TR in flies carrying w+ duplicated to Y chromosome. The TR in 

w1118/Dp(1;Y)BSw+y+ (median 523.0 s, IQR 472.8 - 600.0 s) was similar to the TR in CS males 

(median 517.0 s, IQR 484.3 - 530.3 s) with no significant difference (Figure 3.2D). Thus, flies 

carrying w+ duplicated to the Y chromosome displayed similarly fast locomotor recovery from 

anoxia as CS. 

 

w+ allele was haplo-insufficient for fast locomotor recovery in female flies 

I next addressed whether w+ allele was haplo-sufficient to promote fast locomotor 

recovery from anoxia in heterozygous female flies. The TR was examined in four different 

female flies: (1) CS, (2) w1118, (3) w+/w1118 from the cross between male CS and female w1118, 

and (4) w+/w1118 from the cross between male w1118 and female CS. The median TR was 514.5 s 

(IQR 506.0 - 615.5 s, n = 8) for CS females, 1018.0 s (IQR 745.5 - 1424.0 s, n = 8) for w1118 

females, 846.0 s (IQR 776.8 - 1177.0 s, n = 8) for w+/w1118 females (from male CS to female 
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w1118), and 1022.0 s (IQR 737.8 - 1482.0 s, n = 8) for w+/w1118 females (from male w1118 to 

female CS). The TR in CS females was shorter than that in w1118 females (P <0.05, 

Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison), in w+/w1118 females (from male CS to 

female w1118) (P <0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison), and in w+/w1118 

females (from male w1118 to female CS) (P <0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple 

comparison). There was no difference of TR among w1118, w+/w1118 (from male CS to female 

w1118) and w+/w1118 (from male w1118 to female CS) (Figure 3.2E). These results indicate that 

in females homozygous w+ alleles were sufficient, whereas heterozygous w+ allele was 

insufficient to promote fast locomotor recovery from anoxia. 

 

Independent phenotypes between locomotor recovery from anoxia and eye 

pigmentation  

The classic function of White protein is to carry and deposit red and brown pigments into 

the pigment cells of compound eyes, ocelli, Malpighian tubules and the testis sheath (NOLTE 

1950; HAZELRIGG 1987). I looked for a possible association between phenotypes of locomotor 

recovery from anoxia and eye pigmentation. Flies carrying cinnabar, brown (cn, bw) double 

mutations in a w+ background were generated. These flies (w+; cn,bw) were white-eyed (Figure 

3.3A) due to complete blockage of both pteridine and ommochrome pigment pathways (WAALER 

1921; WARD 1923; NOLTE 1954; GHOSH and FORREST 1967; DREESEN et al. 1988). There was no 

difference of TR between w+; cn,bw flies (median 579.0 s, IQR 467.8 - 674.8 s, n = 16) and CS 
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Figure 3.3. Independent phenotypes between locomotor recovery and eye pigmentation  

(A) Eye color in CS and flies carrying cinnabar (cn) and brown (bw) double mutations (w+; cn, 

bw). (B) TR analysis in CS and w+; cn, bw. (C) Eye color in flies with w-RNAi targeted 

pan-neuronally to the central nervous system by elav-Gal4 and controls. (D) TR analysis in flies 

with w-RNAi knockdown and their controls. RNAi #1 and RNAi #2 indicate two independent 

RNAi lines targeting different sequences of w mRNA. * P <0.05 by Kruskal-Wallis test. 
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(median 494.0 s, IQR 455.0 - 555.5 s, n = 16) (Figure 3.3B). Hence, the phenotype of eye 

pigment was independent of the timing of locomotor recovery.  

To support the dissociation between locomotor recovery and pigmentation phenotype, 

RNAi knockdown of w was carried out. Transgenic expression of White in glial cells was 

suppressed by RNAi approach (Appendix 3.1), supporting the effectiveness of RNAi 

knockdown of w in targeted tissues. 

Eye color and the timing of locomotor recovery in flies with w knockdown were 

examined. The pan-neuronal driver elav-Gal4 (ARMSTRONG et al. 2011; DIMITROFF et al. 2012) 

was used for targeting RNAi of w to the central nervous system. There was no visible difference 

in eye color between w+; elav-Gal4/+; UAS-w-RNAi/+ flies and controls (w+; elav-Gal4/+ and 

w+;; UAS-w-RNAi/+) (Figure 3.3C), indicating that w knockdown in the central nervous system 

had no visible effect on eye pigmentation. The TR of w+; elav-Gal4/+; UAS- w-RNAi/+ males 

was, however, severely delayed compared with controls (Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s 

multiple comparison) (Figure 3.3D). The RNAi-induced delay of locomotor recovery was 

confirmed by using two independent RNAi lines targeting different sequences of the w transcript. 

These results clearly display an independence between phenotypes of locomotor recovery from 

anoxia and eye pigmentation.  

 

mini-white (mw+) was insufficient to promote fast locomotor recovery 

The mw+ contains reduced 5’ and 3’ regulatory sequences and a greatly shortened first 
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intron with a deletion of ~3kb HindIII - XbaI fragment (PIRROTTA 1988). Depending on its 

location in the genome, mw+ displays a more or less cell-autonomous expression pattern and is 

controlled by cis-acting regulatory sequences (HAZELRIGG et al. 1984; HAZELRIGG 1987). In the 

Drosophila community most transgenic lines carry the mw+ marker. Because both w+ and mw+ 

encode the same protein, I examined the contribution of inserted mw+ to the timing of locomotor 

recovery. Importantly, the contribution of mw+, if any, needs to be differentiated from the w+ 

allele if the mw+-carrying Gal4/UAS expression system (BRAND and PERRIMON 1993) is 

introduced into the wild-type genetic background. There were several criteria for these tests: (1) 

UAS but not Gal4 lines were selected in order to avoid potential modulation by ectopic Gal4 

expression (KRAMER and STAVELEY 2003; REZÁVAL et al. 2007); (2) UAS lines with 

mw+-carrying P elements inserted into fixed recombination sites at attP2 or attP40 were 

preferentially considered in order to minimize the position effect (NOLTE 1950; HAZELRIGG et al. 

1984); (3) UAS flies carrying multiple copies of mw+ were generated to compensate for possibly 

reduced expression from a single mw+. 

I first measured TR in flies carrying P element (pJFRC2) at attP40 on the second 

chromosome or P element (pJFRC2, pJFRC5 or pJFRC7) at attP2 on the third chromosome 

(PFEIFFER et al. 2010). All the selected UAS lines carry the mw+ marker. They were backcrossed 

into w1118 for ten generations before experiments by following previously described procedures 

(GARFINKEL et al. 2004). Flies containing multiple copies of P elements were generated by 

genetic manipulation (GREENSPAN 2004). I found: (1) TR of each heterozygous UAS line 
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carrying a single mw+ was comparable with that of w1118 with no significant differences 

(Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison) (Figure 3.4A); (2) TR of each 

homozygous UAS line or the combination of UAS containing two mw+ was similar to that of 

w1118 with no statistically significant differences (Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple 

comparison) (Figure 3.4B); (3) TR of each line carrying four copies of mw+ was statistically the 

same as that in w1118 (Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison) (Figure 3.4C). 

Therefore, up to four copies of mw+ at attP40 or attP2 in the w1118 background were insufficient 

to promote fast locomotor recovery. 

Next I examined TR in UAS flies with nearly random locations of mw+ on X, second or 

third chromosome. I chose several UAS-hsp70 lines with pINDY5-hsp70 inserted into different 

chromosomes (XIAO et al. 2007), fly lines carrying UAS-Httex1-Qn-eGFP (n = 47 or 103) in 

different chromosomes (ZHANG et al. 2010), two different lines of UAS-w-eYFP (EVANS et al. 

2008), and a few other UAS flies in our collection. All of the selected UAS flies were generated 

in the w1118 background, contained mw+ marker, and displayed no apparent developmental or 

morphological abnormalities. TR in each of the fly lines with mw+ copy number ranging from 

one (Figure 3.4D), two (Figure 3.4E) to four (Figure 3.4F) was similar with that in w1118 with 

no significant differences (Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison). Thus, up to 

four copies of mw+ with nearly random insertions in the genome were insufficient to confer fast 

locomotor recovery. Notably, the UAS lines with a P element on X chromosome (UAS-hsp70/y 

and UAS-Httex1-Q103-eGFP/y) displayed TR similar with that in w1118, indicating that 
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Figure 3.4. The mw+ is insufficient to promote fast locomotor recovery 

(A, B, C) TR analysis for flies carrying 1-4 copies of mw+ at attP40 or attP2 docking site by 

site-specific recombination. pJFRC2, pJFRC5 and pJFRC7 are the UAS constructs (PFEIFFER et 

al. 2010). The specific location of mw+ for each fly line is indicated in the parenthesis. n.s, 

non-significant difference. (D, E, F) TR analysis for flies carrying 1-4 copies of mw+ at nearly 

random locations. The chromosome location for each line is indicated. n.s, non-significant 

difference. Notes: Flies carrying pJFRC2-7 were backcrossed into w1118 for 10 generations 

before the tests. UAS-hsp70 flies are constructed in the lab and reported previously (XIAO et al. 

2007). The other fly lines and sources are: UAS-Httex1-Qn-eGFP (n = 47 or 103) (ZHANG et al. 

2010); UAS-hsp26 and UAS-hsp27 (WANG et al. 2004); UAS-w-eYFP (EVANS et al. 2008). 
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expression of mw+ with potentially stronger dosage compensation (PIRROTTA and BRÖCKL 1984; 

QIAN and PIRROTTA 1995) was unable to promote fast locomotor recovery.  

 

Knockdown of w in subsets of serotonin neurons was sufficient to delay 

locomotor recovery 

I demonstrated above that pan-neuronal RNAi knockdown of w using elav-Gal4 severely 

delayed locomotor recovery (see Figure 3.3D). These data suggest that White is expressed in 

Elav-expressing neurons. I further examined the possible expression of White in glial cells. 

RNAi knockdown of w throughout glia using repo-Gal4 (SEPP et al. 2001) with two independent 

RNAi lines targeting different sequences of w transcript had no effect on TR (Figure 3.5A). 

These data indicate no or undetectable expression of White in glial cells. 

White is likely expressed in dopaminergic and serotonergic neurons, because a 

co-enzyme tetrahydrobiopterin is required for biosynthesis of both dopamine and serotonin, and 

tetrahydrobiopterin is an important co-product in the red pigment pathway that requires White 

(FERRÉ et al. 1986). I next performed RNAi knockdown of w using ddc-Gal4 (specific to 

dopaminergic and serotonergic neurons) and examined the effect on the timing of locomotor 

recovery. TR in w+;; ddc/w-RNAi flies (median 1298.0 s, IQR 805.0 - 1608.0 s, n = 8) was 

clearly prolonged compared with w+;; ddc/+ (median 618.0 s, IQR 593.0 - 647.5s, n = 8) or w+;; 

w-RNAi/+ flies (median 616.0 s, IQR 447.3 - 662.0s, n = 8) (P <0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test with 

Dunn’s multiple comparisons) (Figure 3.5B). Results support that White is expressed in 
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Figure 3.5. RNAi knockdown of w in serotonin subsets is sufficient to delay locomotor 

recovery 

(A) TR analysis for flies with w-RNAi knockdown in pan-glial cells by repo-Gal4. TR was 

unaffected by w-RNAi in pan-glial cells. (B) TR analysis for flies with w-RNAi knockdown by 

ddc-Gal4. Ddc-Gal4 is specific to dopaminergic and serotonergic neurons (HAYWOOD and 

STAVELEY 2004). (C) TR analysis for flies with w-RNAi knockdown by R50E07-, R50H05- and 

R50E11-Gal4. These Gal4 lines use the enhancers originated respectively from three major 

introns from SerT (serotonin transporter gene) (PFEIFFER et al. 2008). Two independent RNAi 

lines (#1 and #2) were used for the tests. * P <0.05 by Kruskal-Wallis test. (D) GFP expression 

patterns by R50E07-, R50H05- and R50E11-Gal4. Each line targets 20 - 50 neurons in the 

central brain. GFP denotes 20×UAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP fly line (#32194). Scale bar (100 µm) 

applies for all images. 
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dopaminergic and serotonergic neurons and that knockdown of w in these neurons delayed 

locomotor recovery from anoxia. 

Serotonin synthesis begins with hydroxylation of tryptophan, which is also the initial 

substrate for production of brown pigment xanthommatin, a process requiring White (SULLIVAN 

and SULLIVAN 1975). Serotonin content is greatly reduced in the mutant strain w1118 (BORYCZ et 

al. 2008; SITARAMAN et al. 2008). I examined whether knockdown of w in serotonin neurons was 

sufficient to delay locomotor recovery. Three Janelia Gal4 lines, R50E07-, R50H05- and 

R50E11-Gal4, using respectively one of the large intron regions of the serotonin transporter gene 

(SerT) as enhancers, potentially divide the serotonin population into smaller subsets (PFEIFFER et 

al. 2008). RNAi knockdown by each of the three Gal4 lines severely delayed locomotor recovery 

compared with the controls. Delayed locomotor recovery was observed consistently by using two 

independent RNAi lines (Figure 3.5C). The expression patterns of R50E07-, R50H05- and 

R50E11-Gal4 are illustrated in Figure 3.5D. Each Gal4 line labeled 20 - 50 neurons, which were 

smaller populations than the entire serotonergic family of around 100 neurons (VALLÉS and 

WHITE 1988; GIANG et al. 2011; HUSER et al. 2012). There was no apparent overlap among each 

lines, thus each labeled a unique subset. The labeling were consistent with reported patterns 

(PFEIFFER et al. 2008) and the identity of serotonin subsets was confirmed by double 

immunostaining using anti-serotonin and anti-GFP antibodies. GFP expression of the 

R50H05-Gal4 line overlapped with serotonin-positive neurons (Figure 3.6). Similar results were 

obtained with R50E07- and R50E11-Gal4 (data not shown). Therefore, knockdown of w in each 
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Figure 3.6. Serotonin identity of R50H05-Gal4 labeled neurons 

GFP expression neurons (top panel), serotonin positive neurons (middle panel), and the merge of 

two images (bottom panel) in the central brain of R50H05::GFP fly. GFP represents 

20×UAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP fly line (#32194). Scale bar (100 µm) applies for all panels. 
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of the serotonin subsets was sufficient to cause delayed locomotor recovery.   

 

3.5 Discussion 

I report here a novel function of w that is tightly associated with the timing of locomotor 

recovery from anoxia. Down-regulation of White, either by mutation or pan-neuronal RNAi 

knockdown, delayed locomotor recovery and increased its variability. Genetic analysis through 

serial backcrossing together with simple crossing and introgression confirmed the strong 

association between w and locomotor recovery phenotype. I further demonstrate the 

independence of the phenotypes between locomotor recovery and eye pigmentation, although 

they both are associated with w. Moreover, I show that w+ is haplo-insufficient for fast locomotor 

recovery in female flies, and that up to four copies of mw+ are insufficient to promote fast 

locomotor recovery. Nevertheless, flies carrying w+ duplicated to Y chromosome display 

wild-type like fast locomotor recovery. Finally, I show that RNAi knockdown of w in serotonin 

subsets is sufficient to delay locomotor recovery from anoxia. 

 

The expression pattern of White protein 

White protein is expressed in vesicular but not cytoplasmic membranes in principle cells 

of Malpighian tubules (EVANS et al. 2008). The ~2.6 kb transcript of w is detectable in the fly 

head (PIRROTTA and BRÖCKL 1984; CAMPBELL and NASH 2001). Expression of White protein can 

also be detected in the granules of pigment cells in the lamina and in photoreceptors 
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(MACKENZIE et al. 2000; BORYCZ et al. 2008). However, a convincing expression pattern in the 

CNS is still lacking. I provide additional evidence for the expression patterns of White protein in 

the CNS. White is likely expressed in neurons. This is supported by the observations that the 

delayed locomotor recovery can be induced by pan-neuronal RNAi knockdown of w or in 

subsets of serotonin neurons.  

The level of White in CNS neurons is likely to be extremely low based on the report of 

unsuccessful immunostaining (BORYCZ et al. 2008). Meanwhile, the expression is tightly 

controlled by the adjacent regulatory array of w gene (HAZELRIGG et al. 1984; HAZELRIGG 1987). 

Widespread ectopic expression of White from mw+ is responsible for male-specific hypersexual 

behavior (ZHANG and ODENWALD 1995; HING and CARLSON 1996) and partial recovery of eye 

color ranging from light yellow to dark red, suggesting that mw+ either causes behavioral 

abnormality, or is insufficient to rescue the loss-of-w function. Consistently, I observed that the 

insertion of mw+ into a mutant background was unable to promote fast locomotor recovery that 

was typically seen in wild-type flies. It is argued that abnormal expression as well as intracellular 

mis-location of White in normally expressing cells is associated with male-male courtship 

behavior (ANAKA et al. 2008; KRSTIC et al. 2013). Hence, w+ and its expression might represent 

a highly optimized system in eye pigmentation and substrate transport. Complete lack or 

down-regulation of White could break down such an optimized system and lead to a prolonged 

time for restoration of vesicular content during locomotor recovery.  
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Multiple roles of White protein 

For almost a century White has been known to control eye pigmentation pathways. It was 

not until 1995 that ectopic expression of White was shown to be associated with male-male 

courtship behavior (ZHANG and ODENWALD 1995). Recently, more neural but non-retinal 

functions of White have been revealed (HING and CARLSON 1996; CAMPBELL and NASH 2001; 

BORYCZ et al. 2008; KRSTIC et al. 2013). In this study, I demonstrate a clear independence of 

phenotypes between eye pigmentation and the timing of locomotor recovery. I consider below 

several factors including temporal expression pattern, cell-specificity and reusability of 

White-containing granules/vesicles that might explain the potential multiple roles for White. 

In the eyes of wild-type flies, White-containing granules carry and deposit two 

independent eye pigments to the same granules in the pigment cells. The brown pigment is 

deposited first with a peak being reached only about 1 day after emergence; then the red pigment 

is deposited in the same granules for another 4 or 5 days (NOLTE 1950). The one-way centrifugal 

movement of pigment granules and the unchangeable color pattern throughout the life in the 

mutant wm4 (NOLTE 1950) imply that White-containing granules are either not able to return to 

the cell soma or do so at a very low rate for renewed pigment transport. In the CNS, however, the 

function of White-containing vesicles could persist. The observation that in flies up to 9 days old 

down-regulation of White in neurons delays locomotor recovery supports the idea that White 

continues to function in the adult for more than 4 or 5 days. Also, up to 10-day-old male flies 

with mw+ still display male-male courtship behavior, which is believed to be controlled by 
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~2000 neurons in the CNS (MANOLI et al. 2005; HAMPEL et al. 2011), indicating persistent 

function of ectopic White protein in CNS. Thus, the multiple roles of White are supported by 

temporal expression patterns from difference tissues.  

CNS-located serotonin neurons provide a tissue basis for additional roles for White other 

than in controlling eye color in pigment cells. These neurons release serotonin (5HT), which acts 

as a neuromodulator involved in locomotor behavior, circadian entrainment and place memory 

(YUAN et al. 2005; SITARAMAN et al. 2008; NALL and SEHGAL 2014; OKUSAWA et al. 2014; 

SILVA et al. 2014). Recovery from anoxia includes the restoration of 5HT vesicular stores that 

would be excessively released during anoxic coma (HANSEN 1985). Normal expression of White 

increases vesicular content of 5HT (BORYCZ et al. 2008; SITARAMAN et al. 2008), suggesting the 

presence of White in serotonin neurons. Here I show that RNAi knockdown of w in 

dopaminergic and serotonergic neurons, or serotonin subsets delays locomotor recovery, 

providing further evidence that White is expressed in the CNS and possesses non-retinal 

function. 

The molecular basis for multiple roles of White is perhaps related to its function of 

non-specific substrate transport. White, together with its transporting partners, accumulates a 

variety of small molecules into granules or vesicles (ANAKA et al. 2008). The formation of 

vesicular stores preserves a sufficient amount of neurotransmitters or second messengers and 

improves signaling efficacy. Down-regulation of White would increase the chances of exposing 

transmitters and other substrates to cytosolic enzymatic environments and would result in 
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excessive hydrolysis (EVANS et al. 2008). This is supported by the observation that White 

down-regulation shifts the timing of locomotor recovery from consistently fast to remarkably 

slow with large variance.  

 

Insufficient rescue of delayed locomotor recovery by mw+ and its implication 

A greatly shortened 5’ regulatory region of w+ loses long-range transcriptional regulation 

(PIRROTTA and BRÖCKL 1984). Deletion of a large intronic fragment could result in reduced 

skipping of downstream exon and constitutive or widespread expression (FOX-WALSH et al. 2005; 

NIU and YANG 2011). Additionally, mw+ relocated to autosomes picks up local cis-regulatory 

information and reduces dosage compensation (HAZELRIGG 1987; QIAN and PIRROTTA 1995). If 

the w+ system were extremely optimized, the insertion of mw+ would result in either no or a very 

limited effect on the rescue of locomotor recovery.  

Although mutants of w and flies with RNAi knockdown of w in serotonin subsets 

demonstrate the same outcome – delayed locomotor recovery from anoxia, the genetic 

underpinnings are clearly different. Down-regulation of White through an RNAi approach in 

restricted cell populations is sufficient to delay locomotor recovery, and down-regulation in 

different subsets yields a uniform delay. Each of the serotonin subsets consists of fewer than 100 

neurons in CNS. The uniform delay induced by such a small population indicates a critical role 

for White in highly specified or differentiated neurons. This could explain the insufficiency to 

rescue fast locomotor recovery in w1118 flies by genetic expression of mw+. Most likely, 
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expression levels and tissue patterns must be fully recovered to generate the wild-type phenotype. 

However, mw+ expression is subjected to a strong position effect (HAZELRIGG et al. 1984; LEVIS 

et al. 1985b; LEVIS et al. 1985a). Taking into account the loss of a large intronic sequence and 

altered dosage compensation, rescuing the locomotor recovery phenotype in w1118 mutant might 

not be possible by genetic manipulation of mw+.  

Notwithstanding the insufficient rescue of locomotor recovery phenotype by mw+, flies 

carrying w+ duplicated to the Y chromosome (BROSSEAU et al. 1961) display wild-type like, fast 

locomotor recovery from anoxia. Such a complete rescue supports the association between the w 

gene and locomotor recovery phenotype.  

Future work should focus on the molecular mechanisms underlying the w-associated fast 

locomotor recovery from anoxia. Particularly, identifying the specific transported substrates that 

are responsible for the timing of locomotor recovery would be valuable.   
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Chapter 4 

White - cGMP interaction promotes fast locomotor recovery 

from anoxia in adult Drosophila 
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4.1 Abstract 

Increasing evidence indicates that the white (w) gene in Drosophila possesses 

extra-retinal functions in addition to its classical role in eye pigmentation. We have previously 

shown that w+ promotes fast and consistent locomotor recovery from anoxia, but how w+ 

modulates locomotor recovery is largely unknown. Here we show that in the absence of w+, 

several PDE mutants, especially cGMP-specific PDE mutants, display wild-type-like fast 

locomotor recovery from anoxia, and that during the night time, locomotor recovery was 

light-sensitive in white-eyed mutant w1118, and light-insensitive in PDE mutants under w1118 

background. Data indicate the involvement of cGMP in the modulation of recovery timing and 

presumably, light-evoked cGMP fluctuation is associated with light sensitivity of locomotor 

recovery. This was further supported by the observations that w-RNAi-induced delay of 

locomotor recovery was completely abolished by up-regulation of cGMP through multiple 

approaches including PDE mutation, simultaneous overexpression of an atypical soluble 

guanylyl cyclase Gyc88E, or sildenafil feeding. Lastly, prolonged sildenafil feeding promoted 

fast locomotor recovery from anoxia in w1118. Taken together, these data suggest that a 

White-cGMP interaction modulates the timing of locomotor recovery from anoxia. 
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4.2 Introduction 

The Drosophila white (w) gene encodes a hemi-unit of an ATP-binding cassette 

transporter (ABC transporter) which is proposed to transport a variety of small molecules 

including pigment precursors, 3-hydrokynurenine and bio-amines (MORGAN 1910; 

SULLIVAN and SULLIVAN 1975; SULLIVAN et al. 1979; ANAKA et al. 2008; BORYCZ et al. 

2008; SITARAMAN et al. 2008). In addition to its classical role in eye pigmentation 

(NOLTE 1950; NOLTE 1954; PIRROTTA and BRÖCKL 1984), increasing evidence indicates 

that the w gene has extra-retinal functions in the central nervous system (CNS) (ZHANG 

and ODENWALD 1995; HING and CARLSON 1996; CAMPBELL and NASH 2001; SITARAMAN 

et al. 2008). We have recently shown that w is responsible for fast and consistent 

locomotor recovery from anoxia in adult flies (XIAO and ROBERTSON 2016). In fact, the 

high consistency of locomotor and electrophysiological performance has been a specific 

characteristic of wild-type Canton-S (CS) (HADDAD et al. 1997; LIU et al. 2007; KAIN et 

al. 2012; SOIBAM et al. 2012; KROLL et al. 2015; XIAO and ROBERTSON 2015). It is 

possible that the White protein possesses a housekeeping function in promoting 

synchronous release of second messengers or neurotransmitters and improving signaling 

efficacy during anoxic recovery. However, little is known about the specific substrates 

that might interact with White protein to promote fast and consistent locomotor recovery 

from anoxia. 

In Drosophila larvae, cyclic guanylyl monophosphate (cGMP) mediates escape responses 

from hypoxia (VERMEHREN-SCHMAEDICK et al. 2010). cGMP can be transported by White 
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protein into vesicles in the principle cells of Malpighian tubules (EVANS et al. 2008). These 

findings suggest the hypothesis that a White – cGMP interaction could also occur in adult flies 

and mediate locomotor response to anoxia. Behavioral modulations by cGMP are 

well-documented. Up-regulation of cGMP increases ion conductance and depolarizes membrane 

potential in Xenopus oocytes and promotes muscle contraction in C. elegans (GAO et al. 2015). 

High levels of cGMP activate cGMP-dependent protein kinase and promote active locomotion 

while feeding in both larvae and adult flies (OSBORNE et al. 1997; SOKOLOWSKI 2001). Increased 

cGMP promotes fast onset of anoxic coma via a cGMP-activated protein kinase 

(DAWSON-SCULLY et al. 2010). In addition, genes for cGMP-specific phosphodiesterases (PDEs) 

have been identified in Drosophila (MORTON and HUDSON 2002; DAY et al. 2005). The PDEs 

rapidly hydrolyze cGMP upon light stimulation in the vertebrate phototransduction pathway 

(COBBS et al. 1985; HAYNES and YAU 1985; HURWITZ et al. 1985; STRYER 1986; EBREY and 

KOUTALOS 2001). Although cGMP is unlikely to be involved in Drosophila phototransduction 

(ZUKER 1996; MONTELL 1999; HARDIE 2001), the existence of multiple cGMP-specific PDE 

genes as well as their expression in the CNS (DAY et al. 2005; DAVIES 2006) implies a functional 

conservation of PDEs in modulating cGMP levels in Drosophila. Therefore, there is a high 

probability that the White - cGMP interaction could promote fast and consistent locomotor 

recovery from anoxia. 

Using multiple approaches, we examined the hypothesized White-cGMP interactions in 

the locomotor recovery of adult flies. We show that some of the PDE mutants, especially, 

cGMP-specific PDE mutants, display wild-type-like fast and consistent locomotor recovery, and 
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that locomotor recovery of w1118 was light-sensitive in the night, which was abolished in PDE 

mutants. In addition, Pde1c mutation or simultaneous over-expression of an atypical guanylyl 

cyclase Gyc88E eliminated the delay of locomotor recovery induced by RNAi knockdown of w. 

Feeding with sildenafil, a potent inhibitor of cGMP-specific PDEs, suppressed the delay of 

locomotor recovery induced by RNAi knockdown of w, and promoted fast locomotor recovery in 

w1118. 

  

 

4.3 Materials and Methods 

Fly strains 

Fly strains used for the experiments were CS (Bloomington stock center, #1), w1118 (L. 

Seroude laboratory). Other flies and their sources include: UAS-w-RNAi (#31088), 

UAS-Gyc88E (D.B. Morton laboratory), a collection of PDE mutants (Pde1cc04487, Pde1cf02409, 

Pde1cKG05572, Pde1cMB00379, Pde1cMB01415, Pde1cMB02052, Pde1cMB02304, Pde1cMB02790, Pde1cMB03394, 

Pde1cMI04054, Pde1cMI05025, Pde6MB06146, Pde6MI07106, Pde6PL00055, Pde808b, Pde8EY10143, 

Pde8EY10946, Pde8MI05352, Pde9EY06288, Pde9MI06972, Pde11e02198, Pde11e03811, Pde11MI00079 and 

Pde11MI02899) and R50E11-Gal4 (Bloomington stock center). PDE mutants were backcrossed into 

w1118 background according to previous protocols (GARFINKEL et al. 2004) except for a few 

strains, which are further described in the text. Unless otherwise indicated, homozygous or 

hemizygous PDE mutants were tested. UAS-w-RNAi lines were backcrossed to CS background 

by a two-step cross. Firstly, male RNAi flies were crossed into w+;; TM3/TM6, and male 
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progeny (w+/y;; UAS-w-RNAi/TM3) were backcrossed into w+;; TM3/TM6 for establishing w+;; 

UAS-w-RNAi stock. All the flies were maintained on standard cornmeal medium at room 

temperature (21 - 23 ºC) in 12h/12h of light/dark illumination. Adult flies were collected within 2 

days after emergence, transferred into fresh food vials and subjected to locomotor assay at least 3 

days after collection. A period of 3-day free of anoxic exposure was guaranteed before locomotor 

assay. Tested flies were no more than 9 days old. 

 

Locomotor assay 

Locomotor assays were performed by following a previously described protocol (XIAO 

and ROBERTSON 2015). Briefly, individual flies were loaded into small circular arenas (1.27 cm 

diameter and 0.3 cm depth) and their locomotor activities were video-captured with a digital 

camera. Post-analysis of locomotion was carried out with customized software for fly tracking. 

The software was developed with Open Computer Vision 2.0 (OpenCV2.0) and Microsoft visual 

C++ Express 2008. The parameters for locomotion (i.e. path length per second, and time to 

recovery) were computed based on the positional information of flies at each time point.  

All the flies were subjected to a 30s anoxia (a brief stream of pure nitrogen at 10 L/min) 

after 5 min regular locomotion and were allowed 1h for recovery. A slow air flow (2 L/min) was 

provided throughout the test except during the anoxic exposure. The experimental timing was 

determined from the pre-tests. Male flies usually entered anoxic coma around 10 - 15s from the 

onset of anoxia, and 30s exposure was sufficient to knockdown all flies. During the recovery 
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stage, most of the tested flies started to walk within 30 min after anoxia whereas a few mutant 

individuals required relatively long periods to walk. We therefore allowed 1h for recovery during 

the experiments. 

Wild-type flies were not ready to walk continuously until around 10 min after 30s anoxic 

exposure. There was variance in the time to start locomotion from fly to fly and from strain to 

strain and a threshold criterion was established to evaluate the time to be able to walk 

continuously, which we defined as “locomotor recovery”. Definition of a threshold was based on 

5 min locomotion before anoxia. In a pre-test with w1118 flies, the 25th percentile of 300 values 

of path length per second was around 0.3 cm. We thus used 0.3 cm of path length per second as 

the threshold for determining locomotor recovery. Additionally, to avoid taking into account 

early events (for example, wing closure or body roll-over that was not indicative of continuous 

walking) that could result in sporadic above-threshold path lengths, a criterion of at least ten 

instances of path length per second above threshold within 60 consecutive seconds was set as the 

indication for recovered locomotion. Time to recovery (TR) was measured as the earliest time to 

meet this criterion.  

 

RT-PCR  

RT-PCR was conducted to examine transcriptional changes in selected PDE mutants. Flies 

(20-30 of both sexes at 4-7 days old) were homogenized for total RNA extraction using Ambion 

PureLink RNA mini kit (Cat # 12183020, Ambion). Total RNA (1 μg) was reverse transcribed to 
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cDNA by GoScript Reverse Transcription System (Cat # A5001, Promega). The target RNA 

variants and primers were: Pde1c-RC (5’-GAGCCAGCAGGAGTATCTGT-3’, 

5’-CGAACGGAACTTGGGCTTCT-3’); Pde1c-RB,RD,RE,RG,RH,RJ,RK and RL 

(5’-GGATCATGAGACCGTTGCCT-3’, 5’-CGAACGGAACTTGGGCTTCT-3’); Pde6-RB, RC 

and RD (5’-GCCAGTGCCGAGGAGATAAT-3’, 5’-AACACAGAGCACCTTTCGCA-3’); 

Pde9-RB, RD, RE and RF (5’-CACTACAACGAGGTGCCCTT-3’, 

5’-GTCCGCCACTTTGATCAGGA-3’). Transcript of ribosomal protein L32 (RpL32) was used 

as loading control with primers 5’-CACTACAACGAGGTGCCCTT-3’ and 

5’-GTCCGCCACTTTGATCAGGA-3’. Taq DNA polymerase (MB101-0500, GeneDireX) was 

used for PCR. 

 

Light illumination 

Most of the tests were performed under regular bright light illumination with a white light 

box (Logan portaview slide/transparency viewer) during the day time between 10 am and 4 pm. 

The selected time window was three hours away from the morning and the evening peaks of 

locomotor activity (GRIMA et al. 2004). A double layer of 600 nm filter film (Roscolux #26, 

Rosco Canada) was applied to generate dim red illumination for some of the experiments. Many 

tests were also conducted in the night between 10 pm and 4 am under either bright light or dim 

red. The specific light illumination for each test is described in the text.   
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Sildenafil feeding 

Sildenafil (PZ0003, Sigma-Aldrich) was prepared as a stock solution at 20 mM in 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). Sildenafil was added to the regular food at the temperature around 

60ºC before hardening. The final concentrations in the food were 0, 1, 10 or 100 µM. DMSO 

concentration in the food was controlled at 0.5% (v/v) for all the groups. In some of the tests, 

newly emerged male flies (0 - 2d) were fed with the food containing sildenafil for four days 

(referred to as 4-day feeding) under regular rearing conditions before the locomotor assay. In 

other tests, the feeding was started from embryos and lasted throughout the life cycle and four 

additional days at adult stage (life-cycle and 4-day feeding). Locomotor recovery was examined 

in the daytime under bright light, or otherwise indicated condition. 

 

Statistics 

Because some of the data have a non-Gaussian distribution, nonparametric 

Mann-Whitney or Kruskal-Wallis tests with Dunn’s multiple comparisons were performed to 

examine the difference of medians. P <0.05 was taken to indicate statistically significant 

differences between groups. The sample size for a typical locomotor assay was 8 or 16, or 

otherwise indicated. At least three replications were performed. 

 

4.4 Results 

PDE mutants displayed fast locomotor recovery from anoxia 
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Although cGMP mediates behavioral responses to hypoxia in Drosophila larvae 

(VERMEHREN-SCHMAEDICK et al. 2010) and increased cGMP promotes fast onset of anoxic coma 

in adult flies (DAWSON-SCULLY et al. 2010), it is unclear whether cGMP modulates the timing of 

locomotor recovery from anoxia. We tested this possibility by examining locomotor recovery in 

PDE mutants. Intracellular cGMP is hydrolyzed by the cGMP- or dual- specific (cGMP- and 

cAMP-specific) PDEs. A total of 24 PDE mutants, each of which carries a specific allele at the 

locus of either Pde1c, Pde6, Pde8, Pde9 or Pde11 (DAY et al. 2005), were examined. Most of the 

mutants (including Pde1c, Pde6, Pde8 and Pde11) were backcrossed into isogenic w1118 for ten 

generations before the tests. The available mutants of Pde9 contain alleles on the X chromosome 

with a genetic background of y1w67c23 or y1w*. The y1w67c23 showed delayed locomotor recovery 

similar to that in w1118 (unpublished observations). Thus Pde9 mutants were added into the tests 

without serial backcrossing.  

The median TR was 437.0s (interquartile range (IQR) 344.0 - 496.0s, n = 23) in w1118; 

Pde1cKG05572, 508.5s (IQR 422.0 – 655.3s, n = 16) in w1118; Pde1cMI05025, 581.5s (IQR 506.5 – 

674.3s, n = 16) in w1118; Pde6MB06146, and 553.5s (IQR486.0 – 787.5s, n = 16) in y1w*, Pde9MI06972. 

These four mutants showed similar TR to CS (median 512.5s, IQR 448.0 - 553.0s, n = 16) with 

insignificant difference, but shorter TR than w1118 (median 1015.0s, IQR 755.3 - 1797.0s, n = 

16) (Kruskal-Wallis tests with Dunn’s multiple comparison) (Table 4.1). The other tested PDE 

mutants displayed comparable or prolonged TR compared with CS, and similar TR to w1118. 

The mutant w1118; Pde11e02198 showed severely prolonged TR compared to CS (P < 0.05, 

Kruskal-Wallis tests with Dunn’s multiple comparison) or w1118 (P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis tests 
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Table 4.1. TR analysis in PDE mutants with 30s anoxia 

Strain n Median (s) 
Interquartile 

range (s) 
Dunn's multiple test 

vs CS vs w1118 
CS 16 512.5 448.0 - 553.0 < 0.05 
w1118 16 1015.0 755.3 - 1797.0 < 0.05 
Pde1c mutants 

w1118; Pde1cKG05572 23 437.0 344.0 - 496.0 < 0.05 
w1118; Pde1cMI05025 16 508.5 422.0 - 655.3 < 0.05 
w1118; Pde1cMB02790 14 559.0 484.8 - 855.0 
w1118; Pde1cMB03394 16 642.5 546.3 - 819.3 
w1118; Pde1cMB02052 15 647.0 551.0 - 855.0 
w1118; Pde1cMB00379 16 714.0 582.5 - 954.3 
w1118; Pde1cMB01415 16 833.5 676.3 - 1331.0 < 0.05 
w1118; Pde1cMB02304 10 1040.0 550.5 - 2270.0 < 0.05 
w1118; Pde1cMI04054 16 1063.0 799.8 - 1338.0 < 0.05 
w1118; Pde1cc04487 15 1158.0 813.0 - 1478.0 < 0.05 
w1118; Pde1cf02409 16 1384.0 700.3 - 3478.0 < 0.05 

Pde6 mutants 
w1118;; Pde6MB06146 16 581.5 506.5 - 674.3 < 0.05 
w1118;; Pde6PL00055 15 1242.0 529.0 - 2020.0 < 0.05 
w1118;; Pde6MI07106 16 2631.0 1063.0 - 3600.0 < 0.05 

Pde8 mutants 
w1118; Pde8EY10946 8 664.0 536.5 - 697.8 
w1118; Pde808b 16 709.0 576.0 - 1207.0 
w1118; Pde8MI05352 16 843.5 561.0 - 1979.0 < 0.05 
w1118; Pde8EY10143 16 1253.0 660.8 - 1893.0 < 0.05 

Pde9 mutants 
y1w*, Pde9MI06972 16 553.5 486.0 - 787.5 < 0.05 
y1w67c23, Pde9EY06288 24 731.0 598.3 - 906.5 < 0.05 

Pde11 mutants 
w1118; Pde11MI00079 16 1007.0 668.8 - 2946.0 < 0.05 
w1118; Pde11MI02899 16 1085.0 576.0 - 2552.0 < 0.05 
w1118; Pde11e03811 15 1460.0 672.0 - 2404.0 < 0.05 
w1118; Pde11e02198 16 3600.0 1953.0 - 3600.0 < 0.05 < 0.05 



Table 4.1. TR analysis in PDE mutants with 30 s anoxia 

PDE mutants (grey shaded) displayed wild-type-like fast locomotor recovery from anoxia. 

PDE mutants (except for Pde9 mutants, see Materials and Methods) were backcrossed into 

w1118 background before tests. Each mutant carries a unique insertion of a P element transposon. 

Pde1c and Pde11 are dual-specific (for cGMP and cAMP), Pde6 and Pde9 are cGMP-specific 

and Pde8 is cAMP-specific. CS and w1118 were included for comparison. 
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with Dunn’s multiple comparison). Both Pde6 and Pde9 encode cGMP-specific PDEs, whereas 

the product of Pde1c is dual-specific. Taken together, mutants of PDEs, especially 

cGMP-specific PDEs, displayed wild-type-like fast locomotor recovery from anoxia. 

Transcriptional down-regulation in PDE mutants 

We examined the changes of transcription in the selected PDE mutants that displayed 

wild-type-like locomotor recovery. Pde1c, Pde6, Pde9 and their transcriptional variants are 

illustrated (Figure 4.1A, B and C). Among nine variants of Pde1c messengers, variant C 

(Pde1c-RC) and variant H (Pde1c-RH) were down-regulated in w1118; Pde1cKG05572 compared 

with w1118. Other individual variants including Pde1c-RL and RJ were likely unchanged or have 

not been detected (Figure 4.1D). Down-regulation of Pde1c-RC in w1118; Pde1cKG05572 has been 

reported as less than in w1118; Pde1cc04487 due to different mutation sites (MORTON et al. 2010). 

Pde6 transcripts (Pde6-RB, RC and RD) were reduced in w1118;; Pde6MB06146 (Figure 4.1E), and 

Pde9 transcripts (Pde9-RB, RD, RE and RF) were clearly down-regulated in Pde9MI06972 (Figure 

4.1F). Thus, down-regulation of PDE transcription was observed in the mutants with the 

phenotype of wild-type-like locomotor recovery. 

Light sensitivity of locomotor recovery in w1118 in the night 

The cGMP level is subjected to light-evoked changes and circadian fluctuations in 

vertebrates and invertebrates (HAYNES and YAU 1985; JOHNSON et al. 1986; YAU and BAYLOR 

1989; EBREY and KOUTALOS 2001; FERREYRA and GOLOMBEK 2001; GOLOMBEK et al. 2004). To 
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Figure 4.1. Transcriptional down-regulation in PDE mutants. 

(A, B, C) Schematic gene structures and transcript variants for Pde1c, Pde6 and Pde9 generated 

from online NCBI’s sequence viewer. Mutant genotypes (P{SUPor-P}Pde1cKG05572, 

Mi{ET1}Pde6MB06146, Mi{MIC}Pde9MI06972) and the sites for transposon insertion are labeled 

with red triangles. Part of the RNA regions are enlarged for the demonstration of locations of 

mutation (red dash lines) and primers (black arrows). (D,E, F) RT-PCR results between control 

(w1118) and mutants. Transcriptional down-regulation was observed in the mutants. RpL32: 

loading control. 
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support the involvement of cGMP in locomotor recovery in Drosophila, we examined the 

possible light sensitivity of locomotor recovery. Two different illuminations, bright light and dim 

red (provided with a 600nm long-pass filter), were applied. Dim red illumination mimics the 

dark because flies are poorly sensitive to red light (MCEWEN 1918). During the night time, 

typical locomotion dynamics after 30s anoxia in CS and w1118 flies were shown (Figure 4.2A). 

In CS flies, median TR under dim red was 549.0s (IQR 461.0 – 566.5s, n = 8), which was 

statistically the same as TR under bright light (median 518.5s, IQR 490.0 – 552.5s, n = 8). In 

w1118, median TR under dim red was 1005.0s (IQR 733.3 – 1148.0, n = 16), a level significantly 

shorter than that under bright light (median 1595.0s, IQR 1474.0 – 2297.0s, n = 21) (P < 0.0001, 

Mann-Whitney test) (Figure 4.2B). Therefore, locomotor recovery in w1118 but not CS was 

improved in the night. 

During the daytime, TR of CS under dim red (median 504.0s, IQR 448.8 – 537.8s, n = 8) 

was similar to that under bright light (median 447.0s, IQR 427.3 – 551.5s, n = 8) with no 

significant difference. TR in w1118 under dim red (median 717.0s, IQR 441.5 – 977.5s, n = 16) 

was also comparable with that under bright light (median 1001.0s, IQR 690.5 – 1101.0s, n = 16) 

with no statistical difference (Figure 4.2B). Thus, there was no change of locomotor recovery 

under different illumination in CS or w1118 during the daytime. 

 

Light sensitivity of locomotor recovery was abolished in PDE mutants 

To further support the involvement of cGMP in the modulation of locomotor recovery, 

light sensitivity of locomotor recovery in w1118; Pde1cKG05572 and w1118;; Pde6MB06146 was 
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Figure 4.2. Light sensitivity of locomotor recovery from anoxia in w1118. 

(A) Locomotor assay for CS and w1118 flies with anoxia. Flies (n = 8) were tested in the night 

under dim red (Night dim) or bright light (Night bright) illumination. Path length per second (cm) 

vs time (s) were plotted. Each plot represented locomotor activity of a single fly. A 30 s anoxia 

(indicated as an arrow) was applied after 300 s regular locomotion. The flies were then returned 

to normoxia and allowed to recover for 3600 s. Dim red illumination was generated by covering 

a 600 nm long-pass filter on the light source. Experiments were performed between 10 pm and 4 

am in the night. (B) Light sensitivity of locomotor recovery in CS and w1118 flies. TR under two 

different illuminations in the night (left panel) or in the daytime (right panel) were compared. 

Sample sizes were indicated. P value was from Mann-Whitney test. (C) Light sensitivity of 

locomotor recovery in PDE mutants. Flies (w1118; Pde1cKG05572 and w1118;; Pde6MB06146) were 

tested under two conditions: night dim and night bright. Sample sizes were indicated. 
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examined. During the night time, TR of w1118; Pde1cKG05572 flies under dim red (median 539.0s, 

IQR 464.5 - 764.0s, n = 14) was statistically the same as TR under bright light (median 533.0s, 

IQR 378.8 - 696.5s, n = 22) (Figure 4.2C). TR of w1118;; Pde6MB06146 under dim red (median 

555.5s, IQR 476.3 – 594.0s, n = 8) was also the same as that under bright light (median 674.5s, 

IQR 519.8 – 765.8s, n = 8). Therefore, light sensitivity of locomotor recovery in the night was 

abolished in PDE mutants, including one specific for cGMP. 

 

Pde1c mutation eliminated w-RNAi-induced delay of locomotor recovery 

In addition to w1118, w+-carrying flies with RNAi knockdown of w in putative serotonin 

subsets show delayed locomotor recovery from anoxia (XIAO and ROBERTSON 2016). We next 

examined whether PDE mutation could eliminate w-RNAi-induced delay of locomotor recovery. 

TR in w+;; R50E11-Gal4/UAS-w-RNAi (median 981.0s, IQR 678.0 – 1528.0s, n = 16) was 

longer than w+;; R50E11-Gal4/+ (median 588.0s, IQR 508.0 – 731.0s, n = 23) and w+;; 

UAS-w-RNAi/+ (median 602.0s, IQR 518.0 – 663.5s, n = 24) (P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test with 

Dunn’s multiple comparison) (Figure 4.3A). Thus, RNAi knockdown of w in putative serotonin 

subset by R50E11-Gal4 delayed locomotor recovery from anoxia. This confirms results that we 

reported previously (XIAO and ROBERTSON 2016) but which are repeated here, from different 

experiments, to provide an appropriate comparison for the PDE mutant data. 

Median TR in flies containing heterozygous Pde1c mutant allele (w1118; Pde1cKG05572/+) 

was 440.0s (IQR 325.5 – 537.0s, n = 13), which was similar to that in CS (median 530.0s, IQR 

461.8 – 553.0s, n = 8) with no significant difference (Figure 4.3B). Hence, heterozygous 
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Figure 4.3. Pde1cKG05572 mutation or Gyc88E overexpression suppresses w-RNAi-induced 

delay of locomotor recovery.  

(A) RNAi knockdown of w in putative serotonin subset delayed locomotor recovery from anoxia. 

Sample sizes were indicated. * P < 0.05 by Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison. 

R50E11-Gal4, driver specific for serotonin subset; UAS-w-RNAi (BSC #31088). (B) TR 

analysis in CS and w1118; Pde1cKG05572/+ flies. There was no significant difference of TR between 

flies. (C) Pde1cKG05572 mutation suppressed w-RNAi-induced delay of locomotor recovery. (D) 

Simultaneous overexpression of Gyc88E suppressed w-RNAi-induced delay of locomotor 

recovery. 
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Pde1cKG05572 allele was sufficient to promote fast locomotor recovery from anoxia.  

Median TR in w+; Pde1cKG05572/+; R50E11-Gal4/UAS-w-RNAi flies was 529.0s (IQR 

455.3 – 619.8s, n = 8), which was statistically the same as TR in w+;; R50E11-Gal4/+ flies 

(median 575.5s, IQR 513.5 – 614.8s, n = 8) or w+; Pde1cKG05572/+; UAS-w-RNAi/+ flies (median 

465.0s, IQR 395.5 – 481.8s, n = 8) (Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison) 

(Figure 4.3C). Therefore, Pde1c mutation eliminated w-RNAi-induced delay of locomotor 

recovery. 

 

Overexpression of atypical guanylyl cyclase Gyc88E eliminated 

w-RNAi-induced delay of locomotor recovery 

To further examine the potential role for cGMP up-regulation in eliminating 

w-RNAi-induced delay of locomotor recovery, the atypical soluble guanylyl cyclase Gyc88E that 

normally catalyzes cGMP production under reduced oxygen levels (MORTON 2004), was 

simultaneously overexpressed in w-RNAi targeted neuronal subsets. Median TR in flies (w+; 

UAS-Gyc88E/+; R50E11-Gal4/UAS-w-RNAi) was 578.5s (IQR 476.3 – 708.8s, n = 16), which 

was the same as TR in w+;; R50E11-Gal4/+ (median 579.0s, IQR 542.5 – 646.3s, n = 16) or w+; 

UAS-Gyc88E/+; UAS-w-RNAi/+ (median 474.5s, 413.5 – 535.8s, n = 16) (Kruskal-Wallis test 

with Dunn’s multiple comparison) (Figure 4.3D). Thus, simultaneous upregulation of cGMP by 

overexpressing Gyc88E was sufficient to eliminate delayed locomotor recovery induced by 

w-RNAi.  
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Sildenafil eliminated delayed locomotor recovery induced by w-RNAi 

Sildenafil, a specific inhibitor of vertebrate PDE5, blocks enzymatic activities of 

Drosophila PDE1, PDE6 and PDE11 (DAY et al. 2005). There is a possibility that sildenafil 

would promote fast locomotor recovery through the inhibition of PDE activities and 

up-regulation of cGMP. To examine the effect of sildenafil on the locomotor recovery, flies 

(w+;; R50E11-Gal4/UAS-w-RNAi) with w-RNAi targeted to putative serotonin subset by 

R50E11-Gal4 were fed for four days after eclosion with food containing sildenafil at 0, 1, 10 or 

100 µM. Flies fed with 100 µM sildenafil showed TR (median 504.0s, IQR 435.5 – 604.5s, n = 

21) shorter than that with sildenafil at 0 µM (median 1158.0s, IQR 707.3 - 1548.0s, n = 22) (P < 

0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison), 1 µM (median 744.0s, IQR 581.5 - 

1056.0s, n = 21) (P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison) or 10 µM 

(median 784.0s, IQR 553.5 - 1004.0s, n = 22) (P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s 

multiple comparison) (Figure 4.4A). Flies fed with 1 or 10 µM sildenafil displayed the same TR 

as vehicle control (0 µM sildenafil). Thus, sildenafil displayed an effect in a dosage-dependent 

manner in promoting fast locomotor recovery. 

We then examined whether sildenafil could eliminate delayed locomotor recovery 

induced by w-RNAi. Fed with vehicle control (0 µM sildenafil) for four days, flies 

(w+;; R50E11-Gal4/UAS-w-RNAi) displayed TR (median 1211.0s, IQR 752.8 – 2221.0s, n = 16) 

longer than w+;; R50E11-Gal4/+ flies (median 678.0s, IQR 579.5 – 845.0s, n = 16) (P < 0.05, 

Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison) or w+;; UAS-w-RNAi/+ flies (median 

682.5s, IQR 584.3 – 781.3s, n = 16) (P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple 
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Figure 4.4. Sildenafil feeding suppresses w-RNAi-induced delay of locomotor recovery. 

(A) TR analysis in flies (w+;; R50E11-Gal4/UAS-w-RNAi) fed with food containing 0, 1, 10 or 

100 µM sildenafil. Sample sizes were indicated. * P <0.05 by Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn's 

multiple comparison. (B) TR analysis in flies fed with vehicle control (containing 0 µM 

sildenafil). Flies were fed for 4 days since eclosion. * P <0.05 by Kruskal-Wallis test with 

Dunn's multiple comparison. (C) TR analysis in flies fed with 100 µM sildenafil. Feeding 

duration was the same as (B). 
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comparison) (Figure 4.4B). Fed with 100 µM sildenafil, however, 

w+;; R50E11-Gal4/UAS-w-RNAi flies displayed TR (median 518.0s, IQR 499.0 – 613.0s, n = 15) 

similar to w+;; R50E11-Gal4/+ flies (median 609.0s, IQR 491.0 – 656.8s, n = 16) or 

w+;; UAS-w-RNAi/+ flies (median 581.0s, IQR 499.0 – 658.0s, n = 15) with no statistical 

difference (Figure 4.4C). Thus, feeding with 100 µM sildenafil for four days eliminated delayed 

locomotor recovery induced by w-RNAi. 

 

Sildenafil promoted fast locomotor recovery in w1118 

The effect of sildenafil in promoting fast locomotor recovery in w1118 was examined. 

w1118 flies fed with 100 µM sildenafil for four days after eclosion showed TR (median 1133.0s, 

IQR 991.0 – 1364.0s, n = 16) similar to flies fed with 0 µM sildenafil (median 1135.0s, IQR 

738.5 – 1362.0s, n = 16), 1 µM sildenafil (median 896.5s, IQR 701.3 – 1079.0s, n = 16), or 10 

µM sildenafil (median 1309.0s, IQR 755.0 – 2203.0s, n = 16) with no significant difference 

(Figure 4.5A). w1118 fed with 100 µM sildenafil for a prolonged period (the entire life cycle 

and four additional days after eclosion) displayed TR (median 821.0 s, IQR 667.8 - 1012.0 s, n = 

34) comparable to flies fed with 10 µM sildenafil (median 826.5 s, IQR 645.3 - 1167.0 s, n = 32), 

but shorter than flies fed with 0 µM sildenafil (median 1174.0 s, IQR 886.0 - 15852.0 s, n = 27) 

(P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison) or 1 µM sildenafil (median 

1058.0 s, IQR 842.3 - 1385.0 s, n = 30) (P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple 

comparison). w1118 flies fed with 10 µM sildenafil for prolonged period also showed shorter TR 

than flies fed with 0 µM sildenafil (P < 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple 
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Figure 4.5. Prolonged sildenafil feeding promotes fast locomotor recovery in w1118. 

(A) TR analysis in w1118 fed with 0, 1, 10 or 100 µM sildenafil for four days. The feeding 

started from eclosion. (B) TR analysis in w1118 fed with 0, 1, 10 or 100 µM sildenafil for entire 

life cycle and four additional days from eclosion. * P <0.05 by Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn's 

multiple comparison. 
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comparison) (Figure 4.5B). Therefore, prolonged feeding with 10 or 100 µM sildenafil 

promoted fast locomotor recovery from anoxia in w1118. 

 

4.5 Discussion 

Locomotor recovery from anoxia in adult Drosophila is complicated and little of the 

molecular basis is understood. We have previously shown that the w gene modulates the timing 

of locomotor recovery from anoxia (XIAO and ROBERTSON 2016). Here we present data to 

support the hypothesized interplay of White - cGMP in promoting fast locomotor recovery. We 

found that PDE mutants display wild-type-like fast locomotor recovery from anoxia, and that 

locomotor recovery in w1118 but not wild-type is light-sensitive in the night. Up-regulation of 

cGMP through multiple approaches, including PDE mutation, specific expression of Gyc88E, 

and sildenafil feeding, suppresses the w-RNAi induced delay of locomotor recovery. Finally, 

sildenafil feeding throughout the life cycle promotes fast locomotor recovery in w1118. Taken 

together, these results suggest that a White-cGMP interaction promotes fast locomotor recovery 

from anoxia in adult Drosophila.  

Fast and light-insensitive locomotor recovery in the night is observed in wild-type or flies 

carrying w1118 and PDE mutation, indicating that cGMP up-regulation in the absence of White 

protein is sufficient to elicit wild-type-like performance of locomotor recovery. This is further 

supported by the observation that cGMP up-regulation through tissue-specific expression of 

Gyc88E in w-RNAi targeted cells significantly suppressed the delay of locomotor recovery. 
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These results imply that cGMP functions downstream of White protein in the modulation of 

recovery timing. The most plausible explanation is that the effect of cGMP up-regulation is 

equivalent to the high efficacy of cGMP signaling in wild-type.  

What could mediate the high efficacy of cGMP signaling in wild-type flies? Light-evoked 

cGMP hydrolysis is one of the common characteristics in vertebrate phototransduction as well as 

in the CNS (HAYNES and YAU 1985; HURWITZ et al. 1985; STRYER 1986; EBREY and KOUTALOS 

2001; FERREYRA and GOLOMBEK 2001; GOLOMBEK et al. 2004). The expression of PDEs in fly 

head (DAY et al. 2005; DAVIES 2006) and the minor importance of cGMP in Drosophila 

phototransduction (ZUKER 1996; HARDIE 2001; HARDIE and JUUSOLA 2015) suggest a conserved 

cGMP signaling cascade in extra-retinal tissues. The w transcripts are detectable in the fly head 

(PIRROTTA and BRÖCKL 1984; CAMPBELL and NASH 2001). It is proposed that White protein 

possesses extra-retinal functions in additional to its classical role in eye pigmentation (ZHANG 

and ODENWALD 1995; HING and CARLSON 1996; CAMPBELL and NASH 2001; SITARAMAN et al. 

2008; XIAO and ROBERTSON 2016). The potential overlap between PDE/cGMP signaling and 

White expression in extra-retinal nervous system is consistent with a White - cGMP interaction. 

In addition, White protein imports cGMP into vesicles in the Malpighian tubules in Drosophila 

(EVANS et al. 2008). In the fly head, White protein imports biogenic amines (histamine, 

dopamine and serotonin) as well as pigment precursors including 3-hydroxykynurenine into 

vesicles (SULLIVAN and SULLIVAN 1975; HOWELLS et al. 1977; SULLIVAN et al. 1979; SULLIVAN 

et al. 1980; BORYCZ et al. 2008). The product of mini-white (mw+) might have similar function 
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as White protein from wild-type allele. However, mw+ is insufficient to promote fast and 

consistent locomotor recovery from anoxia (XIAO and ROBERTSON 2016). Thus, the potential 

contribution from mw+ carried in the P elements in PDE mutants could be ruled out. The 

biological significance for vesicular storage would be the avoidance of excessive enzymatic 

hydrolysis in the cytoplasm and the promotion of synchronous release of vesicular contents 

(EVANS et al. 2008). Together with our observations, these findings strongly support the notion 

that White imports cGMP and improves cGMP signaling in extra-retinal tissues.     

In vertebrate photoreceptors, cGMP infusion produces a rapid, large and persistent 

increase of light-sensitive current (COBBS et al. 1985; COBBS and PUGH 1985; OWEN 1987). 

Meanwhile, PDE-mediated circadian cGMP fluctuation is common in mammalian circadian 

system (FERREYRA and GOLOMBEK 2001; GOLOMBEK et al. 2004). In Drosophila, although the 

interaction between cGMP-dependent protein kinase (PKG) and circadian system is involved in 

the regulation of circadian feeding pattern (SHEKHAR 2010), it is unclear whether cGMP itself or 

cGMP-specific PDEs are subjected to circadian fluctuations. Many of the clock genes in 

Drosophila are subjected to daily rhythms of transcription and post-translational phosphorylation 

(HARDIN et al. 1990; HARDIN et al. 1992; EDERY et al. 1994; SEHGAL et al. 1995; BAE et al. 

1998; CYRAN et al. 2003). Our observations that light sensitivity of locomotor recovery was 

present in the night but not in the daytime indicate the presence of circadian cGMP fluctuation in 

Drosophila.  

A White – cGMP interaction in the modulation of locomotor recovery is further 
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supported by the effects of sildenafil feeding in w+- and w1118-carrying flies. The delay of 

locomotor recovery is observed in w1118 or w+-carrying flies with w-RNAi targeted in a 

restricted cell population. Although sildenafil feeding promotes fast locomotor recovery in both 

flies, a relatively long feeding period is required for w1118 flies while a short period is sufficient 

for w+-carrying flies with targeted w-RNAi. Likely, partial loss or down-regulation of White 

poses tissue-specific and limited reduction of White – cGMP interplay that could be relatively 

easier to rescue, whereas complete lack of White could require life-long treatment of sildenafil in 

order to elicit fast locomotor recovery. Sildenafil is a potent inhibitor of vertebrate PDE5 and 

Drosophila PDE6 (DAY et al. 2005), both of which are cGMP-specific. These data confirm the 

role for a White – cGMP interaction in the modulation of timing of locomotor recovery from 

anoxia.  
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Chapter 5 

Discussion 
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My research goal is to understand the cellular and molecular basis mediating the timing 

of locomotor recovery from anoxia in adult Drosophila. I first developed the software for fly 

tracking and established a locomotor assay for behavioral analysis. Second, using this locomotor 

assay I demonstrated an association between the white gene and the timing of locomotor 

recovery. Last, I provide evidence to support the hypothesis that White transports cGMP in the 

CNS and promotes fast locomotor recovery from anoxia. For future investigations, an indicator 

for real-time monitoring of intracellular cGMP level in individual neurons would be very useful. 

 

5.1 Significance of locomotor assay 

The locomotor assay has provided a powerful approach to quantify a number of 

behavioral parameters of individual adult flies loaded in small circular arenas. This protocol was 

successfully applied to unravel some genetic factors contributing to the timing of locomotor 

recovery. Nevertheless, it could be extended for exploring many other behavioral characteristics 

including locomotion with spatial restriction, locomotion orientation, sexual dimorphism, and 

social interaction.  

Female flies have not yet been closely examined using this protocol. Virgin females and 

mated females might have different receptivity for a male’s courtship request. Locomotor speed 

and stopping frequency of a female fly are the most important signs for determining its 

receptivity for mating (CLEMENS et al. 2015). Such parameters from female flies could be 

examined using the current protocol without any modification. 

Inter-fly communication reflects social interactions in adult Drosophila. A mutant female 
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defective in sensing odours can be motivated to perform odour avoidance by a single appendage 

touch from a wild-type female (RAMDYA et al. 2015). Without the presence of another fly, the 

arena pre-occupancy could re-shape the locomotor behavior of a single individual (see Chapter 

2). These inter-fly communications are within the scope of behaviours that could be analyzed by 

locomotor assay. 

Sexual interaction has been extensively studied in Drosophila. However, mating success 

as well as mating latency and duration, and its associated genetic factors are less well-understood. 

Preliminary observations made using the locomotor assay revealed the abnormality of mating 

success in w1118 pair (a virgin male and a virgin female) (see Chapter 2). Copulation is 

apparently lacking in male - male courtship behavior, which is attributed to genes including 

fruitless (fru), mw+ or genderbind (gb) (GILL 1963; HALL 1978; GAILEY and HALL 1989; HALL 

1994; ZHANG and ODENWALD 1995; FEATHERSTONE et al. 2008; GROSJEAN et al. 2008). 

Additional and unidentified genetic factors might be involved in determining mating success. 

This protocol might be able to uncover the genetic basis for mating success. 

Finally, the phenomenon of one-way locomotion in wild-type is intriguing and has not 

been previously reported. My locomotor assay, together with electrophysiological recording and 

imaging technology, would enable the dissection of the molecular and neural mechanisms for the 

phenotype of one-way locomotion.    

 

5.2 Association between the white gene and the timing of locomotor 
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recovery 

A major finding in the current project is an association between the w gene and the timing 

of locomotor recovery in adult Drosophila. Other than pigment transportation and deposition in 

the eyes, several extra-retinal functions of w have been documented (ZHANG and ODENWALD 

1995; HING and CARLSON 1996; CAMPBELL and NASH 2001; EVANS et al. 2008; SITARAMAN et 

al. 2008; KAIN et al. 2012). During anoxic recovery, efficient coordination of processes for 

substrate traffic and recycling might be the key to facilitate fast and consistent recovery of 

locomotion. Any protein possessing a housekeeping function to restore the appropriate levels of 

disordered, unbalanced, excessively released or accumulated substrates could have a role in 

modulating the timing of locomotor recovery. The white protein is an ABC transporter, lacking 

substrate specificity and broader tissue localization than the eyes (HAZELRIGG 1987; ANAKA et al. 

2008; BORYCZ et al. 2008). These properties perhaps make White protein a crucial player that 

synchronizes the neural and behavioral responses to environmental stress such as anoxia.  

 

5.3 Biological significance 

Many biochemical pathways are evolutionarily conserved in Drosophila and humans 

(ADAMS et al. 2000; RUBIN et al. 2000; REITER et al. 2001) and thus the genetic and molecular 

mechanisms underlying locomotor recovery from anoxic coma in Drosophila might have 

significant clinical relevance in humans.  

The tight association between the w gene and locomotor recovery suggests that human 

gene ABCG2 (LITMAN et al. 2000; KRISHNAMURTHY and SCHUETZ 2006), a homolog of w gene 
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in Drosophila, might have an effect in the recovery from coma. Additionally, cGMP signaling 

could be involved in the recovery processes from coma. Several other findings in Drosophila, 

including light sensitivity of locomotor recovery, and sildenafil treatment in the improvement of 

recovery speed, display clinical relevance in the treatment of coma due to conditions such as 

ischemic stroke and traumatic brain injury.  

 

5.4 Limitations 

The presence of mw+ in the Gal4/UAS system is a significant obstacle for clarifying the 

down-regulation of White protein in a tissue-specific manner. The expression pattern, abundance 

as well as the transcriptional regulation of w is sophisticated (HAZELRIGG et al. 1984; O'HARE et 

al. 1984; PIRROTTA and BRÖCKL 1984; LEVIS et al. 1985; QIAN and PIRROTTA 1995) and so far 

there is little evidence for CNS expression of White. The observed transgenic expression of w in 

the vesicular membrane but not cytoplasmic membrane in the principal cells in Malpighian 

tubules (EVANS et al. 2008) provides a clue that White protein might be expressed with low 

abundance on vesicles. It is argued that normal expression pattern of the wild-type allele might 

be different from transgenic expression (ANAKA et al. 2008), although transgenic expression of 

White in glial cells can be suppressed through RNAi approach. 

Developing a mw+-free Gal4/UAS system could be a solution. However, there is 

currently no strong rationale to establish and characterize an additional mw+-free expression 

system. The limited application of mw+-free Gal4/UAS system, the need of identifying 

expression patterns and the selection of CNS-specific drivers are preventing us from going 
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further in this research direction. 

Using multiple RNAi lines with independent targeting sequence of w transcript for each 

line might be the best possible alternative for tissue-specific knockdown.  

 

5.5 Future directions 

PDE-mediated cGMP hydrolysis occurs within milliseconds and these dynamics are 

impossible to monitor using traditional biochemical methods (SPRENGER and NIKOLAEV 2013). 

To detect cGMP levels during anoxic recovery, an indicator reflecting the rapid dynamics of 

intracellular levels is required. Several FRET-based and non-FRET-based cGMP indicators have 

been developed (SATO et al. 2000; HONDA et al. 2001; RUSSWURM et al. 2007; NAUSCH et al. 

2008; NIINO et al. 2009; SPRENGER and NIKOLAEV 2013).  Of these, one type of indicator, the 

fluorescent indicators of cGMP (FlincGs), displays advantages in rapid response, high sensitivity 

and selectivity to cGMP, allowing real-time monitoring of temporal and spatial changes with 

confocal imaging (NAUSCH et al. 2008). FlincGs and their improved versions have been 

primarily applied in cultured cells (NAUSCH et al. 2008; BHARGAVA et al. 2013). However, there 

is a lack of application in Drosophila and currently no UAS lines or UAS-constructs available. 

Therefore, developing Drosophila UAS-FlincGs in the near future becomes a priority in order to 

advance the current project. 
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Appendix 2.1 Code for background computing 

Contains file: 

BgLearning.cpp  
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/*********************************************************
BgLearning.cpp
*********************************************************/

#include <iostream>        // for standard I/O
#include <sstream>         // string to number conversion
#include <string>          // for string
#include <cv.h> 
#include <highgui.h>       // OpenCV Window I/O
#include <cxcore.h>        // Basic OpenCV structures (cv::Mat, Scalar)
using namespace std;

int main(int argc, char** argv)
{
    IplImage *pframe = NULL;
 IplImage *background = NULL;

 CvCapture *capture = NULL;

 int bg_learn_step = 0;
 int frames_for_learning;
    int counter = 0;

    if (argc ==2 && (capture = cvCreateFileCapture(argv[1])) != 0) {

  cout << "Input Background Learning Step (e.g. 10-100): ";
  cin >> bg_learn_step;

  cout << "Frame Numbers for Learning (e.g. 100-9000): ";
  cin >> frames_for_learning;

  pframe = cvQueryFrame(capture);
  background = cvCloneImage(pframe);

  cvNamedWindow("Background Learning",1);

  for(int i=1; i <= frames_for_learning; i++) {

   pframe = cvQueryFrame(capture);
   counter ++;

   if (counter == bg_learn_step) {

    cvMax(pframe, background, background);
    cvShowImage("Background Learning",background);
    cout << "Frame #"<< i << " has been learned." << endl;

    counter = 0;

    cvWaitKey(30);
   }

  }

 }
 
 cvWaitKey(0);

 string MyStr = string(argv[1]);
 string pfilename = MyStr.substr(0, MyStr.length() - 4) + "_Background.jpg";
 const char* filename = pfilename.c_str();

    cvSaveImage(filename,background,0);

 cvReleaseCapture(&capture);
 cvReleaseImage(&background);
 cvDestroyWindow("Background Learning");
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 return 0;

}
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Appendix 2.2 Code for fly tracking 

Contains file: 

FlyTrack64.cpp 
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/************************************************
FlyTrack64.cpp by C. Xiao
************************************************/
#include "stdafx.h"
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <sstream>
#include <string>
#include <cv.h>
#include <highgui.h>
#include <cxcore.h>
using namespace std;

int main(int argc, char** argv)
{
    IplImage*  pframe = NULL;
 IplImage*  frame = NULL;
 IplImage*  background = NULL;
    IplImage*  flytrack = NULL;

 CvCapture* capture = NULL;

 int        start_frame = 0;
 int        total_frames = 0;
 int        analysis_step = 0;
 int        tail_length = 0;
 
 int        TL_ROIx = 0, TL_ROIy = 0;
 int        BR_ROIx = 0, BR_ROIy = 0;

 int        Top_0x = 0;
 int        Top_1x = 0;
 int        Top_2x = 0;
 int        Top_3x = 0;
 int        Top_4x = 0;
 int        Top_5x = 0;
 int        Top_6x = 0;
 int        Top_7x = 0;
 int        Top_8x = 0;

 int        Left_0y = 0;
 int        Left_1y = 0;
 int        Left_2y = 0;
 int        Left_3y = 0;
 int        Left_4y = 0;
 int        Left_5y = 0;
 int        Left_6y = 0;
 int        Left_7y = 0;
 int        Left_8y = 0;

 int        fly01x = 0, fly01y = 0;
 int        fly02x = 0, fly02y = 0;
 int        fly03x = 0, fly03y = 0;
 int        fly04x = 0, fly04y = 0;
 int        fly05x = 0, fly05y = 0;
 int        fly06x = 0, fly06y = 0;
 int        fly07x = 0, fly07y = 0;
 int        fly08x = 0, fly08y = 0;
 int        fly09x = 0, fly09y = 0;
 int        fly10x = 0, fly10y = 0;
 int        fly11x = 0, fly11y = 0;
 int        fly12x = 0, fly12y = 0;
 int        fly13x = 0, fly13y = 0;
 int        fly14x = 0, fly14y = 0;
 int        fly15x = 0, fly15y = 0;
 int        fly16x = 0, fly16y = 0;
 int        fly17x = 0, fly17y = 0;
 int        fly18x = 0, fly18y = 0;
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 int        fly19x = 0, fly19y = 0;
 int        fly20x = 0, fly20y = 0;
 int        fly21x = 0, fly21y = 0;
 int        fly22x = 0, fly22y = 0;
 int        fly23x = 0, fly23y = 0;
 int        fly24x = 0, fly24y = 0; 
 
 int        fly25x = 0, fly25y = 0;
 int        fly26x = 0, fly26y = 0;
 int        fly27x = 0, fly27y = 0;
 int        fly28x = 0, fly28y = 0;
 int        fly29x = 0, fly29y = 0;
 int        fly30x = 0, fly30y = 0;
 int        fly31x = 0, fly31y = 0;
 int        fly32x = 0, fly32y = 0;
 int        fly33x = 0, fly33y = 0;
 int        fly34x = 0, fly34y = 0;
 int        fly35x = 0, fly35y = 0;
 int        fly36x = 0, fly36y = 0;
 int        fly37x = 0, fly37y = 0;
 int        fly38x = 0, fly38y = 0;
 int        fly39x = 0, fly39y = 0;
 int        fly40x = 0, fly40y = 0;
 int        fly41x = 0, fly41y = 0;
 int        fly42x = 0, fly42y = 0;
 int        fly43x = 0, fly43y = 0;
 int        fly44x = 0, fly44y = 0;
 int        fly45x = 0, fly45y = 0;
 int        fly46x = 0, fly46y = 0;
 int        fly47x = 0, fly47y = 0;
 int        fly48x = 0, fly48y = 0;

 int        fly49x = 0, fly49y = 0;
 int        fly50x = 0, fly50y = 0;
 int        fly51x = 0, fly51y = 0;
 int        fly52x = 0, fly52y = 0;
 int        fly53x = 0, fly53y = 0;
 int        fly54x = 0, fly54y = 0;
 int        fly55x = 0, fly55y = 0;
 int        fly56x = 0, fly56y = 0;
 int        fly57x = 0, fly57y = 0;
 int        fly58x = 0, fly58y = 0;
 int        fly59x = 0, fly59y = 0;
 int        fly60x = 0, fly60y = 0;
 int        fly61x = 0, fly617y = 0;
 int        fly62x = 0, fly62y = 0;
 int        fly63x = 0, fly63y = 0;
 int        fly64x = 0, fly64y = 0;
 
 int        counter = 0;

    if (argc ==2 && (capture = cvCreateFileCapture(argv[1])) != 0) {

  cout << "Analysis starting at frame (i.e. 1): ";
  cin >> start_frame;

  cout << "Total frames for analysis (i.e. 9000): ";
  cin >> total_frames;

  cout << "Analysis Step (1-15): ";
  cin >> analysis_step;

  cout << "Tracking Tail Length (1-10): ";
  cin >> tail_length;

  cout << "Enter ROI Top Left x Axis Value (in pixel): ";
  cin >> TL_ROIx;
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  cout << "Enter ROI Top Left y Axis Value (in pixel): ";
  cin >> TL_ROIy;

  cout << "Enter ROI Bottom Right x Axis Value (in pixel): ";
  cin >> BR_ROIx;

  cout << "Enter ROI Bottom Right y Axis Value (in pixel): ";
  cin >> BR_ROIy;

  Top_0x = 10;
     Left_0y = 10;
     Top_8x = abs(BR_ROIx - TL_ROIx) - Top_0x;
     Left_8y = abs(BR_ROIy - TL_ROIy) - Left_0y;

     Top_1x = (int)(Top_0x + (Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);
     Top_2x = (int)(Top_0x + 2*(Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);
     Top_3x = (int)(Top_0x + 3*(Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);
     Top_4x = (int)(Top_0x + 4*(Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);
     Top_5x = (int)(Top_0x + 5*(Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);
  Top_6x = (int)(Top_0x + 6*(Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);
     Top_7x = (int)(Top_0x + 7*(Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);

     Left_1y = (int)(Left_0y + (Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);
     Left_2y = (int)(Left_0y + 2*(Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);
     Left_3y = (int)(Left_0y + 3*(Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);
     Left_4y = (int)(Left_0y + 4*(Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);
     Left_5y = (int)(Left_0y + 5*(Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);
  Left_6y = (int)(Left_0y + 6*(Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);
     Left_7y = (int)(Left_0y + 7*(Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);

   background = cvLoadImage("Background.jpg", 0);
  cvSetImageROI(background, cvRect(TL_ROIx, TL_ROIy, abs(BR_ROIx - TL_ROIx), abs(BR_ROIy - TL_ROIy)));

  flytrack = cvCloneImage(background);
        frame = cvCloneImage(background);
  cvZero(flytrack);
  cvZero(frame);

  cvNamedWindow("FlyTrack",1);

  CvMemStorage* cstorage = NULL;
  CvSeq*        contours = NULL;

  CvMemStorage* pstorage = NULL;
  pstorage = cvCreateMemStorage(0);

  CvSeqWriter   writer;
  CvSeq*        psequence = NULL;

  cvStartWriteSeq(CV_32SC2, sizeof(CvSeq), sizeof(CvPoint), pstorage, &writer);
        psequence = cvEndWriteSeq(&writer);

  cvStartAppendToSeq(psequence, &writer);

  CvMoments moments;
  double M00, M01, M10;
  CvPoint centers;
  CvMat mat;

  CvFont font;
  cvInitFont(&font, CV_FONT_HERSHEY_PLAIN, 1, 2, 0, 1, 8);

  ofstream myfile;
  myfile.open("Results.txt");

  for (int i = 0; i < start_frame; i++) 
  {
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   pframe = cvQueryFrame(capture);
  }

  for( int i = start_frame; i <= start_frame + total_frames; i++) {

   pframe = cvQueryFrame(capture);
   counter ++;

   if (counter == analysis_step) {
   
    cvSetImageROI(pframe, cvRect(TL_ROIx, TL_ROIy, abs(BR_ROIx - TL_ROIx), abs(BR_ROIy - TL_ROIy)));
    
    cvCvtColor(pframe, frame, CV_BGR2GRAY);

    cvAbsDiff(frame, background, flytrack);
    cvThreshold(flytrack, flytrack, 60, 255, CV_THRESH_BINARY);

    cvMorphologyEx(flytrack, flytrack, 0, 0, CV_MOP_OPEN, 1);
    cvMorphologyEx(flytrack, flytrack, 0, 0, CV_MOP_CLOSE, 1);

    cvErode(flytrack, flytrack, 0, 1);
    cvDilate(flytrack, flytrack, 0, 3);

    cvSmooth(flytrack, flytrack, CV_MEDIAN, 3, 3);

          cvRectangle(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x, Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);

          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_1y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_1y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_2y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_2y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_3y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_3y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_4y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_4y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_5y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_5y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_6y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_6y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_7y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_7y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);

          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_1x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_1x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_2x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_2x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_3x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_3x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_4x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_4x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_5x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_5x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
    cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_6x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_6x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_7x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_7x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);

    if (cstorage == NULL) {
     cstorage = cvCreateMemStorage(0);    
    }
    else {
     cvClearMemStorage(cstorage);
    }

    int Nc = cvFindContours(
     flytrack,
     cstorage,
     &contours,
     sizeof(CvContour),
     CV_RETR_EXTERNAL
     );

    for (; contours != 0; contours = contours->h_next) {

     CvRect r = ((CvContour*)contours)->rect;
     cvMoments(cvGetSubRect(flytrack, &mat, r), &moments, 1);
        M00 = cvGetSpatialMoment(&moments, 0, 0);
        M10 = cvGetSpatialMoment(&moments, 1, 0);
        M01 = cvGetSpatialMoment(&moments, 0, 1);
        centers.x = (int) M10/M00 + r.x;
        centers.y = (int) M01/M00 + r.y;
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     cvCircle(pframe, centers, 2, cvScalarAll(255), 1, 8, 0);

        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "1", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly01x = centers.x; fly01y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "2", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly02x = centers.x; fly02y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "3", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly03x = centers.x; fly03y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "4", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly04x = centers.x; fly04y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "5", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly05x = centers.x; fly05y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "6", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly06x = centers.x; fly06y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "7", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly07x = centers.x; fly07y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "8", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly08x = centers.x; fly08y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "9", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly09x = centers.x; fly09y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "10", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly10x = centers.x; fly10y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "11", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly11x = centers.x; fly11y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "12", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly12x = centers.x; fly12y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
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        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "13", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly13x = centers.x; fly13y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "14", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly14x = centers.x; fly14y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "15", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly15x = centers.x; fly15y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "16", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly16x = centers.x; fly16y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

       

        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "17", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly17x = centers.x; fly17y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "18", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly18x = centers.x; fly18y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "19", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly19x = centers.x; fly19y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "20", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly20x = centers.x; fly20y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "21", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly21x = centers.x; fly21y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "22", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly22x = centers.x; fly22y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "23", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly23x = centers.x; fly23y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "24", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly24x = centers.x; fly24y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
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        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "25", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly25x = centers.x; fly25y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "26", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly26x = centers.x; fly26y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "27", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly27x = centers.x; fly27y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "28", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly28x = centers.x; fly28y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "29", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly29x = centers.x; fly29y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "30", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly30x = centers.x; fly30y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "31", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly31x = centers.x; fly31y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "32", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly32x = centers.x; fly32y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "33", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly33x = centers.x; fly33y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "34", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly34x = centers.x; fly34y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "35", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly35x = centers.x; fly35y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "36", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly36x = centers.x; fly36y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "37", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly37x = centers.x; fly37y = centers.y;
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      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "38", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly38x = centers.x; fly38y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "39", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly39x = centers.x; fly39y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "40", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly40x = centers.x; fly40y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "41", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly41x = centers.x; fly41y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "42", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly42x = centers.x; fly42y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "43", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly43x = centers.x; fly43y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "44", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly44x = centers.x; fly44y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "45", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly45x = centers.x; fly45y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "46", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly46x = centers.x; fly46y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "47", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly47x = centers.x; fly47y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "48", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly48x = centers.x; fly48y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "49", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly49x = centers.x; fly49y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
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     }
        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "50", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly50x = centers.x; fly50y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "51", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly51x = centers.x; fly51y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "52", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly52x = centers.x; fly52y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "53", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly53x = centers.x; fly53y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "54", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly54x = centers.x; fly54y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "55", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly55x = centers.x; fly55y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "56", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly56x = centers.x; fly56y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "57", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly57x = centers.x; fly57y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "58", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly58x = centers.x; fly58y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "59", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly59x = centers.x; fly59y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "60", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly60x = centers.x; fly60y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "61", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly61x = centers.x; fly61y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
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        { cvPutText(pframe, "62", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly62x = centers.x; fly62y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "63", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly63x = centers.x; fly63y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "64", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly64x = centers.x; fly64y = centers.y;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

   
    }
    cvFlushSeqWriter(&writer);

    if (psequence->total > Nc * tail_length) 
    {
     for (int j = psequence->total - Nc * tail_length - 1; j >= 0; --j)
     {
      cvSeqRemove(psequence, j);
     }
    }

    for (int k = 0; k < psequence->total; ++k)
    {
     CvPoint* p = (CvPoint*)cvGetSeqElem(psequence, k);
     cvCircle(pframe, cvPoint(p->x, p->y), 2, cvScalar(255, 0, 255), 1, 8, 0);

    }

    myfile << "Frame" << i << "\t";
    myfile << "1" << "\t" << fly01x << "\t" << fly01y << "\t";
    myfile << "2" << "\t" << fly02x << "\t" << fly02y << "\t";
    myfile << "3" << "\t" << fly03x << "\t" << fly03y << "\t";
    myfile << "4" << "\t" << fly04x << "\t" << fly04y << "\t";
    myfile << "5" << "\t" << fly05x << "\t" << fly05y << "\t";
    myfile << "6" << "\t" << fly06x << "\t" << fly06y << "\t";
    myfile << "7" << "\t" << fly07x << "\t" << fly07y << "\t";
    myfile << "8" << "\t" << fly08x << "\t" << fly08y << "\t";
    myfile << "9" << "\t" << fly09x << "\t" << fly09y << "\t";
    myfile << "10" << "\t" << fly10x << "\t" << fly10y << "\t";
    myfile << "11" << "\t" << fly11x << "\t" << fly11y << "\t";
    myfile << "12" << "\t" << fly12x << "\t" << fly12y << "\t";
    myfile << "13" << "\t" << fly13x << "\t" << fly13y << "\t";
    myfile << "14" << "\t" << fly14x << "\t" << fly14y << "\t";
    myfile << "15" << "\t" << fly15x << "\t" << fly15y << "\t";
    myfile << "16" << "\t" << fly16x << "\t" << fly16y << "\t";
    myfile << "17" << "\t" << fly17x << "\t" << fly17y << "\t";
    myfile << "18" << "\t" << fly18x << "\t" << fly18y << "\t";
    myfile << "19" << "\t" << fly19x << "\t" << fly19y << "\t";
    myfile << "20" << "\t" << fly20x << "\t" << fly20y << "\t";
    myfile << "21" << "\t" << fly21x << "\t" << fly21y << "\t";
    myfile << "22" << "\t" << fly22x << "\t" << fly22y << "\t";
    myfile << "23" << "\t" << fly23x << "\t" << fly23y << "\t";
    myfile << "24" << "\t" << fly24x << "\t" << fly24y << "\t";
    
    myfile << "25" << "\t" << fly25x << "\t" << fly25y << "\t";
    myfile << "26" << "\t" << fly26x << "\t" << fly26y << "\t";
    myfile << "27" << "\t" << fly27x << "\t" << fly27y << "\t";
    myfile << "28" << "\t" << fly28x << "\t" << fly28y << "\t";
    myfile << "29" << "\t" << fly29x << "\t" << fly29y << "\t";
    myfile << "30" << "\t" << fly30x << "\t" << fly30y << "\t";
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    myfile << "31" << "\t" << fly31x << "\t" << fly31y << "\t";
    myfile << "32" << "\t" << fly32x << "\t" << fly32y << "\t";
    myfile << "33" << "\t" << fly33x << "\t" << fly33y << "\t";
    myfile << "34" << "\t" << fly34x << "\t" << fly34y << "\t";
    myfile << "35" << "\t" << fly35x << "\t" << fly35y << "\t";
    myfile << "36" << "\t" << fly36x << "\t" << fly36y << "\t";
    myfile << "37" << "\t" << fly37x << "\t" << fly37y << "\t";
    myfile << "38" << "\t" << fly38x << "\t" << fly38y << "\t";
    myfile << "39" << "\t" << fly39x << "\t" << fly39y << "\t";
    myfile << "40" << "\t" << fly40x << "\t" << fly40y << "\t";
    myfile << "41" << "\t" << fly41x << "\t" << fly41y << "\t";
    myfile << "42" << "\t" << fly42x << "\t" << fly42y << "\t";
    myfile << "43" << "\t" << fly43x << "\t" << fly43y << "\t";
    myfile << "44" << "\t" << fly44x << "\t" << fly44y << "\t";
    myfile << "45" << "\t" << fly45x << "\t" << fly45y << "\t";
    myfile << "46" << "\t" << fly46x << "\t" << fly46y << "\t";
    myfile << "47" << "\t" << fly47x << "\t" << fly47y << "\t";
    myfile << "48" << "\t" << fly48x << "\t" << fly48y << "\t"; 

    myfile << "49" << "\t" << fly49x << "\t" << fly49y << "\t";
    myfile << "50" << "\t" << fly50x << "\t" << fly50y << "\t";
    myfile << "51" << "\t" << fly51x << "\t" << fly51y << "\t";
    myfile << "52" << "\t" << fly52x << "\t" << fly52y << "\t";
    myfile << "53" << "\t" << fly53x << "\t" << fly53y << "\t";
    myfile << "54" << "\t" << fly54x << "\t" << fly54y << "\t";
    myfile << "55" << "\t" << fly55x << "\t" << fly55y << "\t";
    myfile << "56" << "\t" << fly56x << "\t" << fly56y << "\t";
    myfile << "57" << "\t" << fly57x << "\t" << fly57y << "\t";
    myfile << "58" << "\t" << fly58x << "\t" << fly58y << "\t";
    myfile << "59" << "\t" << fly59x << "\t" << fly59y << "\t";
    myfile << "60" << "\t" << fly60x << "\t" << fly60y << "\t";
    myfile << "61" << "\t" << fly61x << "\t" << fly61y << "\t";
    myfile << "62" << "\t" << fly62x << "\t" << fly62y << "\t";
    myfile << "63" << "\t" << fly63x << "\t" << fly63y << "\t";
    myfile << "64" << "\t" << fly64x << "\t" << fly64y;

    myfile << endl;

    cvShowImage("FlyTrack",pframe);
    
    cout << "Frame #"<< i << " has been analyzed." << endl;

    counter = 0;

    cvWaitKey(30);
   }

  }
        
  cvEndWriteSeq(&writer);
        
  cvWaitKey(0);

        myfile.close();
        cvReleaseMemStorage(&cstorage);
  cvReleaseMemStorage(&pstorage);
  cvReleaseImage(&background);
  cvReleaseImage(&flytrack);
     cvReleaseImage(&frame);

  cvDestroyWindow("FlyTrack");
 }
 
 cvReleaseCapture(&capture);

 return 0;

}
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Appendix 2.3 Code for fly size estimation 

Contains file: 

FlySize64.cpp 
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/************************************************
FlySize64.cpp
************************************************/
#include <stdafx.h>
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <sstream>
#include <string>
#include <cv.h>
#include <highgui.h>
#include <cxcore.h>
using namespace std;

int main(int argc, char** argv)
{
    IplImage*  pframe = NULL;
 IplImage*  frame = NULL;
 IplImage*  background = NULL;
    IplImage*  flytrack = NULL;

 CvCapture* capture = NULL;

 int        start_frame = 0;
 int        total_frames = 0;
 int        analysis_step = 0;
 int        tail_length = 0;
 
 int        TL_ROIx = 0, TL_ROIy = 0;
 int        BR_ROIx = 0, BR_ROIy = 0;

 int        Top_0x = 0;
 int        Top_1x = 0;
 int        Top_2x = 0;
 int        Top_3x = 0;
 int        Top_4x = 0;
 int        Top_5x = 0;
 int        Top_6x = 0;
 int        Top_7x = 0;
 int        Top_8x = 0;

 int        Left_0y = 0;
 int        Left_1y = 0;
 int        Left_2y = 0;
 int        Left_3y = 0;
 int        Left_4y = 0;
 int        Left_5y = 0;
 int        Left_6y = 0;

 int        Left_7y = 0;
 int        Left_8y = 0;

 int        fly01x = 0, fly01y = 0;
 int        fly02x = 0, fly02y = 0;
 int        fly03x = 0, fly03y = 0;
 int        fly04x = 0, fly04y = 0;
 int        fly05x = 0, fly05y = 0;
 int        fly06x = 0, fly06y = 0;
 int        fly07x = 0, fly07y = 0;
 int        fly08x = 0, fly08y = 0;
 int        fly09x = 0, fly09y = 0;
 int        fly10x = 0, fly10y = 0;
 int        fly11x = 0, fly11y = 0;
 int        fly12x = 0, fly12y = 0;
 int        fly13x = 0, fly13y = 0;
 int        fly14x = 0, fly14y = 0;
 int        fly15x = 0, fly15y = 0;
 int        fly16x = 0, fly16y = 0;
 int        fly17x = 0, fly17y = 0;
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 int        fly18x = 0, fly18y = 0;
 int        fly19x = 0, fly19y = 0;
 int        fly20x = 0, fly20y = 0;
 int        fly21x = 0, fly21y = 0;
 int        fly22x = 0, fly22y = 0;
 int        fly23x = 0, fly23y = 0;
 int        fly24x = 0, fly24y = 0; 
 int        fly25x = 0, fly25y = 0;
 int        fly26x = 0, fly26y = 0;
 int        fly27x = 0, fly27y = 0;
 int        fly28x = 0, fly28y = 0;
 int        fly29x = 0, fly29y = 0;
 int        fly30x = 0, fly30y = 0;
 int        fly31x = 0, fly31y = 0;
 int        fly32x = 0, fly32y = 0;
 int        fly33x = 0, fly33y = 0;
 int        fly34x = 0, fly34y = 0;
 int        fly35x = 0, fly35y = 0;
 int        fly36x = 0, fly36y = 0;
 int        fly37x = 0, fly37y = 0;
 int        fly38x = 0, fly38y = 0;
 int        fly39x = 0, fly39y = 0;
 int        fly40x = 0, fly40y = 0;
 int        fly41x = 0, fly41y = 0;
 int        fly42x = 0, fly42y = 0;
 int        fly43x = 0, fly43y = 0;
 int        fly44x = 0, fly44y = 0;
 int        fly45x = 0, fly45y = 0;
 int        fly46x = 0, fly46y = 0;
 int        fly47x = 0, fly47y = 0;
 int        fly48x = 0, fly48y = 0;

 int        fly49x = 0, fly49y = 0;
 int        fly50x = 0, fly50y = 0;
 int        fly51x = 0, fly51y = 0;
 int        fly52x = 0, fly52y = 0;
 int        fly53x = 0, fly53y = 0;
 int        fly54x = 0, fly54y = 0;
 int        fly55x = 0, fly55y = 0;
 int        fly56x = 0, fly56y = 0;
 int        fly57x = 0, fly57y = 0;
 int        fly58x = 0, fly58y = 0;
 int        fly59x = 0, fly59y = 0;
 int        fly60x = 0, fly60y = 0;
 int        fly61x = 0, fly61y = 0;
 int        fly62x = 0, fly62y = 0;
 int        fly63x = 0, fly63y = 0;
 int        fly64x = 0, fly64y = 0;

 double        fly01area = 0.0;
 double        fly02area = 0.0;
 double        fly03area = 0.0;
 double        fly04area = 0.0;
 double        fly05area = 0.0;
 double        fly06area = 0.0;
 double        fly07area = 0.0;
 double        fly08area = 0.0;
 double        fly09area = 0.0;
 double        fly10area = 0.0;
 double        fly11area = 0.0;
 double        fly12area = 0.0;
 double        fly13area = 0.0;
 double        fly14area = 0.0;
 double        fly15area = 0.0;
 double        fly16area = 0.0;
 double        fly17area = 0.0;
 double        fly18area = 0.0;
 double        fly19area = 0.0;
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 double        fly20area = 0.0;
 double        fly21area = 0.0;
 double        fly22area = 0.0;
 double        fly23area = 0.0;
 double        fly24area = 0.0;
 double        fly25area = 0.0;
 double        fly26area = 0.0;
 double        fly27area = 0.0;
 double        fly28area = 0.0;
 double        fly29area = 0.0;
 double        fly30area = 0.0;
 double        fly31area = 0.0;
 double        fly32area = 0.0;
 double        fly33area = 0.0;
 double        fly34area = 0.0;
 double        fly35area = 0.0;
 double        fly36area = 0.0;
 double        fly37area = 0.0;
 double        fly38area = 0.0;
 double        fly39area = 0.0;
 double        fly40area = 0.0;
 double        fly41area = 0.0;
 double        fly42area = 0.0;
 double        fly43area = 0.0;
 double        fly44area = 0.0;
 double        fly45area = 0.0;
 double        fly46area = 0.0;
 double        fly47area = 0.0;
 double        fly48area = 0.0;

 double        fly49area = 0.0;
 double        fly50area = 0.0;
 double        fly51area = 0.0;
 double        fly52area = 0.0;
 double        fly53area = 0.0;
 double        fly54area = 0.0;
 double        fly55area = 0.0;
 double        fly56area = 0.0;
 double        fly57area = 0.0;
 double        fly58area = 0.0;
 double        fly59area = 0.0;
 double        fly60area = 0.0;
 double        fly61area = 0.0;
 double        fly62area = 0.0;
 double        fly63area = 0.0;
 double        fly64area = 0.0;

 int        counter = 0;

    if (argc ==2 && (capture = cvCreateFileCapture(argv[1])) != 0) {

  cout << "Analysis starting at frame (i.e. 1): ";
  cin >> start_frame;

  cout << "Total frames for analysis (i.e. 9000): ";
  cin >> total_frames;

  cout << "Analysis Step (1-15): ";
  cin >> analysis_step;

  cout << "Tail Length (1-10): ";
  cin >> tail_length;

  cout << "Enter ROI Top Left x Axis Value (in pixel): ";
  cin >> TL_ROIx;

  cout << "Enter ROI Top Left y Axis Value (in pixel): ";
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  cin >> TL_ROIy;

  cout << "Enter ROI Bottom Right x Axis Value (in pixel): ";
  cin >> BR_ROIx;

  cout << "Enter ROI Bottom Right y Axis Value (in pixel): ";
  cin >> BR_ROIy;

  Top_0x = 10;
     Left_0y = 10;
     Top_8x = abs(BR_ROIx - TL_ROIx) - Top_0x;
     Left_8y = abs(BR_ROIy - TL_ROIy) - Left_0y;

     Top_1x = (int)(Top_0x + (Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);
     Top_2x = (int)(Top_0x + 2*(Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);
     Top_3x = (int)(Top_0x + 3*(Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);
     Top_4x = (int)(Top_0x + 4*(Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);
     Top_5x = (int)(Top_0x + 5*(Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);
     Top_6x = (int)(Top_0x + 6*(Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);
     Top_7x = (int)(Top_0x + 7*(Top_8x - Top_0x)/8);

     Left_1y = (int)(Left_0y + (Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);
     Left_2y = (int)(Left_0y + 2*(Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);
     Left_3y = (int)(Left_0y + 3*(Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);
     Left_4y = (int)(Left_0y + 4*(Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);
     Left_5y = (int)(Left_0y + 5*(Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);
     Left_6y = (int)(Left_0y + 6*(Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);
     Left_7y = (int)(Left_0y + 7*(Left_8y - Left_0y)/8);

   background = cvLoadImage("Background.jpg", 0);
  cvSetImageROI(background, cvRect(TL_ROIx, TL_ROIy, abs(BR_ROIx - TL_ROIx), abs(BR_ROIy - TL_ROIy)));

  flytrack = cvCloneImage(background);
        frame = cvCloneImage(background);
  cvZero(flytrack);
  cvZero(frame);

  cvNamedWindow("FlyTrack",1);

  CvMemStorage* cstorage = NULL;
  CvSeq*        contours = NULL;

  CvMemStorage* pstorage = NULL;
  pstorage = cvCreateMemStorage(0);

  CvSeqWriter   writer;
  CvSeq*        psequence = NULL;

  cvStartWriteSeq(CV_32SC2, sizeof(CvSeq), sizeof(CvPoint), pstorage, &writer);
        psequence = cvEndWriteSeq(&writer);

  cvStartAppendToSeq(psequence, &writer);

  CvMoments moments;
  double M00, M01, M10;
  CvPoint centers;
  CvMat mat;

  CvFont font;
  cvInitFont(&font, CV_FONT_HERSHEY_PLAIN, 1, 2, 0, 1, 8);

  ofstream myfile;
  myfile.open("FlySize.txt");

  for (int i = 0; i < start_frame; i++) 
  {
   pframe = cvQueryFrame(capture);
  }
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  for( int i = start_frame; i <= start_frame + total_frames; i++) {

   pframe = cvQueryFrame(capture);
   counter ++;

   if (counter == analysis_step) {
   
    cvSetImageROI(pframe, cvRect(TL_ROIx, TL_ROIy, abs(BR_ROIx - TL_ROIx), abs(BR_ROIy - TL_ROIy)));
    
    cvCvtColor(pframe, frame, CV_BGR2GRAY);

    cvAbsDiff(frame, background, flytrack);
    cvThreshold(flytrack, flytrack, 40, 255, CV_THRESH_BINARY);

    cvErode(flytrack, flytrack, 0, 1);
    cvDilate(flytrack, flytrack, 0, 1);

    cvSmooth(flytrack, flytrack, CV_MEDIAN, 3, 3);

          cvRectangle(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x, Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);

          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_1y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_1y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_2y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_2y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_3y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_3y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_4y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_4y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_5y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_5y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);

    cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_6y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_6y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_0x,Left_7y), cvPoint(Top_8x,Left_7y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);

          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_1x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_1x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_2x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_2x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_3x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_3x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_4x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_4x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_5x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_5x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);

          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_6x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_6x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);
          cvLine(pframe, cvPoint(Top_7x,Left_0y), cvPoint(Top_7x,Left_8y), cvScalar(0, 255, 0), 2);

    if (cstorage == NULL) {
     cstorage = cvCreateMemStorage(0);    
    }
    else {
     cvClearMemStorage(cstorage);
    }

    int Nc = cvFindContours(
     flytrack,
     cstorage,
     &contours,
     sizeof(CvContour),
     CV_RETR_EXTERNAL
     );

    for (; contours != 0; contours = contours->h_next) {

     double dArea = 0.0;
     dArea = fabs(cvContourArea(contours,CV_WHOLE_SEQ));

     CvRect r = ((CvContour*)contours)->rect;
     cvMoments(cvGetSubRect(flytrack, &mat, r), &moments, 1);
        M00 = cvGetSpatialMoment(&moments, 0, 0);
        M10 = cvGetSpatialMoment(&moments, 1, 0);
        M01 = cvGetSpatialMoment(&moments, 0, 1);
        centers.x = (int) M10/M00 + r.x;
        centers.y = (int) M01/M00 + r.y;
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     cvCircle(pframe, centers, 2, cvScalarAll(255), 1, 8, 0);

        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "1", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly01area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "2", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly02area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "3", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly03area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "4", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly04area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "5", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly05area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "6", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly06area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "7", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly07area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_0x && centers.x < Top_1x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "8", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly08area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

                    if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "9", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly09area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "10", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly10area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "11", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly11area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "12", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly12area = dArea;
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      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "13", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly13area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "14", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly14area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "15", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly15area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_1x && centers.x < Top_2x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "16", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly16area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

                    if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "17", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly17area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "18", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly18area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "19", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly19area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "20", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly20area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "21", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly21area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "22", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly22area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "23", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly23area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
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        if (centers.x > Top_2x && centers.x < Top_3x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "24", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly24area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

     
     if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "25", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly25area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "26", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly26area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "27", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly27area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "28", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly28area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "29", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly29area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "30", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly30area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "31", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly31area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_3x && centers.x < Top_4x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "32", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly32area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

                   if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "33", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly33area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "34", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly34area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "35", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly35area = dArea;
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      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "36", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly36area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "37", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly37area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "38", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly38area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "39", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly39area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_4x && centers.x < Top_5x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "40", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly40area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

                    if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "41", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly41area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "42", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly42area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "43", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly43area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "44", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly44area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "45", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly45area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "46", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly46area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
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        { cvPutText(pframe, "47", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly47area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_5x && centers.x < Top_6x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "48", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 0, 255));
      fly48area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

                    if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "49", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly49area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "50", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly50area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "51", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly51area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "52", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly52area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "53", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly53area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "54", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly54area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "55", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly55area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_6x && centers.x < Top_7x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "56", centers, &font, cvScalar(255, 0, 0));
      fly56area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

                    if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_0y && centers.y < Left_1y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "57", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly57area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_1y && centers.y < Left_2y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "58", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly58area = dArea;
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      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_2y && centers.y < Left_3y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "59", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly59area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_3y && centers.y < Left_4y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "60", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly60area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_4y && centers.y < Left_5y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "61", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly61area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_5y && centers.y < Left_6y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "62", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly62area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_6y && centers.y < Left_7y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "63", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly63area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }

        if (centers.x > Top_7x && centers.x < Top_8x && centers.y > Left_7y && centers.y < Left_8y) 
        { cvPutText(pframe, "64", centers, &font, cvScalar(0, 255, 0));
      fly64area = dArea;
      CV_WRITE_SEQ_ELEM(centers, writer);
     }
 
    }
    cvFlushSeqWriter(&writer);

    if (psequence->total > Nc * tail_length) 
    {
     for (int j = psequence->total - Nc * tail_length - 1; j >= 0; --j)
     {
      cvSeqRemove(psequence, j);
     }
    }

    for (int k = 0; k < psequence->total; ++k)
    {
     CvPoint* p = (CvPoint*)cvGetSeqElem(psequence, k);
     cvCircle(pframe, cvPoint(p->x, p->y), 2, cvScalar(255, 0, 255), 1, 8, 0);

    }

    myfile << "Frame" << i << "\t";
    myfile << "1" << "\t" << fly01area << "\t";
    myfile << "2" << "\t" << fly02area << "\t";
    myfile << "3" << "\t" << fly03area << "\t";
    myfile << "4" << "\t" << fly04area << "\t";
    myfile << "5" << "\t" << fly05area << "\t";
    myfile << "6" << "\t" << fly06area << "\t";
    myfile << "7" << "\t" << fly07area << "\t";
    myfile << "8" << "\t" << fly08area << "\t";
    myfile << "9" << "\t" << fly09area << "\t";
    myfile << "10" << "\t" << fly10area << "\t";
    myfile << "11" << "\t" << fly11area << "\t";
    myfile << "12" << "\t" << fly12area << "\t";
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    myfile << "13" << "\t" << fly13area << "\t";
    myfile << "14" << "\t" << fly14area << "\t";
    myfile << "15" << "\t" << fly15area << "\t";
    myfile << "16" << "\t" << fly16area << "\t";
    myfile << "17" << "\t" << fly17area << "\t";
    myfile << "18" << "\t" << fly18area << "\t";
    myfile << "19" << "\t" << fly19area << "\t";
    myfile << "20" << "\t" << fly20area << "\t";
    myfile << "21" << "\t" << fly21area << "\t";
    myfile << "22" << "\t" << fly22area << "\t";
    myfile << "23" << "\t" << fly23area << "\t";
    myfile << "24" << "\t" << fly24area << "\t";
    
    myfile << "25" << "\t" << fly25area << "\t";
    myfile << "26" << "\t" << fly26area << "\t";
    myfile << "27" << "\t" << fly27area << "\t";
    myfile << "28" << "\t" << fly28area << "\t";
    myfile << "29" << "\t" << fly29area << "\t";
    myfile << "30" << "\t" << fly30area << "\t";
    myfile << "31" << "\t" << fly31area << "\t";
    myfile << "32" << "\t" << fly32area << "\t";
    myfile << "33" << "\t" << fly33area << "\t";
    myfile << "34" << "\t" << fly34area << "\t";
    myfile << "35" << "\t" << fly35area << "\t";
    myfile << "36" << "\t" << fly36area << "\t";
    myfile << "37" << "\t" << fly37area << "\t";
    myfile << "38" << "\t" << fly38area << "\t";
    myfile << "39" << "\t" << fly39area << "\t";
    myfile << "40" << "\t" << fly40area << "\t";
    myfile << "41" << "\t" << fly41area << "\t";
    myfile << "42" << "\t" << fly42area << "\t";
    myfile << "43" << "\t" << fly43area << "\t";
    myfile << "44" << "\t" << fly44area << "\t";
    myfile << "45" << "\t" << fly45area << "\t";
    myfile << "46" << "\t" << fly46area << "\t";
    myfile << "47" << "\t" << fly47area << "\t";
    myfile << "48" << "\t" << fly48area << "\t";

    myfile << "49" << "\t" << fly49area << "\t";
    myfile << "50" << "\t" << fly50area << "\t";
    myfile << "51" << "\t" << fly51area << "\t";
    myfile << "52" << "\t" << fly52area << "\t";
    myfile << "53" << "\t" << fly53area << "\t";
    myfile << "54" << "\t" << fly54area << "\t";
    myfile << "55" << "\t" << fly55area << "\t";
    myfile << "56" << "\t" << fly56area << "\t";
    myfile << "57" << "\t" << fly57area << "\t";
    myfile << "58" << "\t" << fly58area << "\t";
    myfile << "59" << "\t" << fly59area << "\t";
    myfile << "60" << "\t" << fly60area << "\t";
    myfile << "61" << "\t" << fly61area << "\t";
    myfile << "62" << "\t" << fly62area << "\t";
    myfile << "63" << "\t" << fly63area << "\t";
    myfile << "64" << "\t" << fly64area << "\t";
    
    myfile << endl;

    cvShowImage("FlyTrack",pframe);
    
    cout << "Frame #"<< i << " has been analyzed." << endl;

    counter = 0;

    cvWaitKey(30);
   }

  }
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  cvEndWriteSeq(&writer);
        
  cvWaitKey(0);

        myfile.close();
        cvReleaseMemStorage(&cstorage);
  cvReleaseMemStorage(&pstorage);
  cvReleaseImage(&background);
  cvReleaseImage(&flytrack);
     cvReleaseImage(&frame);

  cvDestroyWindow("FlyTrack");
 }
 
 cvReleaseCapture(&capture);

 return 0;

}
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Appendix 3.1 

RNAi knockdown of transgenic expression of White in glial cells 
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Appendix 3.1 legend 

RNAi knockdown of transgenic expression of White in glial cells 

Transgenic expression of White in glial cells was visualized in UAS-w-eYFP/y;; Repo/+ flies 

(Left panels). The expression pattern was consistent between individual flies (Fly #1 and #2). 

The expression was greatly inhibited by w-RNAi in UAS-w-eYFP/y;; Repo/UAS-w-RNAi flies. 

Fly lines: RNAi (Bloomington stock center, #31088); UAS-w-eYFP (D4) (see Chapter 3 

Materials and Methods). Scale bar (100 µm) applies for all images. 
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